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ABSTRACT

Three-dimensional encapsulation of cells within nanostructured silica gels or matrices
enables applications as diverse as biosensors, microbial fuel cells, artificial organs, and
vaccines. It also allows study of individual cell behaviors. Recent progress has improved
the performance and flexibility of cellular encapsulation, yet there remains a need for
robust scalable processes for large format production of cell-encapsulating materials.
Here, we detail two novel techniques, that enable the large-scale production of functional
Nano-Bio-Composites (NBCs) containing living cells within ordered 3-D lipid/silica
nanostructures: 1) thick-casting and 2) spray drying. Furthermore, we detail a third
technique for material scaling in which aqueous, silicate-based gel monoliths encapsulate
biofunctional yeast or bacteria. Both dry processes are demonstrated to work with
multiple cell types and result in dry powders exhibiting a unique combination of
properties including: highly ordered 3-D nanostructure, extended lipid fluidity, tunable
macro-morphologies and aerodynamic diameters, and unexpectedly high physical
strength. Nanoindentation of the encasing nanostructure revealed Young’s modulus and
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hardness of 13 and 1.4 GPa respectively, which was unexpected considering the low
processing conditions.
We hypothesized and confirmed that NBC-encapsulated cells would remain viable for
extended periods of time under elevated aging conditions. We attribute this due to the
high material strength as observed with nanoindentation, which would prevent cell
growth and force bacteria into viable but not culturable (VBNC) states. In concordance
with the VBNC state, cellular ATP levels remained elevated even over eight months
confirming temperature stable, viable cells. However, their ability to undergo
resuscitation and enter growth phase greatly decreased with time in the VBNC state. A
quantitative method of determining resuscitation frequencies was developed and showed
that, after 36 weeks in an NBC-induced VBNC state, less than 1 in 10,000 cells
underwent resuscitation. We verify the VBNC phenotype in gel-encapsulated cells by
studying cellular RNA expression levels. These latent behaviors are further demonstrated
with an in-vivo immunological study in which mice, immunized with NBCs containing
the vaccine Bacillus Calmette-Guérin, were observed to be immunized against a latent
form of Tuberculosis. This finding is, in our understanding, the first demonstration of a
latent disease-specific live cell immunotherapy. The NBC platform production of
industrially scalable quantities of VBNC cells is of interest for research in bacterial
persistence and screening of drugs targeting such cells. NBC’s may also enable long-term
preservation of living cells for applications in cell-based sensing and the packaging and
delivery of live-cell vaccines. Moreover, our methodology represents a novel process for
preparing formulations of latent cells in-silico, which could find application in basic
cellular research and for the development of a latent-specific vaccine.
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suspension to the wipe and allowed it to dry. We immediately imaged it with no further
modification. Shown are intact cells (white arrow) and cells that have collapsed due to
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Figure 4-1 | Schematic detailing the general cell directed assembly process. A)
Cells in PBS and lipid/silica precursors are prepared independently and mixed
immediately prior to preparation. B) The mixed solution is applied to a glass coverslip
and spincoated to drive off excess solution and to accelerate drying. C) Once applied to
the slide, the solution undergoes evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA), the lipids
congregate adjacent to the cell, and the film condenses around the cells. .................... - 56 Figure 4-2 | Evolution of the silica precursor solution as it undergoes an aging
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phase. After combining the precursors as described in the methods section, the solution
was homogenized with shaking and the vial was placed on a rocking platform for up to
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homogeneous within about 60 min of initial mixing and is colorless. Nanostructure and
ATP experiments indicate that this solution remains usable for preparation of nano-biocomposites (NBCs) for > 1 hr. ...................................................................................... - 58 Figure 4-3 | CDA films performed according to previous knowledge of the
process. (A) Fluorescence microscope image of bacteria in thin films. Here, we attempted
to powder a thin film with limited success. These particles appear as heterogeneous rafts
with cells embedded in the film. (B) SEM image of a cell embedded in a thin film shows
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Figure 4-4 | Overview of the process for preparing Bhatia gels with encapsulated
cells. A) Cells in buffer and glycerolated silicate precursors are prepared in separate
vessels and mixed. B) This solution is immediately pipetted into a containing vessel –
typically a micro-centrifuge tube. Gelation occurs with the cured gel taking the shape of
the vessel (C). Cells are contained within the bulk of the gel (D) and are buffered from
the encapsulating matrix with a sheath of glycerol (E)................................................. - 62 Figure 4-5 | Fresh gel versus 24hr gel. We observed a strong dependence on
curing within the first 24 hours on gel curing. A) A gel that has aged only 30 s appears
cloudy and slumps when removed from the vessel compared to a 24 hr-aged gel, which is
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forceps). B) A 24+ hour cured gel and (C) zoomed photo. D) The interface between the
cured gel and the surrounding aqueous sheath fluid is apparent and indicative of a
properly formed gel....................................................................................................... - 63 Figure 4-6 | Gallery of three a gel fragment with encapsulated yeast. Z-stack
image gallery of a particle highlights the physical structure of particles as well as cellular
distribution within a particle. Z-stack imaging also verifies complete encapsulation of
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particle (top) contains many dozens of cells, while a ~30 µm particle contains one or two
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Figure 4-11 | SEM analysis of thick-cast samples highlights the film thickness and
uniformity. (A) To visualize the surface, we scratched the film with a forcep, which
caused the film to fracture. This underscores the brittle nature of this material. (B) The
surface is uniform and featureless at the micron scale (inset: a piece of dust emphasizes
the surface uniformity). (C) Thick-cast films appear to be around 50µm thick, which is
considerably thicker than their spin-coated counterparts.............................................. - 73 Figure 4-12 | Photo of the slides designed for expanded thick-cast sample
preparation. We used a large glass plate available at our local hardware store, cut into 5”
x 7” rectangles. The perimeter of the plate is a PVC window trim, which is sealed to the
plate with 100% silicone. The plate is cleaned with ethanol, dried with dry N2 gas, and
ready for casting. Precursor solutions are prepared in advance, mixed, and poured onto
the glass surface, and manipulated around the surface with a glass microscope slide to
maximize surface area. This entire procedure is conducted in a biosafety hood to 1)
provide for a sterile environment and 2) to maximize evaporation of the solvent. ...... - 75 Figure 4-13 | Schematic of the spray drying process. A sheath gas (typically
nitrogen) is delivered to a nozzle into-which the liquid precursor solution is fed. The
solution is aerosolized into the gas and the liquid droplets dry as they progress through
the instrument. The gas is separated from the dried particles and, now hydrated, exits the
assembly. ....................................................................................................................... - 77 Figure 4-14 | Benchtop R&D and industrial spray driers and similar in design and
functionality, underscoring the innate ability to scale the material synthesis from
benchtop prototyping (as done in this study) to a massively scaled system. ................ - 78 -
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Figure 4-15 | Initial approaches to spraying lipid/silica materials with the Büchi
instrument. (A) Direct bulk mixing of precursors (lipid, silica, and cells) is the simplest
technique, but it does not solve the challenge of cell-solvent contact time. (B)
Independent precursor delivery used the function of a second input port on the nozzle, but
we found the inspiration pressures of the nozzle to be inconsistent and, thus, the two
solutions were not inspired at the same rate. (C) A hybrid process of independent delivery
of precursors to an intermediate mixing vessel reduced cell-solvent contact time. (D)
Similar to (B), delivery of the precursors was separate, but the nozzle inspired the
solutions at different rates. ............................................................................................ - 81 Figure 4-16 | Schematic of the spray drying process using a Büchi B-290 mini
spray drier for the production of lipid-silica NBCs. Solutions of cells in liquid suspension
and lipid-silica precursors are mixed in scintillation vials (A) and dispensed into the
sprayer nozzle via peristaltic pumps with mixing immediately prior to injection with a Y
valve (B). This mixture is aerosolized by the heated nozzle in a sheath of N2 gas (C).
Droplets are ~10-100µm in diameter and consist of cells, lipid (an inhomogeneous
mixture of free, micellular, or liposomal lipids), silica precursors, and solvent (D). The
droplet size can be varied by changing the ratio of the nitrogen gas flow rate to that of the
liquid feed rate. (E) Lipids organize silica precursors into an ordered nanostructure as the
solvent evaporates during EISA. (G) Particles are fully dried before entering the cyclone
(F) and flow through cyclone vortex into the collection chamber. An aspiration vacuum
pump (Vac.), pulls a vacuum on the assembly, exhausting N2. .................................... - 85 Figure 4-17 | Fluorescence confocal microscopy images of NBCs demonstrate
discrete, spray-dried particles that fully encapsulate cells or cell surrogates. (A) 1µm
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green fluorescent latex beads were used to provide a baseline for spray-dried particles.
Encapsulated red fluorescent are observed in collapsed merged Z-stack images of a
typical large (B) and small (C) particle. Particles are shown to fully encapsulate cells as
confirmed with three-dimensional Z-stack sectioning of the same large (D) and small (E)
particle, for which the optical slices are 0.4µm and 0.5µm, respectively, and the total zscan depths were 13.0µm and 6.0µm, respectively. (F) In order to serve as a reference
and a control for NBCs containing E. coli, we prepared NBCs containing latex beads
using the same process and parameters as described above but replaced the cells with
1um latex beads in PBS. Optical images of these formulations were extremely consistent
with those of sprayed bacteria and yeast. We used these samples as baseline controls for
ATP and other studies. .................................................................................................. - 88 Figure 4-18 | Confocal Z-stack gallery (A) and SEM (B) imaging highlight the
dense cell loading within spray dried yeast NBCs........................................................ - 90 Figure 4-19 | SEM gallery of spray dried red blood cells. Left, lowest
magnification. Right, highest magnification. ................................................................ - 92 Figure 4-20 | Fluorescence microscopy images of spray dried RBCs show a
subpopulation of particles with apparent intact cells and analysis with NaBH4 verifies this
observation. Cells are stained with NaBH4 post encapsulation, which reduces hemoglobin
to protoporphyrin, which is fluorescent. ....................................................................... - 93 Figure 4-21 | Particle macro-morphology can be tuned depending on the spray
drying parameters listed in Table 4-2 to yield large or small particles with varying
percentages of hollow particles. (A-C) Large particles and/or aggregates prepared with
Process A can contain multiple red-fluorescent bacteria (K12 E. coli constitutively
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expressing pDsRed-Express 2, an RFP variant) (A, inset) and particle aggregates can
range from ~10µm to 30µm or larger (B, C). (D-F) Individual particles prepared with
higher temperatures in Process B demonstrate smaller particles, which are less prone to
aggregation and contain a subpopulation of hollow particles. (G-I) Lower feed rates
reveal a higher fraction of hollow particles with a mixed size distribution; an optical slice
of <0.5µm allows for the cross-sectional visualization of hollow particles (G). Samples
were prepared using a green fluorescent lipid, which extends throughout the particle. The
scale bar is 5µm. ........................................................................................................... - 96 Figure 4-22 | Nanostructure of NBCs compared to thin and thick films. (A) X-ray
diffraction (XRD) plots of samples prepared under varying conditions. The baseline
condition is referred to as Process A (inlet temperature: 60˚C; feed rate: 3.5 mL/min; gas
rate: 60 l/hr) and the varied conditions are 1) age of the precursor solution, 2) increased
and decreased rate of the inlet feed solution (2.5 and 4.5 mL/min respectively), 3)
decreased carrier gas flow rate (30 l/hr), and 4) two degrees of elevated inlet temperature
(90˚C and 120˚C respectively). Results demonstrate no noticeable difference between the
nanostructures indicating preserved nanostructural features independent of processing
parameters (consistent with TEM) and to have a lower angle and broader diffraction peak
as compared to thin film samples, indicating a larger characteristic d-spacing and
moderately less order. Powders were collected from spraying chamber and analyzed as
described in the methods section with a PANalytical X’pert Pro diffractometer using
CuKα radiation with λ = 1.15418Å. (B) XRD 2θ and corresponding d-spacings of various
powders and thin or thick-cast films formed by EISA procedures in this study. ......... - 98 -
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Figure 4-23 | Depending on the process parameters, particles are solid or hollow.
(A-C) Solid particles can appear raisin-like and are solid and uniform. (D-F) Hollow
particles appear to be spherical with a heterogeneous population of solid particles mixed
in. Notedly, both approaches encapsulate cells and these hollow properties do not affect
nanostructure formation or biofunctionality (vida infra). ........................................... - 101 Figure 4-24 | Representative transmission electron microscopy images of
lipid/silica mesophase particles formed by so-called ‘aerosol-assisted’ evaporation
induced self-assembly. All particles are solid, roughly spherical, and exhibit ordered
nanostructures consistent with hexagonal mesophases. Sample were prepared using the
identical precursor sol (Sol) as for spray-drying and the aerosol-assisted EISA approach
described in Lu et al. (Lu, Nature, 1999).1 The aerosol reactor consisted of a TSI
generator operated with 207 kPa N2 as the carrier gas and a seven zone tube furnace with
temperatures 150˚C, 170˚C, 170˚C, 270˚C, 410˚C, 170˚C, and 115˚C. Powders were
collected on a Pall Supor 200 membrane (0.2 µm) at 115˚C. ..................................... - 103 Figure 4-25 | Particle sizing with laser diffractometry (LD) and separation by
mass mean aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) with a cascade impactor indicate that
particles with MMAD as low as 0.54µm contain cells. (A) Particle sizing using LD
demonstrates disperse, discrete particles with 50% of the particles falling between ~6-14
µm. LD of spray-dried powders demonstrates particle size distribution with a median
particle size (x50) of ~12 µm. Shown is a typical particle size curve. Plotted on the dual
y-axis are the cumulative volume (q(x)) and the volume frequency (Q(x)) particle size
distributions. Spray dried samples were prepared as previously described, 1mg powder
was suspended in 1mL of acetonitrile (ACN), vortexed for 30s to distribute particles, and
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100µL was pipetted into an LD cuvette containing ACN. (B) Particles were separated by
their MMAD using a cascade impactor and a sample from each well was imaged with a
confocal microscope. Fluorescence (top) and DIC-fluorescence merge (bottom) images
indicate that particles with MMADs small as 0.5µm can contain cells. Particles
correspond to wells 1-7 of the impactor and diameters of 0.54, 0.83, 1.36, 2.30, 3.99,
6.40, and 11.70 µm, respectively. ............................................................................... - 104 Figure 4-26 | Mass mean aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) profiling using a
cascade impactor. Shown is a typical MMAD profiling setup with the NBC powders
having deposited in the chamber according to aerodynamic size. The carrier gas
approximates the inspiration rate of a human lung and enters the assembly on the left,
flows through the chambers, and exits on the right. The largest particles deposit into the
left-most tray and the finest collected particles deposit into the right-most tray. Powder
weights of the eight trays are inputted into a formula, which calculates MMAD. ..... - 106 Figure 4-27 | Confocal image gallery of merged fluorescence and DIC channels
for a large NBC particle. The 35 images span a depth of 13.0 µm for a total optical slice
of 0.37 µm per image. ................................................................................................. - 108 Figure 4-28 | Confocal image gallery of merged fluorescence and DIC channels
for a small NBC particle. The 13 images span a depth of 6.0 µm for a total optical slice of
0.46 µm per image. Note: the figure is of apparent low resolution due to the high zoom. . 109 Figure 4-29 | Process overview of house-built spraying chamber. (A) The
Aeroneb head unit is a simple, plastic, disposable device with a fluid reservoir above the
perforated stainless-steel disk. A controller unit supplies the waveform to the head, which
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drives the disk. Lipid/silica precursors and cells are delivered separately to the reservoir
to minimize cell-solvent contact time. (B) Our spraying head assembly allows for the
placement of the nebulizer in the center of the sheath gas cylindrical flow. (C) The
spraying column in operation. The precursors are delivered via a syringe pump. ..... - 111 Figure 4-30 | SEM images of nebulized NBC particles show a small particle size
and some degree of particle clumping. In this preliminary study, we were able to achieve
particle formation with our house-built instrument. ................................................... - 112 Figure 4-31 | X ray diffraction and GISAX. NBC powders were prepared
according to Process A or aerosol-assisted EISA and thin and thick film samples prepared
by EISA via spin-coating or casting. NBC powders were found to have a characteristic
peak at 2.88 ˚ 2θ, which is lower that of powders prepared by aerosol-assisted EISA and
thin or thick-cast films prepared by spin-coating or casting. Differences are attributed to
the rapid drying time of spray-dried samples (< 1 second) as compared to aerosol-EISA
powders or spin–cast (both 1 – 10 s) or thick-cast samples (10 s – 10 min depending on
Precursor Sol volume)). Here, we analyzed two different aerosol routes as described by
Lu el al.1 to determine the nanostructural properties of sub-micron particles. Thin films
were prepared using Precursor Sol, lipid, and bacteria as described above and 100 µL of
solution is pipetted onto a substrate (1 cm2 Si wafer or a round cover glass) without N2
by spin-coating at ambient conditions or with N2 by spin coating within a N2-rich
chamber (Laurell spin coater, model WS-400Bz-6NPP-Lite) at 1,000RPM for 30s. Thickcast films were prepared by adding 1 mL of Precursor Sol, lipid, and bacteria as
described above onto a 1 cm2 Si wafer or a round cover glass and the solvent is allowed
to evaporate. (D) Grazing Incidence Small Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAX) data for thin
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films (top) and thick films (bottom) films demonstrate nearly identical hexagonal
nanostructures. ............................................................................................................ - 116 Figure 4-32 | Nano-morphologies of CDA particles highlight tightly packed
configuration of embedded cells and reveal a nano-ordered encapsulating matrix that
interfaces with the cell surface. (A, B) TEM analysis shows a very dense cell loading
within the particle and a zoomed image (C) reveals an ordered nanostructure matrix that,
here, is highlighted between two cells. CW: cell wall; Mx: matrix. ........................... - 118 Figure 4-33 | Further inspection of TEM images reveals a minority subpopulation
of cells with apparent nanostructure formation within the cell. This cellular silicification
has been observed previously within our group and may be an indication of compromised
cell membrane. ............................................................................................................ - 119 Figure 4-34 | Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis of NBCs reveals
that particles possess ubiquitous nanostructure that is independent of the spray drying
parameters and extends throughout solid and hollow regions. (A) A typical particle from
a sample prepared according to Process A with 60˚C inlet temperature and 3.5mL/min
feed rate has a well-defined nanostructure that extends throughout the bulk of the particle
(bottom). (B) A group of particles prepared according to Process D with 90˚C inlet
temperature and 2.5mL/min feed rate include a cluster of solid (stars) and hollow
particles (arrows). The previously observed nanostructure is found within the perimeter
of the hollow shells (bottom, red) and extends into solid regions (bottom, green). (C)
NBCs were prepared with latex beads, which appear dark grey and are fully encapsulated
by surrounding particle. Zoomed images show nanostructure throughout the bulk of the
particle (bottom, green) and interfacing directly with the bead surface (bottom, red). (D)
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Spray-dried particles containing E. coli were prepared for TEM following the same
technique as with spray-dried beads and are found to have similar bulk nanostructure
(bottom, green) that interfaces coherently with the cell (bottom, red). E. coli are stained
prior to spray drying with electron dense osmium tetroxide, which binds to the lipids
within the bacterial membrane, providing contrast within the electron beam as compared
against the unstained bead interface in (C). ................................................................ - 122 Figure 4-35 | Micro- and nanomorphologies of spray dried yeast reveal
distribution of cells within the NBC matrix. (A-C) Fluorescence microscopy images
highlight the dense cell loading within powders. (D) TEM image of two yeast cells with
intact membranes and intracellular features. (E) A zoomed image of the interface
between the cell and the matrix where the nanostructure is observed to be conformal to
the cell as previously observed with CDA (F) and continues into the bulk of the matrix
(G). .............................................................................................................................. - 124 Figure 4-36 TEM images of an individual gel-encapsulated cell show
incorporation within a ramified, highly porous matrix composed of small (10 nm)
primary silica nanoparticles that is separated from the cell surface by a 20-450 nm thick
porous layer that is rich in glycerol. CP: cytoplasm; CW: cell wall; Gly: glycerol; Mx:
matrix. ......................................................................................................................... - 126 Figure 4-37 | Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching of NBCs prepared
with 1% fluorescent lipid (w/w of total lipid fraction) reveals a fluid lipid layer that
extends throughout the bulk of the particle that is independent of process parameters and
retains fluidity for >18 months. (A) A representative recovery curve showing the
recovery profile of a particle prepared under Process A. (B, C) Fluorescence recovery
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image series of regions that were bleached on a large particle from Process A (B) and
many small particles from Process D (C). The green channel exhibits a noticeable
recovery, whereas the red channel remains quenched as expected. The particles
containing cells exhibit high initial fluorescence in both green (fluorescent lipid) and red
(RFP) channels and both channels are nearly fully quenched after bleaching with a high
intensity laser (yellow dotted circle). The scale bar is 5µm. ...................................... - 129 Figure 4-38 | Mobile fraction dynamics of fluorescence species. (A) Shown is a
theoretical recovery curve which depicts the recovery of the fluorescent phase from full
quenching (F0) to maximal recovery (F∞) after which no recovery will occur. (B) The
mobile and immobile fractions in NBCs indicate that 70-85% of the fluorescent
molecules are in the mobile phase and contribute to the fluorescence recovery. This
unexpected finding highlights the dynamic nature of the NBC particle, the aqueous phase
of which is constantly in flux. ..................................................................................... - 131 Figure 4-39 | Analysis of the diffusion time, tD, show that 18-month aged samples
retain lipid fluidity. Lipid recovery is observed by tracking the diffusion time, tD, the time
to recover of ½ the final recovered fluorescent intensity. ........................................... - 132 Figure 4-40 | Young’s modulus and hardness of NBCs determined by
nanoindentation are 13.0±1.0 GPa and 1.4±0.1 GPa respectively (n=10) using the
standard Oliver-Pharr analysis.14 The epoxy-embedded sample from which TEM samples
were previously microtomed was used to perform indentation studies. Nanoindentation
was performed using a Hysitron TriboIndenter® with a 3-sided pyramidal Berkovich tip
with 50nm radius. Pictured are topography images (A-C) achieved by scanning the
nanoindentor tip (top) and ‘gradient reverse’ images based on the derivative of the
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topography image (bottom) of one particle prepared by Process A before indentation
(wide field scan, left; zoom, center) and after 2x indentations (right). The insets show a
typical area before and after indentation. Indentations were taken on multiple particles
from different regions of the sample. As a visual guide, we imaged the sample prenanoindentation with SEM backscatter mode (D). ..................................................... - 134 Figure 4-41 | Force-displacement curves for nanoindentation of NBCs embedded
in epoxy. Nanoindentation of epoxy surroundings (red, n=29) served as a control to the
NBCs (blue, n=10). Data demonstrates repeatability of the experiment with high
confidence. .................................................................................................................. - 135 Figure 4-42 | Hardness and modulus as a function of contact displacement for
epoxy versus NBC nanoindentation. Epoxy samples were found to exhibit a Young’s
Modulus of 4.1±0.8 GPa and a hardness of 0.3±0.1 GPa. NBCs were characteristic of a
Young’s Modulus of 13.0±1.0 GPa and a hardness of 1.4±0.1 GPa. ......................... - 136 Figure 4-43 | Comparison of Young's Modulus between NBC and epoxy resin. .... 137 Figure 4-44 | Previously reported results for “viability” of CDA- encapsulated
cells use a dye-based kit, which can yield inaccurate results. (Top) Published results
claim 50%+ viability. (Bottom) Our analysis of the same results yields a much lower
viability percentage of approximately 18%. This analysis underscores the difficulty of
relying on this viability probe. .................................................................................... - 142 Figure 4-45 | Schematic detailing the conversion of ATP into AMP with a
measurable fluorescent biproduct. .............................................................................. - 143 -
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Figure 4-46 | ATP assay controls demonstrate the quantitative ability of the assay.
(A and B) There is a strong correlation between mols of ATP (fresh from the
manufacturer) and cells in suspension. (C) E. coli immediately prior to spray drying show
96% viability as determined using Baclight Live/Dead assay (Molecular Probes; Eugene,
Oregon). Cells that were treated with 1% bleach for 10mins are 0% viable. (D)
Percentage of wells showing viability/resuscitation as a function of incubation time in
buffer / FBS for cells encapsulated in NBCs for two weeks and dispensed at an average
concentration of 100 cells per well. ............................................................................. - 144 Figure 4-47 | An ATP assay acts as an indicator of viability of aged NBCs
indicates that encapsulated cells are viable for >8months with less than 1-log10 loss in
ATP for samples stored at 40˚C and 0% Relative Humidity (RH) and that this long-term
stability is independent of process parameters. Spray-dried samples were prepared, split
into 5-10 mg aliquots and stored at 25˚C/60%RH, 40˚C/75%RH and 40˚C/0%RH.
Samples were periodically removed from aging and re-suspended in water to a 25µL/mg
dilution. The solution was thoroughly mixed, and 25µL was added to a 96-well plate in
duplicate. The luciferase reagent was prepared according to product literature, 50µL
reagent was added to each sample well, and the plate was analyzed on a Tecan
luminometer. The data was normalized to ATP standards and converted to mols ATP. For
samples stored at 40˚C and 0%RH, we observed <1-log10 loss in ATP stability after 8
months aging, a significant improvement over reported values of ~4-log10 loss of ATP
stability during storage under the same conditions for only 30 days. ......................... - 145 -
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Figure 4-48 | ATP levels remained constant after 8 months storage at 4˚C or 40˚C
and 0 RH. Fresh and 8-month aged NBCs were analyzed using a luminescence ATP
assay, which shows unchanging ATP levels after dry aging at RT. ........................... - 149 Figure 4-49 | The major challenge with quantitatively assessing cellular
culturability rests in the ability for one cell to reactivate post-latency and grow maximally
within a volume of media. In this case, the latency to culturability rate is known for one
cell, but not for the others in the population (depicted as six here). ........................... - 152 Figure 4-50 | Schematic depicting the strategy of isolating statistically single cells
within individual volumes of growth medium using serial dilution. .......................... - 153 Figure 4-51 | Schematic of culturability assay developed to determine the
resuscitation rates of NBC-encapsulated bacteria. Dry-aged NBCs are added to growth
media, which is under continuous agitation and 100 µL aliquots are added to each well of
a 96-well plate such that each well had statistically the same number of encapsulated cells
for a total of 96 samples per plate. Serial dilution of the powder/medium solution
provided sample sets of 105 cells/well, 104 cells/well, …, 100 cells per well. Additionally,
a control plate in which no powder was added to the first micro-centrifuge tube was
conducted (we only prepared the first plate – i.e. only the 105 cells/well data point – as
any observed growth, which would indicate a flawed procedure, would be most
prominent in this sample). This entire sample set of seven plates (105 cells/well, 104
cells/well, …, 100 cells/well, and a control plate) was repeated for samples that were dry
aged for up to 36 weeks. ............................................................................................. - 154 Figure 4-52 | Dry aged encapsulated cells can be regrown in liquid culture and
demonstrate some characteristics of bacterial persistence. Here, the same, known
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concentration of NBC-encapsulated cells is added to each well of a 96-well plate and the
plate is sealed and incubated with rocking for up to 2 months. If it occurs, the growth in a
well takes <24hr to go from null to maximal growth and is observed by monitoring RFP
bacterial fluorescence. The majority of growth occurs within the first several days of
incubation, but it can continue for up to 2 weeks, after which point little growth was
observed. (A) Number of wells showing regrowth after dry aging of encapsulated cells
for up to 36 weeks prior to incubation. (B) Representative fluorescence images taken with
a digital camera with backlighting from a UV-transilluminator (blue) and a fluorescent
plate reader (black and white) of 96-well plates that were used to conduct the experiment
highlight wells that exhibit growth (bright wells)....................................................... - 156 Figure 4-53 | The maximum weeks of aging where 50% regrowth/resuscitation
remains possible as a function of the average number of cells/well. .......................... - 157 Figure 4-54 | Analysis of resuscitation frequency (regrowth) in liquid media as a
function of bacterial number and of aging times in NBC. (A) 100 cells / well, (B) 101
cells/well, (C) 102 cells/well, (D) 103 cells/well, (E) 104 cells/well, and (F) 105 cells/well.158 Figure 4-55 | Extracted RNA from NBCs containing yeast show sharp RNA bands
corresponding to the 16S and 23S ribosomal RNA that degrade with aging. We tested
NBCs that were dry aged for 0, 3, and 14 days at 25˚C/60 RH (blue box on the left) and
40˚C/ 0 RH (green box on the right) in accordance with accelerated aging standards as
described previously. We observed a distinct degradation of RNA (i.e. RNA digest) for
the samples stored under humid environments, whereas, for samples stored under
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desiccation, RNA is noticeably more stable and less degraded. These findings reflect our
findings for ATP levels as described previously. ....................................................... - 161 Figure 4-56 | RNA extraction for thick-cast and NBC samples. .................... - 162 Figure 4-57 | Preliminary Gene Chip experiment highlights up- and downregulated genes for the three different encapsulation techniques tested. Many of these
upregulated and downregulated genes are consistent with our findings on temperaturestable cells and the VBNC phenotype. ....................................................................... - 163 Figure 4-58 | Global tuberculosis incidence is relatively inversely related to global
electricity availability. This underscores the difficulty in delivering vaccines, which
require refrigeration, to the places in the greatest need. ............................................. - 166 Figure 4-59 | Spray dried NBCs can be tuned to deliver vaccine to the deep lung,
where alveoli are shielded from particles larger than ~1µm. Our finest particles were
observed in the 0.5µm range, well within reach of the smallest lung chambers. ....... - 168 Figure 4-60 | Null in-vivo result with virulent H37Rv. BCG baccili were
encapsulated in nanoparticles that force the cells into a possible latent state. Particles
were stored for 1 day, 1 month, or 2 months. Mice were vaccinated with these particles,
or with normal BCG s.c. Six weeks later they were challenged by aerosol. No effect was
seen against H37Rv..................................................................................................... - 171 Figure 4-61 | An in-vivo experiment demonstrates time dependent immunological
properties of NBCs where the immunological strength of the vaccine is increased with
dry aging. .................................................................................................................... - 172 Figure 4-62 | Cells in suspension are readily grown on a media plate (left). Cells
were encapsulated in a gel for several days and plated. These samples exhibited no
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growth for 48 hours after which a subpopulation of cells entered the growth phase and
formed a colonies at a rate of ~1 in 10,000 as found in our culturability studies and as
reported recently.136 This behavior is indicative of cellular latency. .......................... - 173 Figure 4-63 | Proposed vaccine distribution system with virulent and/or latent
formulations. 1) A vial containing two separate compartments containing NBC (top) and
growth medium (bottom) that are separated with a metal foil has (2) a sharp edge that,
when pressed (3) punctures the foil, exposing the NBCs to medium. 4) Incubation with
rocking at 37°C initiates growth leading to a (5) virulent vaccine. In B, the steps are the
same except the vial has a third compartment with the same foil and sharp edge. In step 6,
the second edge punctures the second foil, releasing a second dose of NBC into the
virulent bacteria. This formulation is immediately administered. By completing only
steps 1-3 with immediate administration, a latent vaccine would be administered. Thus, a
vaccine containing either virulent and/or latent cells is possible. The vial would be stored
and distributed at room temperature and would remain stable for 8+ months. .......... - 177 -
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1

Introduction

Due to the unique behaviors and characteristics of encapsulated cells and their
applications to bio-sensing, catalysis, and bio-medical research, cell-based bio-inorganic
materials have been the subject of intense study since the first demonstration of physical
entrapment of cells within silica gels by Carturan et al. over 20 years ago.1 The majority
of reported techniques rely on cellular encapsulation within polymeric materials that
physically confine and protect the cells and can act as a synthetic extracellular matrix.2,3
As an alternative to organic polymers, amorphous silicon dioxide (SiO2) and hybrid
organosilicate matrices have also been used for cellular encapsulation. Efforts to
incorporate living cells in inorganic gels and nanostructures have burgeoned to include
encapsulation within glycerol-based silica gels,4,5 calcium mineral layers,6 vapor phase
sol gel matrices,7,8 and solution phase lipid/silica matrices.9 These studies have sought to
enhance cell viability by reducing cellular stress resulting from chemical byproducts of
the encapsulation process,9 increasing cell resistance to processing stresses and lytic
enzymes,7 and improving chemical and mechanical stability,4 while enabling extension of
the respective encapsulation methods to a wider range of cell types.8 Significant
improvements in bio-functionality have been achieved, but each of the methods have
limitations that reduce their general applicability including: limited long term viability;4
thin-film architectures with correspondingly low material yields;9 and limited success in
cell lines other than Escherichia coli (E. coli) and yeast, which are thought to survive
harsh sample processing conditions due to their robust cell walls.
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1.1

Biomimicry: imitating natural materials in the lab

The merging of fields of biology and materials science draws much attention from
the scientific community due to the wide range of research and applications that stem
from observing naturally fabricated materials (and their processes) and imitating them in
the laboratory. In some cases, these natural materials have properties that often surpass
human-engineered materials by orders of magnitudes. Spider silk has tensile strength
properties comparable to the toughest synthetic materials such as Kevlar10 despite being
composed mostly of proteins. Geckos are able to grip to atomically-smooth surfaces
using non-adhesive physical properties of their toes and their gripping strength properties
surpass that of the toughest human-made chemical adhesives.11 Nacre, a material derived
by many species within the Mollusca phylum of invertebrate animals, is composed
mainly of the mineral calcium carbonate (95% w/w) in the form of stacked tablets, but
also incorporates a small fraction of organic biopolymers interdigitated throughout the
tablet stack, which increase the toughness of the mineral by 3,000-fold (Figure 1-1).12
This hybrid bioceramic has a Young’s Modulus of 90+ GPa, which is double that of state
of the art ultra-high-performance concrete.13,14
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Figure 1-1 | The structure of mollusk shell is bioceramic and is the inspiration for
many synthetic materials. The hierarchical structure of the red abalone molluscan shell
anatomy demonstrates the relationship between the mineral phase (aragonite, CaCO3) and
the organic phase (proteins and polysaccharides). Adapted from Sun 2012.

Fascinatingly, all of these naturally-derived materials are prepared at ambient
temperatures and pressures and use water as a solvent as opposed to advanced synthetic
materials such as the three noted examples, which are often prepared under high heat or
extreme pressures and use harsh solvents and media or toxic chemicals as constituents.
By applying principles found in nature to research objectives in the lab, researchers can
elevate the performance of existing technologies or, in some cases, discover entirely new
research fields. For example, imitations of mollusk nacre have yielded synthetic glass that
is 200x tougher than standard laboratory glass.12
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Table 1-1 | Comparison of natural and synthetic material hardness properties.
Diatom amorphous silica frustules,15 mesoporous silica,16 dehydrated cortical bone,17,18
ultra-high performance concrete,13 and fused silica glass14 are compared with aragonite
tablets19 from sea mollusk nacre.

1.2

Surfactant-templated silica nanostructural materials

The field of self-assembled structured silica nanomaterials was pioneered by Drs.
C. J. Brinker et al. in their seminal 1999 work “Evaporation-induced self-assembly:
nanostructures made easy” in which they introduced the field (and coined the term!) of
evaporation-induced self-assembly (EISA).20 The critical component of this work stems
from the hydrolysis and condensation reactions of organically ligated metal alkoxides
such as tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS). TEOS, a hydrophilic liquid depicted in Figure
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1-2, is the most common in this class of alkoxides as it readily reacts with water in a
reaction called hydrolysis (a) in which an acid catalyzes the creation of reactive species
on the alkoxide molecule (Figure 1-2). This reactive specie can then further react with
other moieties in a subsequent reaction called a condensation reaction, forming a dimer
(b).21

Figure 1-2 | Partial hydrolysis and condensation reactions of silica alkoxides.

Complete hydrolysis of the alkoxide leads to a polymerization reaction in which
many moieties are bonded together, forming the basis for a gel network (aka matrix) as
depicted in Figure 1-3. The rate at which this polymerization occurs is dependent on the
pH, where pH of ~2 minimizes condensation, with lower or higher pH accelerating
condensation.22
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Figure 1-3 | Complete hydrolysis and condensation of silica alkoxides leads to
polymerization of a silica gel forming the basis for silica gel matrices.

In addition to the natural self-assembly of these silica polymers, Brinker et al.
found that the process naturally results in a nanoporous material with the addition of
amphiphilic species such as surfactants into the silica precursors. Because TEOS is
hydrophilic, the surfactant naturally organizes silica precursors via self-assembly
processes into various structures dependent upon the surfactant, process parameters, and
other aspects. These materials can then be calcined, burning away the surfactant, leaving
an ordered silica material perforated with nano-pores with a periodic pore spacing of 3
nm (Figure 1-4).
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Figure 1-4 | Schematic highlighting the process of evaporation induced selfassembly (EISA). Here, surfactants or lipids direct the formation of silica precursors into
a nanostructured lattice. Calcination burns away the surfactant, leaving a nano-porous
material.

Thus, these principles of bio-mimicry were extended into the field of ceramic
sciences by merging silicate-based materials with surfactants, enabling the development
of novel silica nanostructured materials with a range of applications.
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1.3

Integration of lipids into templated silica nanomaterials and incorporation of
cells

Previous work with nanostructured silica materials incorporated amphiphilic
surfactants that acted to self-assemble the silica precursors into ordered structures. It was
hypothesized that these systems could be extended to work with biological species –
proteins, DNA, or even living cells – by 1) eliminating the calcination step, 2) replacing
the solvent with an aqueous media, and 3) substituting a biologically compatible
amphiphile in place of the surfactant.

1.3.1

Lipids can be substituted for surfactants in EISA

To preserve biofunctionality and accessibility of incorporated biologicals in a
nominally dry, ‘solid-state’ miniaturized sensor without the need of an external fluidic
system, researchers developed a process referred to as cell directed assembly (CDA) in
which cells were encapsulated with a nanoporous silica matrix where they were found to
actively direct the assembly of the platform.9
The critical breakthrough in achieving cellular functionality with the CDA
process was the understanding that a bio-friendly surfactant was needed to mitigate
various environmental stresses that would be exerted upon the cell during material
formation. It was hypothesized that lipids, natural surfactants, could be substituted for
surfactantsin the surfactant-templated self-assembly process. Lipids, along with proteins,
-8-

carbohydrates, and nucleic acids, are among the main biomolecules found in the human
body and are pervasive throughout.23 Like surfactants, lipids are amphiphilic species
composed of polar and non-polar regions (referred to as the “head” and “tail” of the
molecule, respectively). This duality allows them to spontaneously form micelles with
the non-polar regions to the exterior in the presence of a non-polar solvent or vice versa
in the case of an aqueous solvent, lipid bilayers in the presence of both oil and aqueous
phases, or multi-layered structures (Figure 1-5). In the human body, lipids fulfill three
main functions: energy storage, signaling, and composition of the cell membrane, with
the latter being the key functional aspect with respect to silica-templating. The natural
composition of lipids in the cell wall ameliorates the interactions between the cell and the
lipid-saturated silica matrix.

Figure 1-5 | Amphiphilic lipids can spontaneously self-assemble into a variety of
structures including micelles, inverse-micelles, liposomes, and bi-layer sheets. These
structures are the basis for EISA of lipid/silica nanomaterials.

The plasma membranes of prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells alike are composed of
a variety of polar glycerophospholipids primarily including phosphatidylcholine (PC),
phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylserine (PS), phosphatidylinositol (PI), and
-9-

phosphatidic acid (PA).24 It was hypothesized that, by substituting the same polar lipids
found in the cell in place of the surfactants used in silica self-assembly, it would be
possible to achieve similar nanostructure formation of the silica during the EISA process,
while simultaneously allowing for a biocompatible environment with the cell walls
interfacing with the silica medium. Using grazing incidence x-ray spectroscopy (GISAX),
it was found that longer-chain lipids (e.g. lipids in the cell membrane) did not result in
homogenous structures as they tended to phase separate, create heterogeneous micelle
formations, and, critically, would result in hydrogen bonding with the silica precursors,
disrupting formation of the matrix. However, short-chain lipids with the same head group
(PC, PE, PS, PI or PA) were able to consistently produce a homogenous micelle
population, resulting in consistently ordered nanostructures exhibiting lamellar and
hexagonal ordering similar to those found in comparable EISA materials using traditional
surfactants.25 A major point from this work by Baca et al. was, through extensive
GISAXS and cell-viability studies, the observation of diacyl phosphatidylcholines
(diCnPC) with zwitterionic head groups and short, double acyl tails as having minimal
disruptive electrostatic interactions with cell membranes. These water soluble short-chain
lipids directed the formation of high curvature 3-D (hexagonal or cubic) lipid-silica
mesophases.25 Thus, in CDA, amphiphilic lipids serve as structure-directing agents to
organize hydrophilic silicic acid precursors into highly ordered periodic lipid/silica
mesophases via evaporative processes like spin-coating.
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1.3.2

Bio-active cells are incorporated into silica matrices via phospholipids.

It was hypothesized that, by incorporating lipids of similar composition to those
found in cellular membranes into the EISA process, cells would interface with the silica
matrix via a lipid buffer and incorporate into the bulk of the material. In order to adapt
the EISA process to work coherently with cells, we selected the lipids most commonly
found in the cell membrane including phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanolamine,
phosphatidylserine, phosphatidylinositol, and phosphatidic acid for testing and found that
all were compatible.26 Here, lipids are added to silica precursors and a water/ethanol
solvent. Excipient chemicals were also found to be incorporated with the precursors if
required. Cells are added to this solution, mixed, and the solution is applied to the
substrate – usually a glass coverslip or a silicon wafer. The evaporation of the solvent is
accelerated by a process such as spin-coating during which the lipid assembles the silica
precursors into a nano-ordered matrix with the intact cells contained within the bulk of
the material. This technique inherently has the advantage of low temperature processing
conditions and relatively brief cell-solvent contact times, which, in themselves, can result
in increased cell stress and death.
The key reported features of the CDA process are 1) cells are completely
encapsulated within the volume of the matrix; 2) a lipid-templated silica nanostructure
exists and is consistent with surfactant-templated silica nanostructures; 3) the
nanostructure is consistently periodic with lamellar, hexagonal, or a mix of both phases;
and 4) the nanostructure is conformal to the surface of encapsulated cells. All of these
key features require the presence of lipid, which is critical to cellular encapsulation. TEM
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imaging reveals cells to be completely encapsulated within the lipid/silica film and
confirmed a highly conformal and coherent 3-D lipid/silica nanostructure that
encapsulates cells (Figure 1-6 A). GISAX results confirmed the nanostructure framework
and showed that the structure is consistent across a range of encapsulated cells (Figure
1-6 B). Cells were observed to have normal morphological appearance and, moreover,
were able to actively restructure the surrounding matrix by rearranging lipids to surround
the cell and establishing pH gradients, indicating that the cell was bio-active while in the
encapsulated state (Figure 1-6 C).

Figure 1-6 | Key properties of the CDA system. A) TEM images highlight a cell
(top) embedded within a silica nanostructure that is conformal to the cell surface and is
consistent throughout the film (bottom). B) Grazing incidence small angle x-ray
scattering data shows that the nanostructure is consistent between lipid/silica only (top),
lipid/silica encapsulating yeast (middle), and lipid/silica film encapsulating E. coli
(bottom) and nanostructures exhibit hexagonal and lamellar properties. C) Cells were
shown to directly interface with the surrounding lipid/silica material as they organize the
lipid phase of the material (top and middle). This behavior was confirmed by comparing
encapsulated yeast with encapsulated beads where the beads did not alter the state of the
lipid phase (bottom).
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The viability of cells is routinely accessed via a fluorescent dye-based approach.27
Using this method, green-fluorescent Syto 9, a membrane permeable stain, is able to pass
through the cell wall, and stain cellular nucleic acids regardless of its membrane integrity.
The second component, red fluorescent Propidium Iodide, is cell membrane impermeant
and will only stain cellular nucleic acids when the membrane is compromised, in which
case its red fluorescence overpowers that of Syto 9, rendering the cell distinctly redfluorescent. Using these two probes, the viability of CDA-encapsulated bacteria was
assessed. Results using the live/dead staining approach show that the presence of lipid is
critical for preserved cell viability and that multiple types of yeast and bacteria are able to
be successfully encapsulated with a cell half-life of approximately 30 days.

Figure 1-7 | Reported viability for CDA-encapsulated bacteria show the
importance of lipid where CDA films with lipid show greater than 50% viability after
500hr aging compared to 50% viably after <100hr without lipid. Viability was evaluated
with the standard two-color fluorescent probe for various cells immobilized with (top)
and without lipid (bottom).
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Using these same CDA techniques, our group was able to isolate individual cells
within small droplets such that they were consistent with an endosome-like environment
and were completely chemically isolated from its peers.28 Staphylococcus aureus bacteria
were used in the CDA process with a preliminary spray model to produce droplets that
could contain individual cells. Using this technique, it was found that cells are
surrounded with a lipid-rich environment within the nanostructured shell and that the
local pH is ~5.5 (Figure 1-8). This work demonstrated that cells can remain viable within
an individual, confined silica shell under externally dry conditions and that these cells
promote self-preserving phenotypic pathways that enable viability in the confined state.
This finding is biologically relevant because the silica-encapsulating shell mimics the
natural state of confinement that S. aureus can be subjected to29 during which they are
thought to induce the afore mentioned viability-promoting genetic pathways.30 In this
case, the silica nanostructure acts as a hardened, confining shell that prevents the cell
from growth. These results provide another demonstration of cell viability with
encapsulated cells and go a step further by demonstrating some level of cellular biofunctionality.
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Figure 1-8 | A schematic of the individual droplets containing individual cells
highlights the relationship of a cell within the endosome-like lipid/silica compartment
while confocal microscopy reveals cell-directed lipid vesicle formation and pH
localization.28 A) Droplets are composed of lipid/silica nanostructure and act as an
endosome-like environment for the encapsulated cell. A scanning electron microscopy
image highlights the physical morphology of the shell (B). Differential interference and
fluorescence microscopy imaging show a cell that was isolated within a cell that shows
lipid localization at the cell surface (C) and an established pH of ~5.5 at the cell surface.
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1.4

Nanomaterial production via aerosolization

1.4.1.1 Aerosol-assisted evaporation induced self-assembly for production of
surfactant/silica materials.

The aerosolization of surfactant/silica materials is a common technique for the
preparation of porous silica nanospheres in ‘aerosol-assisted’ evaporation induced selfassembly (Figure 1-9). In this process, silica precursors and surfactants are atomized into
a carrier gas and pass through a high-temperature oven, which drives off the solvent,
inducing EISA. The completely dried powder is collected with a fine-mesh filter31 and
consists of solid, well-ordered spherical particles with consistent hexagonal and/or cubic
lattices (Figure 1-9).

Figure 1-9 | Process schematic and typical sample nanomorphology of aerosolassisted evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA). Aerosol-assisted EISA was the first
method for production of surfactant/silica self-assembled nanostructures.31 Here, droplets
are atomized by an atomizer (A), which ejects them into the surrounding gas flow (B).
The aerosolized droplets pass through a furnace (C), which drives off the solvent,
inducing EISA. Dried particles exit the furnace (D) and collect on a membrane filter (E).
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We performed aerosol-assisted EISA using the same precursors and lipids as were
used with CDA to compare against previous findings and found highly similar particles
of similar ordering and size distributions (Figure 1-10). All particles were solid and
exhibited ordered nanostructure, consistent with the work reported by Lu et al.31
Although this approach is useful for upscaled production of nanomaterial, it does not
allow for the incorporation of living cells as the processing temperatures are > 150˚C,
which, depending on the heat transfer and residence times, could be toxic to cells.

Figure 1-10 | Particles formed via aerosol-assisted EISA. Shown is a
representative collection of aerosol-assisted EISA that we performed using lipids in place
of surfactant (vida infra). The aerosol reactor consisted of a TSI generator operated with
207 kPa N2 as the carrier gas and a seven-zone tube furnace with temperatures 150˚C,
170˚C, 170˚C, 270˚C, 410˚C, 170˚C, and 115˚C. Powders were collected on a Pall Supor
200 membrane (0.2 µm) at 115˚C. (A) zoomed out image highlighting the wide particle
size distribution with particle nanostructures visible in (B) and (C). Note: we performed
this work to compare against other samples described in later sections. These images are
meant to demonstrate a typical aerosol-assisted sample set.
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1.4.1.2 Concept aerosolization of CDA precursors via paint sprayer

Another aerosolization pilot process was previously developed in our group in
which the precursor/bacteria solution that is typically used to prepare samples was
sprayed using a hobbyist paint gun (unpublished protocols per work conducted by Carnes
et al.).26 Although this was done in an uncontrolled environment with no process
controls, it did result in a small set of samples with individual micro-droplets dispersed
on a substrate (a silicon wafer or glass cover slip). These droplets then dried on the
surface into a miniature, individualized version of a CDA thin film and led to the
aforementioned breakthrough characterization of individual cells trapped in microdroplets.28

Figure 1-11 | A preliminary aerosolization technique yields droplets containing
individual cells. A) Cells and precursor are added to the hopper of a hobbyist’s spray
painter, which aerosolizes cells into a stream (B). Cells pass through the air and deposit
on a silicon wafer (C). Droplets arrive at the substrate with most of the solvent phase still
present (hence the shape) and the solvent evaporates in place, leaving the final semispherical shell as depicted in (D) (adapted from Carnes, 201028).
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These two technologies, although transformative, do not address the key
challenges of the CDA system: bio-friendly processing parameters, minimized cellsolvent contact times, and scalability. The aerosol-assisted EISA technique can be
upscaled to produce high volumes of material but the elevated processing temperatures
could be deadly to cells. And the paint-gun approach has no environmental controls, does
not result in a dry finished product (drying occurs after impact upon substrate), is not
scalable and, importantly, exposes cell to the alcoholic and acidic precursors for extended
durations during processing. We sought to improve upon these shortfalls and to extend
the CDA platform into different engineering approaches.
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2

2.1

Research Objectives, approach, and outline

Objectives

Although simple in its preparation, the absolute yield of CDA is very limited and
we hypothesized that, using scalable spray drying, CDA could be adapted to the largescale production of cell-encapsulating composites while retaining material properties
critical for bio-functionality. Industrial spray driers are routinely used in the
pharmaceutical and food industries due to their ease of use, diverse range of liquid
precursors, and high product yield and consistency. Furthermore, spray drying can easily
be scaled from prototype bench-top instruments to large, industrial-scale units making
this an attractive material fabrication method. The process of spray drying involves
injecting a solution of liquid precursors via a heated nozzle into a stream of a carrier gas.
The liquid is aerosolized into droplets that have a well-controlled average size and a
broad but reproducible size distribution. The droplets proceed through an array of glass
cylinders designed to allow adequate residence times for solvent evaporation to yield
individual, dry particles. The particles then exit the flow of the gas and collect into a
vessel, while the carrier gas is exhausted through a vacuum aspirator. Spray drying is
attractive in part due to the wide range of precursors that can be used including
pharmaceuticals,32 sugars,33,34 lipids and fats,35,36 milk sugars and proteins,37 drugs and
antibiotics,35 polymers,38 and other biomolecules.39,40 More recently, reports of spray-
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dried cell suspensions indicate that this technique is applicable to attenuated virus
vaccines41 and live bacterial vaccines.41,42
Here, we describe the first demonstration of spray-dried NBC materials in which
living cells are encapsulated within a protective lipid/silica nanostructured matrix by
evaporation-induced CDA. The spray-dried NBC materials are shown to be mechanically
robust with controlled structures spanning the nanoscale to microscale regimes depending
on spray drying conditions. Bio-functionality of NBC-encapsulated E. coli is preserved
for months as shown using a probe for intracellular ATP (exogenous ATP is known to
degrade rapidly, providing a null signal after < 96 hours at 4 ˚C)43 and growth culturing
assays. Based on the ease of processing and the ability to engineer both the nano-bio
interface and macroscopic aggregate morphology/aerodynamic diameter, we feel that the
NBC spray drying process should have broad applicability in pharmacology, cell-based
sensing, microbial fuel cells, vaccines, and fundamental studies of biology at the
individual and multiple cell scales.

2.2

Approach

Our approach capitalizes on the results found previously within our group
specifically related to the apparent ability for cell directed assembly systems to preserve
long-term viability of encapsulated cells. We sought to adapt these techniques to the
spray drying process in such way that key nano- and bio-properties of the CDA system
were retained. We further aim to develop several future applications of this technology.
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2.3

Research outline

Our work followed the below general outline below:
•

Extension of existing CDA techniques
o Thick-cast
o Extra thick-cast

•

Development of spray dried nano-bio-composites (NBCs)
o Initial development
▪ Adapting CDA methodology to existing spraying technologies
▪ Scaling up the production of material
▪ Identification of material macrostructural properties
▪ Physical size characteristics of individual particles
o Incorporation of various cells and cell surrogates
▪ Latex beads
▪ E. coli
▪ Yeast
▪ Red blood cells
o Development of house-built spraying apparatus
▪ Construction of apparatus
▪ Initial characterization

•

Nanomaterial characterization of NBCs
o Nanostructure
o Lipid fluidity
o Nanoindentation

•

Biological characterization of NBCs
o Dye-based viability
o ATP-based viability analogue
o House-developed culturability experiment
o Genetic expression of encapsulated cells

•

Application toward vaccine development

•

Future directions
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3

Experimental Materials and Methods

3.1

3.1.1

Materials.

Cell lines

To more easily differentiate the bacteria used in this study from the multitudes
used in our group, we developed a unique bacterial strain that constitutively expresses a
red fluorescent protein (RFP) with excitation and emission peaks at 554nm and 591nm
respectively. E. coli (K12 Escherichia coli, strain BL21) was purchased from Sigma
Aldrich and transformed with pDsRed-Express 2 (Clontech, Mountain View, CA), which
constitutively expresses DsRed-Express2, a highly stable RFP variant, and confers
resistance to ampicillin or carbenicillin for cell selection. The plasmid was purified
(Figure 3-1A) and a restriction enzyme digestion verified its constituent DNA (Figure
3-1B). Cell colonies and cell suspension are visibly red (Figure 3-1C). For visual
comparison to subsequent studies, we imaged E. coli with no surface coating as shown in
Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-1 | Red fluorescent bacteria developed specifically for this study
constitutively express DsRed, a variant of green fluorescent protein. A, B) pDsRed
plasmid from the manufacturer is purified, digested, and ran on a DNA gel with the
original strand for comparison. C) RFP E. coli are visibly red on the growth plate and in
liquid culture.

RFP-expressing E. coli cells were grown in LB (20g/L) containing 100µg/mL
carbenicillin for 12h at 37˚C with shaking until an OD600 of 1.2-1.5 was reached and
then washed 3x by pelleting at 4,000RPM for 5min and then resuspended in PBS. Yeast
were grown in YPD containing 100µg/L ampicillin for 4-6 days at 30˚C until an OD600
of 1.2 - 1.5 was reached and then washed 3x by pelleting at 4,000RPM for 5min and
resuspended in PBS.
Cells were prepared as described such that they are characteristic of a stationary
phase of growth, which is ideally suited for subsequent processing as cells are naturally
resistant to stresses in this phase. Previous experiments in our group have confirmed this
tendency.26
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E. coli was the main strain used in this work, but we also used Bacillus CalmetteGuérin, H37Sv, and ∆kasB, variants of Mycobacterium tuberculosis. In these cases,
bacterial cultures were grown in cell-specific media to stationary phase, washed 3x,
resuspended in PBS unless otherwise noted, and used immediately for experimentation.

Figure 3-2 | E. coli used in our experimentation as observed with Scanning
Electron Microscopy. To visualize bacteria, we washed cells as described above and
resuspended them in PBS. We affixed a piece of low-linting task wipe to a scanning
electron microscopy boat with carbon tape, touched a small drop of bacteria in
suspension to the wipe and allowed it to dry. We immediately imaged it with no further
modification. Shown are intact cells (white arrow) and cells that have collapsed due to
vacuum (black).

3.1.2

Reagents

Leucine, trehalose, Carbenicillin disodium salt, Lennox Broth (LB), agar,
acetonitrile, ethanol (absolute), Tetraethyl orthosilicate, and hydrochloric acid were
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purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Short-chain1,2-dihexanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(diC¬6PC) and 1-hexanoyl-2-{6-[(7-nitro-2-1,3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl)amino] hexanoyl}sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (06:0-06:0 NBD PC) were obtained from Avanti Polar
Lipids (Alabaster, AL). Fluorescent biomarker SYTO 9 green fluorescent permeable
nucleic acid stain was obtained from Invitrogen (now part of Life Technologies,
Carlsbad, CA). 1µm Fluoromax fluorescent latex beads were obtained from Thermo
Scientific. Nitrogen (N2) was purchased from a local supplier (Argyle gas, Albuquerque).

3.1.3

Stock solutions

PBS (phosphate buffered saline): 8g NaCl, 0.2g KCL, 1.44g Na2HPO4, 0.24g
KH2PO4 in 1 L deionized water, pH=7.0, autoclaved.
YPD+A (yeast extract, peptone, dextrose + adenine): 10g yeast extract, 20g
Bacto-peptone, 10ml 100X adenine stock (Aldrich), diluted to 1 L with deionized water,
autoclaved.
LB (Lenox Broth) 20g Lenox Broth (Aldrich) in 1 L deionized water, autoclaved.

3.1.4

Tools and equipment

The majority of this work uses common microbiology tools available from
standard suppliers and are noted when used within this manuscript. Basic laboratory
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equipment included an autoclave, incubators, rocking platforms, chillers, a microwave
(for warming sterile media+agar), biosafety hoods, etc.
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3.2

3.2.1

Experimental methods

Silica solutions and CDA precursor solutions.

3.2.1.1 A2** Stock solution

Prehydrolyzed tetraethyl orthosilicate stock solutions (termed A2**) were
prepared using component molar ratios as established previously:
1 mol TEOS : 4 mols EtOH : 1 mol DI H2O : 0.0005 mol HCl
by refluxing 61mL of TEOS, 61mL of ethanol, 4.9mL of DI water and 0.2mL of 1M HCl
(molar ratio 1:4:1:5x10-5) for 90 mins at 60˚C. Stock solutions were stored at -20˚C. The
chemicals were added to a reaction kettle in the order listed and heated to 60˚C with
stirring for 1.5 hr. This stock solution can be stored in glass or plastic bottles and is
theoretically stable indefinitely at < -20˚C although, after extensive work with the stock
solutions, they did not appear to result in functional lipid/silica nanostructures if the
solution was ±2-3 years.
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3.2.1.2 “Sol E” Precursor solutions

The silica precursor sol was prepared by adding A2** stock to a solution
containing water, ethanol, and 0.07N HCl with the A2** added last to reduce premature
condensation of the siloxane. We used different amounts of each chemical depending on
the process due to large scale up. This solution was homogenized with mild agitation
followed by aging at room temperature on a rocking platform for 30-60mins. Through
extensive trial and error methods, we found this rocking step to be important in
establishing a completely homogeneous solution. Immediately prior to thin-casting,
thick-casting, or spray drying, 100mg lipid was added to the aged precursor solution and
mixed until fully dissolved (~20s). This was the final, active lipid/silica precursor
solution that we refer to as Precursor Sol.

Table 3-1 | Recipes for different scales of lipid/silica precursors.
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3.2.1.3 Synthesis of silicate gel-based sol solution

Gel precursor solutions were prepared by adding 827 µL sodium silicate solution
(26.5% SiO2; 10.6% Na2O, Sigma-Aldrich) to 3.4mL of DI water in a 15mL centrifuge
tube or a scintillation vial, forming a slightly viscous solution. 1.54 g of highly acidic H+
cation-exchange resin (Dowex 50WX8-100) was added and the container is inverted
several times to ensure complete mixing, bringing the solution pH to near 4. Contact
times between the precursor solution and the resin beads longer than approximately 1530s accelerated gelation, potentially ruining the sample – especially with mixing. The
resin was removed from the precursor solution by allowing the beads to settle for ~15s,
collecting the supernatant, centrifugation of the supernatant at 15k for 60s, and a final
supernatant removal step. This solution is referred to as AqS can be stored at R.T. for
several hours or at 4 ˚C for up to 48 hours.

3.2.2

Cell directed assembly methodologies

3.2.2.1 Thin film preparation

Lipid/silica precursor solution and bacteria in suspension were prepared as
described above, added to a scintillation vial in a 1:1 ratio, and mixed by hand with gentle
rocking for approximately 5-10 s. 200 µL of this solution was pipetted onto a cleaned
cover slip (square or round type) and the spin coating process is initiated using the
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following parameters: 15-20% relative humidity, temperature of 22˚C, chuck speed of
1500RPM, and 30 second spin time. The dried cover slip was removed and stored in a
small plastic box. All subsequent handling of the sample occurred with the film intact on
the surface of the slide.

3.2.2.2 “Thick-cast” film preparation

As with thin films, the precursor solution and bacteria in suspension were added
in a 1:1 ratio to a scintillation vial and mixed. 0.5mL of this solution was pipetted onto a
cleaned rectangular glass slide and the solvent was allowed to evaporate for
approximately 15 minutes or until completely dry. Slides were placed on a low-linting
task wipe inside a hood such that the high air-flow promoted evaporation.
Some surface morphology experiments were conducted with the material
untouched on the substrate, but the majority of subsequent processing of this material
occurred with the material in a powdered form. This was achieved by scraping the film
from the surface using a new, cleaned razor blade into a weight boat and then transferring
to a scintillation vial. Any large pieces of powder could be diced into smaller bits using
the razor blade or a spatula.
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3.2.2.3 Expanded thick-cast film preparation

For the expanded production of thick-cast CDA material intended for in-vivo
studies, we designed a large-scale glass plate with perimeter barriers to accommodate
larger precursor volumes. As with thick-cast films, the precursor/bacteria solution was
pipetted (or poured, in this large-scale case) on to the slide and the solvent was allowed to
evaporate in a hood. The film was powdered via the same techniques as described for
thick-cast samples. In this case, we constructed large glass “slides” or plates from a glass
sheet (purchased from a local hardware store), which was cut down into multiple 5”x7”
plates. PVC window corner molding trim was glued to the perimeter of the plate using
100% silicone caulk. All materials were food grade and chemically inert and were
determined to be suitable for use with bacterial and yeast solutions in addition to the
precursor chemicals. The plate tested for leaks by adding deionized (DI) water for an
hour and checking for leaks, after which the slide were cleaned with ethanol. The silica
precursors, lipids, and cells were scaled 11-fold (according to the approximate scale up in
square inches of the curing area), mixed, and applied onto the surface of the cleaned
plate. The film was cured within 24hr and a powder was prepared as described above. All
material preparation and packaging were performed in a biosafety cabinet approved for
work with BCG due to biosafety restraints.
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3.2.3

Preparation of aqueous silicate-based gels

Aqueous silicate-based (AqS) sol-gels were prepared by adding the silicate
precursor solution to cells in suspension in a 5:1 (sol to cells) ratio. E. coli or yeast were
grown to stationary phase (24 hrs for E. coli and 4-7 days for yeast), washed 3x in PBS,
and resuspended in PBS. 50µL of cells were dispensed into 1.5mL centrifuge tubes for
the total desired number of samples to be prepared. 250µL of AqS precursor solution was
added to the cells with rapid, yet gentle, mixing to ensure the cells are homogeneously
mixed within the bulk of the solution. Gelation was dependent on ambient conditions, but
generally occurs within 30s. To ensure that gelation is complete, the samples were aged
at room temperature (RT). for 24hrs prior to subsequent analysis. The resulting gel
volume was ~300uL and takes the shape of the 1.5mL centrifuge tube with a visible
aqueous sheath surrounding the gel.
For processing and analysis, gels had to be removed from the storage vessel. To
accomplish this, a thin piece of the bottom of the micro-centrifuge tube was cut off,
creating an air vent and draining the sheath fluid. The tube was inverted and the gel is
removed with light tapping on the container. To dissolve a gel, the gel monolith was
placed in 10mL of PBS in a scintillation vial, gently broken into smaller pieces, and
sonicated in a bath sonicator for ~60s. Control studies indicated no damage to the cells
during the sonication process.
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3.2.4

Spray-dried nano-bio-composite (NBC) protocols

3.2.4.1 Preparation of spray dried NBC samples via an industrial drier

Samples were spray-dried with a Mini Spray Drier B-290 (Büchi, Flawil,
Switzerland) using a 0.7mm nozzle. Initial spray drying parameters were based on
protocols used in similar live-cell spray drying, although we increased the pump speed to
minimize cell contact with the acidic and alcoholic precursor sol. These initial processing
conditions were defined as Process A and consisted of 60˚C inlet temperature, 90%
aspiration rate, 3.5mL/min peristaltic pump feed rate, and 60 liters/hr nitrogen carrier gas
rate. These initial processing conditions were varied as described later in the Results
section. 3.3mL of Precursor Sol and 3.3mL of cells in liquid suspension were loaded into
separate scintillation vials. Two peristaltic pumps with a combined feed rate of
3.5mL/min were used to deliver the solutions to the nozzle with mixing via a Y connector
immediately prior to aspiration into the nozzle. We used the sprayer’s built-in pump and
a second, detached pump to drive the fluids. In order to create steady-state conditions for
the precursor/bacteria solutions, we initiated and concluded the spraying procedure using
a solution of water and ethanol that approximates the same ratio of alcohol to water in the
finished precursor + cell solution (approximately 16% ethanol in water, v/v). We ran this
solution through the nozzle for approximately 1 minute before and after spraying the
lipid/silica/cell precursor liquids.
Spray-dried particles were collected in scintillation vials that were connected to
the standard cyclone with a custom-built adapter, which replaced the standard collection
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chamber. Samples were stored in these vials under ambient conditions unless otherwise
specified. The spraying column was disassembled and each part thoroughly washed
following every sample set produced to minimize silica buildup on the glass surfaces of
the Büchi instrument.

3.2.4.2 Preparation of NBCs via custom-built driers

For the preparation of spray dried NBC samples using our house-built drier,
washed cells in suspension and the precursor sol/lipid mixture were loaded into two
separate syringes of a syringe pump which was set at a dispensing rate of 0.15 mL/min,
the combined volume of which was found to be the approximate aerosolization rate of the
nebulizing nozzle of 0.3 mL/min. The solutions were delivered to a vibrating, nebulizing
disk and aerosolized into a sheath of heated nitrogen gas at a flow rate of 15 L/hr. The
dried powder collected on a membrane filter (Supor, Pall Laboratory) and the hydrated
nitrogen gas exited the spraying column with vacuum assist. The drier was shut off and
the sample was collected and stored in a scintillation vial at RT.
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Figure 3-3 | Construction of house-built spray drier. A) The spraying column was
built using PVC pipe with end caps modified into a conical shape to establish a laminar
flow gas for ideal spraying conditions. (Not shown are connected gas input and outlet
hoses). Gauges measure gas temperature (top of column) and column pressure. Windows
at aerosolization and particle collection steps are for visualization purposes. The spraying
head is inserted into the side port and is anchored in place (B). The base is held tightly in
place against the bottom O-ring (shown) with springs. A pall membrane filter (C) rests on
top of a coarse stainless steel filter (D), which supports the membrane against the stresses
of the gas flow.

3.2.4.3 Storage of NBCs.

NBCs were stored at room temperature in tightly-capped scintillation vials to
prevent the uptake of moisture, which was determined to degrade the performance of the
material (vida infra). For studies on temperature-dependent viability and culturability,
NBCs were stored in vials with open tops (a piece of low-linting task wipe covered the
open top to act as a physical barrier, while enabling retained porosity to humidity). These
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samples were stored in four different temperature and humidity conditions as defined by
typical pharmaceutical sciences standards for accelerated and extreme aging conditions
published by the Food and Drug Administration.44 The conditions consisted of 4˚C (RH
was not controlled and samples were stored in sealed containers), 25±2 ˚C / 60±5% RH,
40±2 ˚C / 75±5% RH, and 40 ± 2 ˚C / 0 ± 5% RH. For the accelerated and extreme
conditions, a desiccant chamber was designated for each temperature/humidity condition
and contained saturated NaBr salt for the 60% RH environment, saturated NaCl salt for
the 75RH environment, and desiccant for the 0 RH environment.45 The 25˚C chamber
was placed on the bench top as the ambient temperature was controlled by the building
HVAC and was found to be within the specified range. The 40˚C chambers were placed
in a dedicated oven, which was inspected weekly for temperature fluctuations.
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3.3

3.3.1

Physical characterization techniques

Particle size characterization

3.3.1.1 Laser diffractometry

The hydrodynamic diameter of dried powders was measured using a Sympatec
HELOS laser diffractometer (Clausthal-Zellerfeld, Germany). 1-2mg of powder was
suspended in 1mL of water, sonicated for 10s to break up particle agglomerates, vortexed
for 30s to distribute individual particles, and the vial was left to rest for 60s to allow
additional aggregates to settle out of suspension. 100µL of suspension was pipetted into
the LD cuvette containing 6mL of acetonitrile, mixed thoroughly, and data was collected.
Data was collected on three separate occasions for statistical calculations.

3.3.1.2 Mass mean aerodynamic diameter

The aerodynamic properties of dry powders were assessed by dry injecting into a
multi-stage cascade impactor (NGI, Copley Scientific Ltd., Nottingham UK), which sizeseparated the powders, and analyzed the results to determine the mass mean aerodynamic
diameter (MMAD). MMAD was determined using a Next Generation pharmaceutical
cascade Impactor. Powders were dry-injected into the cascade impactor using an
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insufflator (model DP-4, PennCentury. Wyndmoor, PA) to disperse the individual
particles. A pump maintained a steady flow of 30liters/min through the cascade impactor
to simulate inspiration into the lung. Particles travel through the instrument and deposit
into different chambers based on their weight. The powder from each boat is weighed and
the collective weights are entered into a MMAD software.46

3.3.1.3 Hollow particle fractioning

The percentage fraction of hollow particles within a sample was determined by
counting >300 particles from scanning electron microscopy (SEM – vida infra) images
and differentiating between solid and hollow particles. Hollow versus solid particles are
easily differentiated by eye as confirmed by comparing SEM to microtomed thin film
sections as prepared for transmission electron microscopy (TEM – vida infra).

3.3.2

Optical microscopy

3.3.2.1 Differential interference contrast and standard fluorescence imaging

For differential interference and contrast (DIC) and basic fluorescent imaging,
dried powders were suspended in water, vortexed for 10s and pipetted onto standard
microscope slides. For extended imaging, the perimeter of the cover slip is sealed to
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prevent dehydration using nail polish. Imaging was performed on a variety of standard
microscopes throughout the laboratory following typical techniques.

3.3.2.2 Confocal fluorescence imaging

Samples were imaged on a Zeiss LSM 510 confocal microscope mounted on a
Zeiss Axiovert 100 inverted microscope. Latex beads are phosphorescent (excitation and
emission peaks are 468nm and 508nm), yeast cells were stained with Syto-9 green
fluorescent dye according to manufacturer’s specifications, and E. coli samples
constitutively express an RFP variant (excitation and emission peaks are 554nm and
591nm) and were not further fluorescently labeled.
For fluorescence experiments with the lipid phase, which extends throughout the
particle, we added 1% w/w NBD-labeled C-6 PC lipid to the usual C-6 lipid prior to
addition to Precursor Sol.

3.3.2.3 Z stack and 3-D imaging

We created Z-stack images (three dimensional composite images and/or videos)
for particles of varying sizes in order to visualize the distribution of cells within particles.
This was achieved by setting the upper and lower boundaries of a particle and taking an
image with a given optical slice diameter and collecting an image every diameter
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distance. The resulting collection of images maps the entire z-dimension within the
sample, allowing us to create 3-D reconstructions of the sample. Reconstructions were
created as a composite image (all images displayed on top of each other to form a 2-D
image) or as a 3-D extrusion (all images are digitally reconstructed into a 3-D artifact).

3.3.2.4 Measurement of lipid fluidity

Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching (FRAP) was used to measure lipid
fluidity using the confocal set-up as described above. Samples were prepared using
Process A and D spray drying methodologies and included 1% w/w NBD-labeled C-6 PC
lipid (added to Precursor Sol along with C-6 lipid). Powders were spray-dried, collected,
and re-suspended in PBS immediately prior to imaging. FRAP was performed by
photobleaching a region on a particle and measuring the following fluorescence recovery
as fluorescent species that were outside of the bleaching area entered the bleached region,
yielding a positive fluorescent recovery signal. Auto bleaching was measured in an
adjacent, unbleached region and used as a correction factor for in the FRAP recovery
data. Diffusion coefficients and mobile and immobile fractions were determined as
discussed in section 4.4.2.
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3.3.3

Scanning electron microscopy

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) was performed using a Hitachi S-5200
Nano SEM operating between 1 and 5 kV. For imaging thin and thick-cast samples, we
employed two methods: breaking the substrate with the film intact and mechanically
removing the film from the substrate. In the former case, the film was prepared on a
silicon wafer (as opposed to a glass slide) and, after curing, the substrate was broken into
SEM-sized rectangles using a diamond-tipped wafer scribe. The substrate was then
mounted to a SEM boat with carbon tape. This technique resulted in the cleanest samples
with minimal mechanical damage to the film. As for the latter technique, the film was
scraped into a powder using a new, cleaned razor blade, collected in a sample boat, and
lightly dusted onto a SEM sample boat coated in carbon tape using a clean paint brush to
manually transfer the sample. The film pieces were seated into the carbon tape using a
short pulse of nitrogen gas, which was found to be an effective way of securing the
sample to the surface. Spray-dried NBCs were distributed onto a SEM sample boat
coated in carbon tape and seated into the tape with a short pulse of N2 gas. No further
sample preparation was performed for imaging. (We found it unnecessary to sputtercoat
the samples with Au or Pd for the purposes of our studies).
To study the elemental composition of samples, we used the energy-dispersive xray spectroscopy (EDS) attachment (Princeton Gamma Tech). Samples were prepared,
and SEM was performed as described above.
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3.3.4

Transmission electron microscopy

We analyzed material nanostructure using Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM). TEM was performed using a Hitachi H7500 TEM equipped with an AMT XR60
bottom mount camera or on a JEOL 2010F field emission HRTEM/STEM with HAADF
detector.
NBCs containing beads or E. coli were suspended overnight in PBS at 4˚C; fixed
in 2.5% glutaraldehyde in PBS overnight at 4˚C; washed 3x in PBS; stained with 1%
osmium tetroxide; washed 3x with water; dehydrated in a graded ethanol series in water
consisting of 30%, 50%, 70%. 90%, 95%, and 100% EtOH for 10mins; and switched to
an anhydrous acetone for final dehydration (Wright 2000, weblink in refs retrieved
5/4/16). Samples were be stored in 100% EtOH at 4˚C until use with the final acetone
soak occurring immediately prior to imaging. The preparation was then infiltrated with
the resin by incubating the particles in 1:1 resin to acetone, 3:1 resin to acetone and,
finally, 100% resin. Samples were placed in embedding molds, polymerized by
incubation at 60˚C for at least 16 hours, and the blocks were trimmed for microtoming.
This trimmed piece was in the shape of a conical frustum (i.e. a cone with its cap
removed. See Figure 3-4). Microtomed sections with thicknesses between 60 and 80 nm
were used for imaging. For osmium tetroxide (OsO4) staining of cell walls, samples were
fixed for two hours on an ice bath in 1% OsO4 and washed three times in H2O.
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3.3.5

X-ray diffraction and grazing incidence small angle x-ray scattering

To measure the lattice spacing of the nanostructure within thin-films, thick-films,
and spray dried powders, we used an x-ray diffraction (XRD) instrument with a
PANalytical X’pert Pro diffractometer using CuKα radiation with λ = 1.15418Å. Thin
films were placed on the instrument stage with no further modification, thick-cast films
were scraped into a powder as described above, and aerosolized powders (spray dried or
aerosol-assisted EISA) were loaded onto the instrument stage and lightly tapped flat with
a spatula. We used Bragg’s Law to calculate the lattice spacing:
𝑛𝜆 = 2𝑑 sin 𝜃
where λ = 1.15418Å and θ is measured.
GISAXS studies were performed using a synchrotron source (CAT -1BMC
Beamline and CAT-9) at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Labs. For insitu measurements, silicon substrates were placed in a controlled humidity chamber with
kapton windows. Measured volumes of sols and suspended buffered cells were
dispensed directly on the substrates through a remotely controlled double syringe pump
suspended above the sample chamber. The sample chamber was maintained at 25ºC and
15-17% relative humidity with humidified N2 throughout the course of the experiment.
The substrate was probed with 10 keV X-rays (λ = 1.23987Å) with incidence angles of
0.2-0.44 º. Scattering was monitored with a Mar CCD detector and frames were collected
every 30-60 seconds.
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3.3.6

Atomic Force Microscopy

For additional surface morphology analysis, we used atomic force microscopy
(AFM) on thin films. Samples were prepared much in the same manner as SEM
preparation: films were spin-coated on silicon wafers and cut into ~5x5 mm2 rectangles,
which were mounted to the AFM stage using carbon tape. No further sample preparation
was necessary. AFM measurements were performed using a MFP3-D-Bio AFM (Asylum
Research, Santa Barbara, CA) mounted on an inverted Nikon TE2000U microscope in
tapping mode using triangular cantilevers with an oxide sharpened pyramidal point
(TR400PB, k=0.09 N/m, made by Olympus and obtained from Asylum Research).47

3.3.7

Nanoindentation characterization of NBC modulus and hardness.

Samples were prepared for nanoindentation using the same techniques employed
for TEM sample preparation. For TEM imaging, the samples consisted of thin sheets that
were microtomed from the conical frustum of a cone via microtoming. For
nanoindentation imaging, we recycled the leftover frustum and used it without further
modification for processing (Figure 3-4). The frustum was mounted on the NI stage with
the frustum-face (aka sample-face) upwards, ready for imaging.
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Figure 3-4 | Schematic depicting the preparation of samples used for TEM, SEM
backscatter and nano-indentation studies. (A) Using the standard TEM preparation epoxy
impregnation and ultra-microtoming technique, we prepared thin sections of spray dried
powder samples (60 nm thick) used for TEM studies; the adjoining matching bulk sample
was used for backscatter SEM imaging (B) and nanoindentation studies with no
additional sample preparation (i.e. no surface metal coating). SEM highlights the surface
morphology observed in TEM analysis. This image was used as a guideline for seeking
particles to analyze with nanoindentation and can be compared to the surface morphology
observed in the SEM analysis of this work.

Nanoindentation was performed on a Hysitron TriboIndenter® with a cube-corner
tip. We used the pyramidal shaped epoxy-resin substrate that was used for the TEM
experiments for all nanoindentation experiments. During NBC indentation, the contact
radius was kept small so that the plastic zone beneath the tip (approximately three times
contact radius) was contained within the NBC with minimal influence from the epoxyresin substrate. A fused quartz standard was used to determine the indenter tip area
function as a function of contact depth. Control indents were performed in the epoxy
regions surrounding the encapsulated particles. Young’s modulus and hardness for both
NBC and epoxy indents were determined via the Oliver-Pharr method.14
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3.4

3.4.1

Biological characterization techniques

Dye-based viability assays

For the optical determination of cellular viability, we used a live-dead dye assay
kit (BacLight, ThermoFisher). To stain the cells, 1.5µL of each dye component was
added to each mL of washed cells in suspension and the solution was vortexed. Cells
were viewed on a fluorescence or confocal microscope optimized for 500 nm and 635 nm
emission. The viability of the sample was determined by counting the green cells (live
population) and red cells (dead population).

3.4.2

ATP assay

To further assess cellular viability of NBC-encapsulated cells, we probed for
cellular adenosine triphosphate (ATP), which is known to act as an analogue for
viability.48,49 We used a commercial ATP based luminescence assay to act as an analogue
for viability using manufacturer specifications (Bactiter Glo, Promega). A measured
amount (5-10mg) of dry powder was resuspended in water to a 1mg/25µL dilution in a
micro-centrifuge tube. The solution was thoroughly mixed by pipetting and 25µL was
added to wells in a white 96-well plate. (Control experiments with this luminometer
indicated significant cross-talk between the wells of translucent plates, so opaque plates
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were deemed necessary for accurate results.) To further minimize cross-talk between
wells, at least one well of separation was maintained between each sample set. Each
experiment also contained an ATP control row with data points between 10-11 to 10-16
mols ATP and a DI water control point. All data points were in duplicate (i.e. two
duplicate wells per sample).
The Bactiter reagent (10mL total reagent) was prepared according to product
literature and frozen in 1mL micro-centrifuge tubes. Prior to ATP analysis, a microcentrifuge tube was slowly brought up to room temperature. 50µL reagent was added to
each sample well (total well volume of 75 µL and total NBC mass per well of 1mg in
25µL water) and the plate was analyzed on a luminometer (Tecan Trading AG,
Männedorf, Switzerland). The data was normalized to the ATP standards and is
representative of four experiments. As a control, encapsulated beads were analyzed and
found to be below our limit of luminescent detection.

3.4.3

Culturability assay

We developed an assay to determine the culturability of dry NBC samples in
which a 96-well plate was filled with approximately the same amount of NBC in growth
media per well across all wells of the plate for 96 duplicate data points. A series of plates
was prepared such that, for a given experimental condition, there was a plate containing
105, 104, 103, 102, 101, 100 cells/well, and growth medium only as a control for a total of
seven plates.
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First, we prepared a set of serial dilutions of cells in growth medium. The medium
used consisted of 20% FBS containing carbenicillin, which we prepared immediately
before the experiment. For the cell dilutions, 1.2mg of NBC was added to 1.2mL of
medium (yielding 1mg/mL), 0.12mL of this solution was added to 1.08mL of medium
(yielding 0.12mg/1.2mL ≡0.1mg/mL), and so forth. This dilution set, therefore, consisted
of NBCs in medium with approximately 107 cells/mL, 106 cells/mL, etc. Second, we
added the cell/media solution to the 96-wells on a plate. 1mL of the first dilution
containing 107cells/mL was added to 9mL of medium as described above in a small vial
for the first dilution. This solution was stirred continuously with a stir plate and stir bar
throughout the following preparation to ensure a well-mixed product. 100µL containing
105 cells is pipetted into each well of the first 96-well plate and the remaining 400µL was
discarded. The plate was then set aside, and the remaining cell dilutions were prepared in
the same way. Third, the plate was capped with a plate lid and sealed around the
perimeter with an adhesive tape to prevent evaporation. The finished set of samples was
seven 96-well plates containing 105 cells/well/plate, 104 cells/well/plate, …, 100
cells/well/plate, and a control plate in which we substituted 1mL of PBS for the 1mL of
cell dilution added to 9mL of media. The seven plates were sealed in an air-tight
container as a further prevention against evaporation and incubated at 37˚ C on a rocking
platform at 60 RPM for eight weeks.
For analysis, we imaged each plate using a fluorescence plate reader with
excitation and emission filters set to DsRed fluorescence (554 and 591nm respectively)
each day for the first week and weekly thereafter. For visual clarity, we also imaged
plates using a digital camera with excitation from a UV-transilluminator.
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This entire above procedure was then repeated periodically such that regrowth
data points occurred at 2, 4, 8, 32 weeks of dry sample aging.

3.4.4

RNA extraction and purification

Portions of encapsulated cell-containing silica matrices were rinsed with DI H2O
and placed in 2 mL centrifuge tubes, breaking the matrix into smaller pieces as necessary
(e.g. for thick-cast and gel samples). 270 µl sodium acetate buffer (50 mM sodium
acetate, pH 5.2, and 10 mM EDTA, pH 8.0), 30 µl 10% SDS, and approximately 100 µl
of glass beads (0.5 – 0.6 mm diameter) were added to centrifuge tubes and stirred
thoroughly. Water saturated acid phenol (300 µl) preheated to 65 ˚C was added to the
samples, followed by vortexing for 1 minute. Samples were then incubated in a 65 ˚C
water bath for 5 minutes, followed again by vortexing for 1 minute. This was repeated for
a total of six cycles over approximately 45 minutes. Samples were then placed in a
cooling block for 2 minutes, followed by the addition of 300 µl chloroformisoamyl
alcohol (24:1), and mixed by vortexing for 30 seconds. Samples were then centrifuged
for 5 minutes at 15,000 RPM, followed by transferring the RNA-containing top layer to
new centrifuge tubes. An equal volume of 70% ethanol was added and mixed by
pipetting.
Next, samples were transferred to Qiagen RNeasy spin columns and centrifuged
for 30 seconds at 15,000 RPM, discarding flow through. 700 µl of RW1 buffer was added
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to the columns and the samples were centrifuged for 30 seconds at 15,000 RPM,
discarding flow through. 500 µl of RPE buffer was added to the columns, followed by
centrifugation for 30 seconds at 15,000 RPM, discarding flow through. 500 µl of RPE
buffer was added to the columns and followed by centrifuging for 2 minutes at 15,000
RPM, discarding flow through. Columns were then placed in new 2 ml collection tubes
and centrifuged for 1 minute at 15,000 RPM. Next, columns were placed in new 1.5 ml
collection tubes and 40 µl of DI H2O was added. Columns were again centrifuged for 1
minute at 15,000 RPM, after which 40 µl of DI H2O was added and the columns were
centrifuged again for 1 minute, yielding the purified RNA product. A NanoDrop
spectrophotometer (Wilmington, DE) and an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer (Santa Clara, CA)
were used to determine concentration, purity and integrity of RNA extractions. RNA
samples were stored at -20˚C until used.

3.4.5

Gene chip assay

For our preliminary Gene Chip assay, we employed the following technique per
the manufacturer’s recommendation. We used Affymetix Genechip 3’ IVT Epress Kits.
Hybridization solution was prepared with fragmented cRNA and was hybridized to the
probe array with a 16 hr incubation period. The solution as then removed and the probe
array was washed and stained in an automated microfluidics station. Arrays were read by
an Affymetrix Genechip Scanner.
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Our collaborators performed extensive additional Genechip studies using our
prepared samples and those details can be found in our joint publication titled, Threedimensional encapsulation of Saccharomyces cervisiae in silicate matrices creates
distinct metabolic states as revealed by Gene Chip analysis.50 See this manuscript for a
complete set of results and experimental details.

3.5

Statistical analysis.

Statistical analysis on all datasets was performed using ANOVA using
appropriate tests and post-tests as determined using InStat 3 software. N-values represent
actual number of data points collected. P-values are noted where statistically significant
comparisons can be made. Error bars on plots represent 95% confidence interval. Nvalues represent the number of independent experiments carried out.
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4

Results and discussion

Encapsulation of living cells has emerged as a unique and powerful tool that
merges the fields of material science with cellular biology, revealing a new ability to
engineer novel approaches and research opportunities. A diverse array of technologies
have sprung from this research including biosensors,51 microbial fuel cells,52 artificial
organs,53 and vaccines.54 Cell directed assembly (CDA) and integration (CDI) are two
more examples of such technologies that were developed within our group.26 None of
these powerful concepts would have been developed without the marriage of disparate
fields.
Previously, our group developed CDA, a hybrid bio-material containing
interdigitated mineral-lipid layers with embedded cells. This process involved the bulk
mixing of lipid/silica precursors and subsequent spin-coating on glass slides. This reliably
produced samples that were easy to characterize and provided for an excellent
introduction to the technology where the basic state and functionality of living,
encapsulated cells were studied. It was an intriguing first-look into the technology and
provided for numerous possible technological and research off-shoots.
However, despite these advantages, CDA and CDI were characteristic of several
challenges: the high state of cellular stress due to solvent contact time, minute volume of
material produced, and general poor understanding of the cellular viability and
functionality during (viability) and post encapsulation (culturability). The methodology
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employed to develop and characterize these systems was at the edge of a fissure with no
bridge to more advanced, higher quality materials produced in meaningful quantity.
Here, we demonstrate a novel take on lipid/silica material processing by
transitioning into a more robust, more scalable process, enabling the production of living
nano-bio-composite (NBC) materials with advanced properties. This work stands on the
shoulders of previous work in CDA but extends into the field of industrial spray drying
for material preparation. We summarize the methodology necessary for the large-scale
production of lipid/silica nanostructured powders containing encapsulated cells and detail
the material physical morphology, bio-functionality, and genetic functionality. We
conclude by introducing several exciting future opportunities for extending upon this
work in different avenues.

4.1

4.1.1

Existing lipid/silica cellular encapsulation techniques

Lipid/silica encapsulation of living cells

4.1.1.1 Process overview

The major chemical constituents of cell directed assembly (CDA) are lipids, silica
precursors, and cells – typically bacteria or yeast, although there has been some limited
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success with encapsulating mammalian cells using cell directed integration (CDI),26,55
which are not of interest to this work and will not be further discussed here.
Bio-friendly surfactants are used to a) direct silica precursors into an ordered
nanostructure via evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA) and to b) provide for a biofriendly environment for the encapsulated cells, thereby reducing/eliminating drying
stresses and promoting cell viability. Of lipids analyzed, the ones that were the most
successful in incorporating viable and functional cells were found to be short chain
phosphatidyl lipids25 of the same head group moieties that are found in high percentages
within the cell membrane,23 likely easing the stresses of the alcoholic and acidic
environment characteristic of lipid/silica precursor solutions. Silica precursors in liquid
solution are used as they are easy to work with, readily available, and are wellresearched. Cells in the late-log or stationary (but not late-stationary and thus apoptotic)
phase, washed and resuspended in buffer, are used to maximize the cells’ ability to
withstand stress while reducing the presence of any signaling or growth factors that may
be present in the growth media.
The general process of lipid/silica cellular encapsulation involves the mixing of
lipid and silica precursors, subsequent addition of cells, mixing, and application to the
substrate, at which point the solvent in the precursor solutions evaporates, inducing the
formation of an ordered silica nanostructural matrix, which surrounds and encapsulates
cells. The drying substrate of choice is a glass microscope coverslip, which can be easily
cleaned and processed; it allows for spin-coating (aka spin-drying), a ubiquitous tool in
material synthesis labs; and, importantly, is easily viewed on a microscope.
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Figure 4-1 | Schematic detailing the general cell directed assembly process. A)
Cells in PBS and lipid/silica precursors are prepared independently and mixed
immediately prior to preparation. B) The mixed solution is applied to a glass coverslip
and spincoated to drive off excess solution and to accelerate drying. C) Once applied to
the slide, the solution undergoes evaporation induced self-assembly (EISA), the lipids
congregate adjacent to the cell, and the film condenses around the cells.

4.1.1.2 Precursors

Silica is the highest weight fraction of CDA materials and comes from the TEOS
precursor solution. The development of the ideal silica-based stock solution came from
years of research within our group and, after much trial and error, was established and
referred to as “A2**” solution.9 Once standardized, this solution was found to be ideal for
the later stages of cell directed assembly. We used this formula for all work described
herein with exception of gel-formulae. This solution is easily prepared and can be stored
at -20˚C for many months and is known to behave normally even after years of storage.
Immediately prior to the preparation of CDA films, the silica stock solution is
diluted in ethanol, water, and acid, which initiates the gelation phase of the liquid as
described in the Materials and Methods section. For the purposes of this work, we find
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that an aging period of approximately 30 minutes is necessary to allow the precursor to
hydrolyze and condense into a single, homogeneous phase during which time the solution
advances from a thoroughly mixed state, where it appears cloudy and milky (Figure 4-2
A), to a state with a clear bulk solution and a mixed phase of larger and larger mixed
phase droplets (Figure 4-2 B-D), to a homogeneous solution that is clear, translucent, and
does not break phase (i.e. return to a droplet state) when shaken (Figure 4-2 E).
We found this process to be highly dependent upon material and environmental
parameters (temperature, age of the A2** stock, and/or other parameters). Furthermore,
since this body of work generally uses far greater volumes of Precursor Sol, these effects
of extended condensation periods are more noticeable and may not have been observed
previously. The finished product is a fully cured Sol and is ready for use in CDA, thickcasting, or spray drying. This process is easily visible by eye and can aid in
understanding whether or not the Sol is ready for use in preparing powders.
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Figure 4-2 | Evolution of the silica precursor solution as it undergoes an aging
process during which mixed phases hydrolyze and condense into a single, homogeneous
phase. After combining the precursors as described in the methods section, the solution
was homogenized with shaking and the vial was placed on a rocking platform for up to
1hr and imaged periodically. (A) The solution immediately after addition of reagents and
shaking. (B-D) Mixed phases are observed within the bulk of the solution and collect at
the bottom of the vial when not subjected to mixing/rocking. (E) The solution becomes
homogeneous within about 60 min of initial mixing and is colorless. Nanostructure and
ATP experiments indicate that this solution remains usable for preparation of nano-biocomposites (NBCs) for > 1 hr.
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4.1.1.3 Cells

We previously hypothesized that an important aspect of the successful
incorporation of cells into lipid/silica matrices is the metabolic state of the cell prior to
encapsulation: cells that are in a stationary phase are more resistant to a multitude of
stresses and have shown greater long-term viability when integrated within hybrid abiotic
materials.5,28,56 S. cerevisiae cells, for example, in stationary phase cultures have
undergone two metabolic shifts. In the first shift, rapidly proliferating cells in exponential
culture deplete all fermentable carbon and undergo slow carbon starvation. The cells alter
their metabolism (diauxic shift) to consume ethanol and non-fermentable carbon
byproducts of fermentation. After all fermentation byproduct carbon is depleted, the cells
again shift their metabolism, with the portion of the cells entering quiescence, a
maintenance-like resting state where proliferation does not occur and cells can remain
viable without nutrients.57 These shifts are hypothesized to enable the cell to endure the
stresses of encapsulation.

4.1.2

Thin Cast CDA reliably produces films that are easy to characterize yet are

limited in material mass.

Following techniques reported previously in our group, we repeated the basic
CDA procedure with the strain of bacteria developed for this work via the spin-coating
approach.9 Applying the films to glass cover slips yields a sample that is easy to store and
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easy to image via optical or scanning electron microscopy (thin-films can be spin-coated
onto transmission electron microscope grids, although with great difficulty).
Fluorescence imaging revealed a 90+% viable field of cells according to the live-dead
approach (Figure 4-3 A) and SEM and TEM analysis of spin-coated samples giving a
better picture of the physical nature of cells encapsulated in lipid/silica nanostructures not
previously reported. SEM analysis (Figure 4-3 B) shows an uneven surface (silica
nanostructure with some surface irregularities) and a bacterial cell embedded within the
surface – akin to a rock covered in a layer of fresh snow. AFM analysis (Figure 4-3 C)
paints a similar picture. These images, although not quantitative, give a better illustration
of the physical state of cells encapsulated in thin, spin-coated films.

Figure 4-3 | CDA films performed according to previous knowledge of the
process. (A) Fluorescence microscope image of bacteria in thin films. Here, we attempted
to powder a thin film with limited success. These particles appear as heterogeneous rafts
with cells embedded in the film. (B) SEM image of a cell embedded in a thin film shows
physical state of cells encapsulated in a thin film – as if they were rocks covered in a
blanket of snow. (C) AFM analysis paints a similar picture to SEM.
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Having replicated the CDA procedure and verified the physical and
biofunctionality (i.e. viability) properties compared with prior results, we sought to
develop a CDA-based process that would result in a higher volume of material. Thin
films were appropriate for studying the biological functions of a cell or the
communication between cells, but this process was not scalable.

4.1.3

Bhatia gels offer an alternative to CDA

As an alternative encapsulation approach to the lipid/silica chemistry that was the
primary focus of this study, we investigated Bhatia gel samples. In this process, cells are
encapsulated in a hydrated gelatinous silicate monolith, which contains micro- and
mesopores filled with buffer, allowing for minimal cell stress during encapsulation.

4.1.3.1 Process overview

The silicate gel monolith system employs an aqueous sodium silicate precursor
solution as opposed to the alkoxide-based silica precursor solution used with CDA thin
films. Here, sodium silicate (Na2O)x • SiO2 is hydrolyzed by ion exchange to create an
acidified, aqueous silicic acid solution (pH 2-3), which, upon addition of cells in buffer,
forms a porous silica gel monolith promoted by the accelerated rate of silica condensation
at neutral pH.21 Encapsulation of cells within silica gels has been extensively studied,55
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where cells are introduced into an aqueous silica sol and are physically entrapped by pHtriggered, base catalyzed silica condensation58 with no accompanying drying, and little to
no shrinkage.
We sought to prepare Bhatia gels to compare with our thick-cast and spray dried
samples developed herein. In the gel process, glycerol is mixed with silicate precursors as
described above, the pH of which is sufficiently low to decelerate gelation beyond the
scope of material processing. Cells in buffer are added to the precursor solution, initiating
gelation of the silicate precursors. Immediately after mixing, the precursor and cell
solutions, still liquid, are pipetted to a micro-centrifuge tube in which gelation occurs.
Here, the gel is not characteristic of a nanostructure as found in thin film CDA, although
there is a 3-D network of hydrated nanopores containing glycerol. It is of note that the gel
process does not contain exogenous lipids and relies on the glycerol as an ameliorant
against cell stress.

Figure 4-4 | Overview of the process for preparing Bhatia gels with encapsulated
cells. A) Cells in buffer and glycerolated silicate precursors are prepared in separate
vessels and mixed. B) This solution is immediately pipetted into a containing vessel –
typically a micro-centrifuge tube. Gelation occurs with the cured gel taking the shape of
the vessel (C). Cells are contained within the bulk of the gel (D) and are buffered from
the encapsulating matrix with a sheath of glycerol (E).
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4.1.3.2 Gels encapsulate yeast
We prepared gels as described using yeast by mixing precursors and cells in
solution, mixing with light hand rocking, and dispensing into a container. Interestingly,
gels were able to form within the first ~30s after mixing of precursors and cells, but the
material properties did not indicate a fully “set” gel. A 30s aged gel compared to a 24hr
aged gel showed a marked and visible difference in opacity and stiffness of the gel
(Figure 4-5). Probing the gels with forceps crushed the fresh gel but, after 24hr aging,
simply fractured the gel. Any further aging did not appear to change the quality of the
material. It would be of interest to probe these properties further with nanoindentation,
AFM or other similar material hardness measurements to find the relationship between
gel hardness and gel age, although these structural properties were not further explored
here.

Figure 4-5 | Fresh gel versus 24hr gel. We observed a strong dependence on
curing within the first 24 hours on gel curing. A) A gel that has aged only 30 s appears
cloudy and slumps when removed from the vessel compared to a 24 hr-aged gel, which is
more translucent, retains the shape of the vessel, and feels less brittle to the touch (via
forceps). B) A 24+ hour cured gel and (C) zoomed photo. D) The interface between the
cured gel and the surrounding aqueous sheath fluid is apparent and indicative of a
properly formed gel.

To prepare samples for analysis, we fractured the gel into smaller fragments by
extracting the gel monolith from the micro-centrifuge tube, submerging it in 1mL of PBS,
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followed by vigorous vortexing for 30s. A control study with bacteria found no difference
in CFU counts from cells in solution compared to 24hr gel-encapsulated cells that were
vortexed. This solution of PBS and broken up gel can be pipetted directly onto a
microscope slide for imaging with no further processing. Figure 4-6 shows confocal
fluorescence and DIC images of three different gel fragments, where a random
incorporation of cells within a non-fluorescent silica gel fragment is observed. These Zstack galleries verify the random distribution of the cells within the gel particle.
This system has a disparate set of qualities compared to the lipid/silica chemistry.
The two side-by-side can help elucidate key biological properties of the encapsulated
cells. Gels also can be prepared in a variety of containers, a feature which highlights an
advantage of the gel process in that gelation occurs within the sealed vessel and,
therefore, will take its shape. This feature allows for the preparation of gels in any
container e.g. the wells of a luminometer plate for ATP analysis, a bio-reactor for
environmental monitoring, etc. An additional quality of gels is, with appropriate bulksolution mixing, the process is scalable and could, in theory, be prepared on a very large,
industrial scale.
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Figure 4-6 | Gallery of three a gel fragment with encapsulated yeast. Z-stack
image gallery of a particle highlights the physical structure of particles as well as cellular
distribution within a particle. Z-stack imaging also verifies complete encapsulation of
yeast within the particle.

4.2

Development of thick-cast CDA

The CDA process is a facile technique for the production of thin-film samples,
which are easily viewed on a microscope. It is, however, extremely limited in material
yield considering that the samples produced to this point are a small microscope coverslip
with a thin layer of nanomaterial encompassing a single layer of embedded cells. Any
form of bio-functionality experiments will require, simply, more material volume. To
achieve this using the CDA system, we developed several “thick-cast” techniques in
which we scaled up the precursors and used larger substrates, where “thick-cast” refers to
thick films (as opposed to CDA thin films) cast in place from liquid precursors.
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4.2.1

Viability: capability of living; or capability of growing

Previous work with CDA and our initial work with thin film samples determined
the biofunctionality of encapsulated cells by using a live/dead dye kit as a proxy for
“viability”. The primary definition of viability per Merriam-Webster59 is

Viable: a) capable of living; b) of a fetus; c) capable of growing
or developing

which, in the case of bacteria, is applicable in the first and third definitions: capable of
living and capable of growing or developing. The initial live/dead studies of viability
showed some capacity of cells to be consistent with an intact membrane and, therefore,
judged as being viable. There are other measures of investigating viability such as
enzyme activity dyes (CDFA),60 mitochondrial metabolic activity (resazurin sodium
salt),61 a combination of membrane integrity and metabolic function (FUN-1),62 etc.
However, none of these studies actually test the capability of growing or developing.
We were interested in studying this question, but the thin-film approach did not
produce any meaningful way of de-encapsulating cells or, in the case of cell-surface pulloff, no way of controlling pertinent rates. A basic experiment on thin films revealed a
non-specific rate at which cells would de-encapsulate from the film surface. Here, we
incubated thin films in growth media for varying periods and periodically removed a
sample to image on SEM and AFM. Results for SEM show a clear degradation of the
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surface layer as the cell becomes less and less encapsulated (Figure 4-7). AFM confirms
this effect and shows cells pulling away from their encapsulating matrix at different
times. These effects rendered it impossible to control de-encapsulation rates and,
therefore, cell exposure to growth media and subsequent growth.

Figure 4-7 | Visualization of cells as they de-encapsulate from thin films during
incubation in medium for various periods of time. A) SEM images highlight the
degradation of the lipid/silica film as it incubates in growth media for 0 days (A), 1 d (B),
5 d (C), and 20 d (D). Note, this imaging technique is not able to track a specific cell and
those shown are not the same cells – images are for reference purposes only. B) Atomic
force microscopy (AFM) images provide for a realistic qualitative method for visualizing
the cell-matrix relationship as the cell is incubated in media for 0 hr, 12 hr, 24 hr, and 48
hr . The embedded cells in the background resist de-encapsulation until the 2- hour
timepoint (a), whereas the cell in the foreground de-encapsulates between 12-24 hours.
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(Note: the SEM images are of entirely different samples; we identified a cell to
image for comparing the physical morphology of the cell-matrix surface and the cells in
the different images are entirely different. As for the AFM results, we were able to
conduct repeated imaging experiments on the exact same location, so we were able to
view several cells as they progressed through incubation. While the timeframes of the
two experiments are different, they are simply meant as a visual demonstration of the
surface-level activity that a cell undergoes during incubation. It is important to note that
SEM imaging does not damage the integrity of the matrix, whereas the AFM
continuously scrolls across the surface, which may promote surface degradation,
accelerating de-encapsulation of the cell. This effect is visible upon close inspection of
these AFM images.)

4.2.2

Thick-cast process overview and initial development

To address these challenges, we sought a methodology that would result in greater
quantities of lipid/silica encapsulated cell nanomaterials. Previous research in CDA
indicated that cells were somewhat resistant to the harsh environment caused by the
constituents of the precursor sols; they were acidic, alcoholic, and contained a high
fraction of short chain lipids, which can, in effect, act as detergents and can damage cell
walls. With CDA thin films, samples were prepared from a batch of precursor solution in
which the cells, precursor sol, and lipid were mixed together and the samples were made
from the same solution stock in series under the following protocol: pipette 200µL
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solution onto the glass slide or wafer, spin 30s, remove from the instrument, add new
substrate, and repeat. Several dozen samples were typically prepared in series, such that
the latter samples had solvent contact time of tens of minutes.
Despite being exposed to solvent for extended periods of time, samples exhibited
evidence of maintained cellular viability. This realization led us to hypothesize that at
least some population of cells had at least some mechanism to resist lysis during
prolonged exposure to liquid solvent prior to drying and may be able to withstand further
solvent exposure. Termed “thick-casting”, this new process follows the same procedure
as with the thin films, although, in place of spin coating, which drives much of the
material off of the substrate inherent with the spinning process, we employ a direct
solvent evaporation approach in which all of the precursor-cell solution is pipetted onto
the substrate surface and the solvent is allowed to evaporate. Here, we achieve 100%
volumetric sample efficiency from precursor to cured sample with the only losses being
from the solvent evaporation.
To prepare samples using this approach, a lipid/silica precursor solution and cells
in buffer were prepared and the two solutions were mixed together with light rocking.
The mixed solution is pipetted onto a glass microscope slide, and the liquid is
manipulated around the slide using the pipette tip to maximize surface area for solvent
evaporation. The material is completely cured within approximately 2hr and can be
stored in this state or powdered using a sharp, clean razor blade.
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Figure 4-8 | Overview of the thick-cast CDA process. A) Cells in buffer and lipidsilica precursors are prepared separately and mixed immediately prior to casting. B) the
mixed solution is pipetted onto a clean glass slide and manipulated around the slide
surface to maximize surface area. EISA occurs over the next approximately 2 hrs after
which the film is scraped into a powder using a razor blade (C). The particles are
fragmented thin films and are confirmed to be characteristic of a nanostructure (vida
infra) (E).

The advantages of this system over the thin-cast approach are several-fold:
samples are produced easily and quickly with no equipment other than a biosafety cabinet
(which, for non-sensitive organisms is not truly necessary), they are easy to image, and
there is the possibility of scaling the process up even further.

4.2.3

Manufacture of larger-scale CDA via thick-cast

4.2.3.1 Technique for scaled-up production of CDA

We prepared samples as described above and scraped the thin film into a fine
powder. For optical microscopy, we added about 1mg of powder to 1mL of PBS, mixed
thoroughly by pipetting and placed on a microscope slide with no further modification.
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Particles were characteristic of high non-uniformity, as expected from the powdering
technique, and spanned a large range of particle sizes with individual particles containing
from many dozens – possibly hundreds – of cells (Figure 4-9 A) to several cells (Figure
4-9 B).

Figure 4-9 | Optical image of small and large thick-cast samples. A 100+ µm
particle (top) contains many dozens of cells, while a ~30 µm particle contains one or two
cells (bottom).

To better determine the encapsulated state of the cell, we performed a Z-stack
analysis of the thick-cast sample. Here, fluorescent line scans were obtained as a function
of z, where fluorescence quantification of the encapsulated cell versus autofluorescence
of the lipid/silica matrix verifies 3-D encapsulation of the cell within the matrix. We
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found a baseline autofluorescence of the silica film to be around 50-100 intensity counts
throughout the width of the particle. This baseline autofluorescence was consistent with
the rest of the particle at the location of the cell before (line scan A) and after (line scan
G) transversing through the cell. The line scans show the cell fluorescence as transversing
through the particle, indicating that it is completely encapsulated within the thick-cast
film.

Figure 4-10 | Z-section analysis of confocal images demonstrates complete
encapsulation of cells within a CDA matrix. The data set begins at the bottom of a thin
sample and traverses through the autofluorescent silica (A-D). Note that the
autofluorescence is about 50 intensity counts throughout. The cell “sits” close to the top
of the film as can be observed by the cell fluorescence in C and D. (E and F) Cell
fluorescence is strong and the matrix autofluorescence begins to subside, suggestions that
there is a thin layer of matrix completely surrounding the cell as seen previously. Note
the in-focus cell wall in E, which suggests that the center of the cell sits just above the top
layer of the bulk Si matrix and the bottom of the cell is “submerged”.
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To investigate the surface morphology of thick-cast films, we used SEM and
found the surface to be uniform and featureless. The film thickness is observed by
scratching the surface of the SEM substrate, fracturing the brittle silica material (see
section 4.4.3 for material structural analysis) revealing a film thickness on the order of
50µm. The fractured patterns observed in low magnification SEM (Figure 4-11) highlight
the brittle nature of the material and compare logically with the shape of the particles as
observed in confocal imaging.

Figure 4-11 | SEM analysis of thick-cast samples highlights the film thickness and
uniformity. (A) To visualize the surface, we scratched the film with a forcep, which
caused the film to fracture. This underscores the brittle nature of this material. (B) The
surface is uniform and featureless at the micron scale (inset: a piece of dust emphasizes
the surface uniformity). (C) Thick-cast films appear to be around 50µm thick, which is
considerably thicker than their spin-coated counterparts.
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As a comparison to spin-coated samples, we analyzed thick films with XRD and
found the nanostructural properties to be comparable with a characteristic 2θ peak at 3.1,
corresponding to a nanostructure d-spacing of 2.1nm (see section 4.4.1.1 for results and
discussion).
Using these techniques with encapsulated yeast, we were able to prepare enough
material volume for RNA extraction for gene chip analysis of cells encapsulated via
CDA, a previously impossible challenge. These results are discussed in section 4.5.4.

4.2.3.2 Additional scale-up methods are feasible

An opportunity arose for us to study the ability of encapsulated cells to induce an
immunological response during an in-vivo murine study (vida infra), but the previous
material preparations produced far too little sample volume – including the thick-casting
technique. Based on the successes we found with thick-casting, we sought to further scale
up this technique for the preparation of large amounts of thick-cast powders. With this
approach, large 5x7” glass plates with a PVC perimeter wall acted as curing substrates
onto which the mixed precursor and cell solution was poured. Following drying, the
material was powdered as with thick-cast samples and collected into a vial. Using E. coli
as a model organism, we prepared scale-up thick-cast samples to verify that they
produced the same materials as with thick-cast. We then repeated this work with Bacillus
Calmette Guérin (BCG), the live-cell vaccine for Tuberculosis, powdered the sample, and
mailed the sample to our collaborators for analysis (vida infra).
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Figure 4-12 | Photo of the slides designed for expanded thick-cast sample
preparation. We used a large glass plate available at our local hardware store, cut into 5”
x 7” rectangles. The perimeter of the plate is a PVC window trim, which is sealed to the
plate with 100% silicone. The plate is cleaned with ethanol, dried with dry N2 gas, and
ready for casting. Precursor solutions are prepared in advance, mixed, and poured onto
the glass surface, and manipulated around the surface with a glass microscope slide to
maximize surface area. This entire procedure is conducted in a biosafety hood to 1)
provide for a sterile environment and 2) to maximize evaporation of the solvent.

4.2.3.3 Thick-cast summary

We were able to bypass the limited material yield shortfall of CDA by extending
the spin-coated thin-film model to a bulk solvent evaporation thick-cast model, which
scaled the material yield and we demonstrated that the new technique reproduced
materials of a similar nanostructural and morphological nature. Further scale-up of this
process is possible by, again, increasing the square footage of the curing plate (see
section 4.7.1).
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4.3

Development of spray drying for the scalable production of lipid/silica nanobio-composite materials encapsulating living cells

Although we achieved initial success in scaling-up CDA methodologies and were
able to produce greater material yield than achievable with CDA, we were interested in
developing a more industrial scalable process that would be less prone to manufacturing
error (i.e. user error) and, simultaneously, would be more accessible to the scientific
community in addition to producing scalable quantities of lipid/silica nanostructures
containing living cells. Thanks to one of our colleagues, we became aware of a process
typically used in the fields of pharmaceutical sciences for the research on and
development of novel drug compounds called spray drying. In this process, liquid
precursors are fed into an aerosolization instrument, in which the solvent is removed from
the precursors, leaving a dry powder. This process seemed ideally suited to our goals of
upscaling CDA. Furthermore, this approach offered opportunities to reduce cell-solvent
contact time to alleviate cell stress.

4.3.1

Spray drying background

The process of aerosolization is a material synthesis method for the production of
dry powders from liquid precursors and is used primarily in processing industries such as
food (milk, spices, vitamins), pharmaceutical (antibiotics, medical ingredients, drug
research), industrial (paint pigments), and others.63 For the purposes of our work, this
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method has two distinct advantages: it is designed for processing liquid precursors into
dried formulations and it is massively scalable. Generally, spray drying consists of a
liquid feed, which disperses precursors in liquid phase into a dry sheath gas via a nozzle.
The gas and aerosolized droplets pass through an engineered series of piping until the
solvent has completely evaporated, leaving a dehydrated powder. The powder is
separated from the gas flow and the process can go on continuously, making for a
scalable technique for manufacturing powders.

Figure 4-13 | Schematic of the spray drying process. A sheath gas (typically
nitrogen) is delivered to a nozzle into-which the liquid precursor solution is fed. The
solution is aerosolized into the gas and the liquid droplets dry as they progress through
the instrument. The gas is separated from the dried particles and, now hydrated, exits the
assembly.

These instruments range from the R&D benchtop test phase (we use a Buchi B290 Mini) to large-scale industrial models for the mass production of spray dried goods
(Figure 4-13). With these machines, precursor liquids are fed into a sheath gas via a
nozzle and the aerosolized droplets are pulled through vortices where drying occurs. The
dried, powdered material exits the gas flow into a chamber and the hydrated gas exits the
system via a cyclone chamber.
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Figure 4-14 | Benchtop R&D and industrial spray driers and similar in design and
functionality, underscoring the innate ability to scale the material synthesis from
benchtop prototyping (as done in this study) to a massively scaled system.

We hypothesized that, due to the initial successes of the two aerosolized silica
nanostructure systems and to the ubiquity of industrial spray dryers, that we would be
able to adapt the CDA process to spray drying for the facile and scalable production of
uniform lipid/silica nanomaterials containing living cells.

4.3.2

Adapting CDA to the scalable, industry standard process

We found several key challenges for adapting the CDA precursors and process to
the Büchi system: typical spraying temperatures were elevated above maximum
temperatures for working with live cells (200˚C+), lipids were not typically used in this
process, and the precursor supply fed directly into the instrument and the precursors had
to remain functional for the entirety of processing. Additionally, silica-based material
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engineering had not yet been reported using this class of instrument, so we had little
research guidance on which to structure our experiments.
During the process of spray drying using the Büchi instrument, the precursor
materials are supplied to a heated nozzle, which, with the aid of a pressurized gas sheath,
aerosolizes the fluid in a continuous stream of liquid droplets, initiating the drying
process. Due to the unique chemical makeup of our precursor solutions, we had to find
the appropriate parameters for achieving a powder as, if the conditions are not adequate,
no powder will form. Too cool of a nozzle or too cool and/or fast of the sheath gas and
the material will flow through the instrument without complete solvent evaporation, the
gas will exit the assembly hydrated with the precursors, and there will be no powder
formed. Too hot of a nozzle or two slow of sheath gas risks premature formation of a
continuous film inside the instrument glass chambers. To find the most appropriate
conditions for the formation of our initial powders, we built ice jackets for the main
spraying column and cyclone, used special filters to create back pressures, and other
similar approaches. Ultimately, using the minimum temperature and feed settings for the
instrument, we were able to achieve particle formation by building a custom powder
collection vessel and connector collar using a scintillation vial as the collection vessel
and a machined plastic part to marry the two threads. This approach also featured built-in
material storage as, once collection was complete, the vial was simply unscrewed from
the machine and the cap applied. We used these baseline parameters for all experiments
except for those otherwise stated.
Having established the minimum necessary conditions for the successful
formation of powders, we searched for ways to optimize the conditions of spraying such
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that they induced the least amount of stress upon processed cells. The main processing
points that offer harm-potential to cells during the spraying process are: temperature
conditions in the nozzle and spray column, drying stresses during EISA, and solvent
contact duration. We minimized the first stressor by using low processing temperatures as
described above. Cells are only exposed to these temperatures for a fraction of a second
as they pass through the nozzle. The second point of stress was relieved with the addition
of ameliorants to the spraying process and were explored later. As for the third stressor
point, cell-solvent contact time, we tested several methods to determine the optimal
method of delivering precursor solution to the nozzle while minimizing damage to the
cells: 1) bulk precursor mixing and intake to nozzle via built-in peristaltic pump; 2)
separate delivery of I) lipid/silica Sol and II) cells in solution to different ports of a
custom three-head spraying nozzle via a syringe pump; 3) separate delivery of I and II via
a syringe pump to an intermediate mixing vessel; and 4) separate delivery of I and II via
syringe pump to an intermediate mixing vessel and uptake and delivery of this sol to the
nozzle via peristaltic pump (Figure 4-15).
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Figure 4-15 | Initial approaches to spraying lipid/silica materials with the Büchi
instrument. (A) Direct bulk mixing of precursors (lipid, silica, and cells) is the simplest
technique, but it does not solve the challenge of cell-solvent contact time. (B)
Independent precursor delivery used the function of a second input port on the nozzle, but
we found the inspiration pressures of the nozzle to be inconsistent and, thus, the two
solutions were not inspired at the same rate. (C) A hybrid process of independent delivery
of precursors to an intermediate mixing vessel reduced cell-solvent contact time. (D)
Similar to (B), delivery of the precursors was separate, but the nozzle inspired the
solutions at different rates.

In these initial trials, although they successfully yielded powders, we were
concerned with the cell-solvent contact time: a complete spray drying process lasts
several minutes during which time the solution of precursors and cells remains in contact
until the entire solution has been aspirated into the spray drier. This approach would not
improve upon CDA era challenges. The second approach did not allow for the
measurable control of inspired solutions as the nozzle had no volumetric intake control
and the ratio of sprayed liquid was not constant at 1:1 cells to sol. The third approach,
although improved over the first, had the same cell-solvent contact issues as the first
approach and CDA. The fourth approach reduced the cell-solvent contact time compared
to the first approach, but it was estimated that the cell-solvent contact time was still on
the order of 30-60 s, which we felt could be improved upon.
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We solved many of the issues presented by the first four methods in our final
design by separately delivering the two component liquids via separate volumecontrollable peristaltic pumps with mixing occurring via a Y connector immediately prior
to nozzle intake. With this technique, the solution delivery to the nozzle was controlled
by the pumps, which were stronger than the inspiration pressure of the nozzle spray, such
that each component liquid was dispensed at precisely the same rate. The cell-solvent
contact time was reduced to approximately 3 seconds from the point of contact to
spraying (2mm tube ID, ~10mm tube length post Y connection, flow rate of
~3.5mL/min). Thus, with this protocol, we were able to precisely control the cellsprecursor ratio, which is critical for CDA, while simultaneously reducing the cellprecursor contact time to ~3 s. Compared to CDA, in which samples were prepared from
the cell-precursor solution over the course of up to five minutes, this represents a 100fold improvement in stress reduction. We hypothesize that these conditions were ideally
suited for spray drying NBCs.
Complete mixing of the precursors was verified by spraying solutions of 16%
EtOH dyed yellow (mimicking the silica precursor) and an aqueous solution dyed blue
(mimicking the cell precursor) and analyzing the color profile of the solutions prior to
and post Y-connection mixing, where complete mixing was visualized by the
homogenous green result. This back-of-the-envelope experiment was validified by
published theoretical mixing calculations of liquids within the nozzle64 and not further
studied as we assumed, for the purposes of this work, that the two solutions were fully
mixed.
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Using this parameter set, custom collection receiver, and custom liquid feed
system, we were able to design a technique for spraying lipid/silica-class materials under
bio-friendly processing conditions while minimizing cell-solvent contact time. Our
achieved cell-solvent contact times were considerably less than previously achievable
with CDA techniques due to the automation of the precursor delivery, mixing, and
spraying steps.

4.3.3

Spray Drying of lipid/silica Nano-Bio-Composites produces a continuous flow

of material for unlimited scale-up

4.3.3.1 Process overview

Our novel approach to spray drying lipid/silica materials containing living cells
hinges on several advances: proper delivery of the precursor materials, proper adaptations
to the spray drying instrument, and the careful selection of processing parameters. We
have designed the optimal conditions for preserving cellular viability up to the point of
encapsulation such that we can explore and capitalize upon the features of this system.
Here forward, having fine-tuned the equipment phase of the process, we investigated the
parameter-space of material preparation.
The spray drying process is carried out as follows. Silica precursor solution
referred to as Sol E (see Section 3.2.1.2) was mixed with lipid until homogenous.
Bacteria in stationary phase were washed and resuspended in PBS as described in Section
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3.1.1. As mentioned above, the initial spray drying parameters (nozzle temperature,
solution feed rate, gas flow rate, and vacuum aspiration level) were chosen based on
previous studies of spray drying of cells incorporated within sucrose-trehalose matrices.41
With these parameters, the nozzle temperature is sufficiently high to add enough energy
for the requisite solvent evaporation characteristic of the EISA process, the liquid feed
rate is low enough such that the liquid absorbs sufficient heat, and the gas input and gas
vacuum is sufficient to maintain laminar flow within the instrument. Cells in phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) and the Precursor Sol were dispensed into separate scintillation
vials and delivered to the heated nozzle with two peristaltic pumps – one for each
solution (Figure 4-16 A). Up to this point, cells remained in PBS suspension for <30mins
and were ~96% viable as confirmed with live/dead viability staining (Figure 4-46).
Peristaltic pumps feed the solutions with a combined rate of 3.5mL/min to the nozzle and
the solutions were combined immediately prior to injection into the drier nozzle (Figure
4-16 B) via a Y connector. As discussed, this was found to be the superior method for
minimizing cell contact time with Precursor Sol constituents (~15% ethanol v/v and pH
3) allowing for increased cell viability.65 Aerosolization of the solution (Figure 4-16 C)
occurs in a sheath of heated nitrogen gas (inlet temperatures ranged from 60-120˚C),
where the aerosolized liquid droplets (Figure 4-16 D) were estimated to range from 50 to
100 microns in diameter38 depending on the processing parameters. Solvent evaporation
from the droplets within the heated nitrogen stream progressively increases the
concentration of non-volatile Precursor Sol constituents and drives self-assembly of the
droplets into periodic, ordered lipid/silica mesophases (vide infra) in a manner related to
aerosol-assisted EISA (Figure 4-16 E) reported previously31 and reviewed recently by
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Boissiere et al.66 Ensuing evaporation and thermally driven condensation of the soluble
silica precursors solidifies the particles (Figure 4-16 F) as they enter the cyclone, exit the
gas flow, and collect within the sample chamber (Figure 4-16 G). Dried particles exit the
gas flow via the cyclone and enter the custom collection vial. The now hydrated sheath
gas exits the assembly, passes through a filter to collect any remaining particles, and is
exhausted into a biosafety cabinet. (Importantly, this entire procedure can occur inside an
appropriately sized walk-in biosafety cabinet for work with sensitive organisms such as
BCG). The entire gas flow is maintained by a vacuum downstream of the cyclone. After
completion of a drying cycle, the collection vial is removed from the cyclone and the vial
is sealed or the powder is dispensed into smaller, individual containers for storage.

Figure 4-16 | Schematic of the spray drying process using a Büchi B-290 mini
spray drier for the production of lipid-silica NBCs. Solutions of cells in liquid suspension
and lipid-silica precursors are mixed in scintillation vials (A) and dispensed into the
sprayer nozzle via peristaltic pumps with mixing immediately prior to injection with a Y
valve (B). This mixture is aerosolized by the heated nozzle in a sheath of N2 gas (C).
Droplets are ~10-100µm in diameter and consist of cells, lipid (an inhomogeneous
mixture of free, micellular, or liposomal lipids), silica precursors, and solvent (D). The
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droplet size can be varied by changing the ratio of the nitrogen gas flow rate to that of the
liquid feed rate. (E) Lipids organize silica precursors into an ordered nanostructure as the
solvent evaporates during EISA. (G) Particles are fully dried before entering the cyclone
(F) and flow through cyclone vortex into the collection chamber. An aspiration vacuum
pump (Vac.), pulls a vacuum on the assembly, exhausting N2.

The residence time of aerosolized droplets within the spray dryer was estimated to
be ~400ms based on a literature report for a similar spray drying setup67 and is
considerably shorter than that of aerosol-assisted EISA (~3-6s) performed at a lower
Reynolds number31,66 or CDA which requires ~1 minute to achieve complete drying
following spin-coating.9 Thus, from mixing to a completely cured NBC is approximately
3 s, a 20-fold improvement on the best case scenario with CDA. The outlet temperature
measured just before the point that particles enter the cyclone remained below 45˚C for
all spray drying parameters used in this study. We hypothesize that the combined low
outlet temperature and short residence time serve to reduce heat transfer to the
encapsulated cells,68 improving conditions for maintaining high cell viability.
We refer to these powders as lipid/silica nano-bio-composites (NBCs). Typical
sample yields for a starting precursor solution and cell solution of 3.3mL each were
approximately 100-150 mg per batch, corresponding to approximately 1.0 - 1.5 x 107
cells/mg powder. This collection variability is dependent upon spray drying parameters
and lower collection yields are attributed to losses of sub-micron particles that are
removed from the spray-drying assembly by vacuum.
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4.3.3.2 Bacteria are incorporated into spray-dried NBCs

All of our spray drying runs incorporated our house RFP E. coli strain except for
those in which we sprayed latex beads, yeast, or red blood cells (vida infra). Latex beads
were chosen to due to their comparable size and surface charge as E. coli.69 We
characterized NBCs containing encapsulated beads (Figure 4-17 A) and E. coli (Figure
4-17 B and C) with confocal microscopy to determine the spatial distribution of cells (or
beads) within the dried lipid/silica particles. Shown are representative large particles
containing multiple beads or cells and a small particle containing one cell. To verify the
complete encapsulation of cells and to visualize their location within dried powders, we
collected a Z-stack image series of the large and small particles discussed above. These
galleries demonstrate complete encapsulation of cells in both large particles containing
many cells with a Z-stack depth of 13.0µm (Figure 4-17 D) and small particles containing
individual cells with a Z-stack depth of 6.0µm (Figure 4-17 E). The complete set of
images used to compile the above images can be found in Section 4.3.4.5. Also shown is
a photograph of typical sprayed formulations including E. coli, beads, and red blood cells
(vida infra).
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Figure 4-17 | Fluorescence confocal microscopy images of NBCs demonstrate
discrete, spray-dried particles that fully encapsulate cells or cell surrogates. (A) 1µm
green fluorescent latex beads were used to provide a baseline for spray-dried particles.
Encapsulated red fluorescent are observed in collapsed merged Z-stack images of a
typical large (B) and small (C) particle. Particles are shown to fully encapsulate cells as
confirmed with three-dimensional Z-stack sectioning of the same large (D) and small (E)
particle, for which the optical slices are 0.4µm and 0.5µm, respectively, and the total zscan depths were 13.0µm and 6.0µm, respectively. (F) In order to serve as a reference
and a control for NBCs containing E. coli, we prepared NBCs containing latex beads
using the same process and parameters as described above but replaced the cells with
1um latex beads in PBS. Optical images of these formulations were extremely consistent
with those of sprayed bacteria and yeast. We used these samples as baseline controls for
ATP and other studies.
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4.3.3.3 Yeast are incorporated into spray-dried NBCs

We prepared spray dried NBCs containing yeast using the same parameter set as
described above. Yeast were grown to stationary phase, washed, resuspended in PBS, and
spray dried. Samples had the same appearance as with bead- and bacteria-encapsulated
samples and, upon fluorescence microscopy inspection, the cell distribution and
morphology of particles appeared to be consistent. As with E. coli, yeast were found in
large and small particles, were homogeneously dispersed, and completely encapsulated.
Due to the larger cell size as compared to bacteria, yeast NBCs were characteristic of
dense cell loading within dry particles. This property can be fine-tuned by lowering the
initial concentration of cells used in the spraying process. Shown in Figure 4-18 are a Zstack gallery of yeast in a gel particle with a Z-stack merged image as well as an SEM
image for comparison.
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Figure 4-18 | Confocal Z-stack gallery (A) and SEM (B) imaging highlight the
dense cell loading within spray dried yeast NBCs.
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4.3.3.4 Spray dried red blood cells

Considering our success with spray drying bacteria and yeast, we were interested
in applications with more sensitive cells such as red blood cells (RBCs). Bacterial cellular
membranes are composed of peptidoglycans, which consist of an amino sugar acid
backbone with crosslinked peptide chains.70 This architecture confers mechanical
strength properties to the cell70 and stabilizes cells against intracellular osmotic
pressures.71 Considering that the precursor environment is aqueous with no excipient
buffer salts, this peptidoglycan-based membrane allows for cellular resistance to lysis,
resisting toxic internal osmotic pressures (e.g. inflating a balloon within a box: once it
reaches the confines of the box, no additional gas can be added and the balloon resists
popping).72
Similarly, RBC membranes consists of a lipid bilayer with an extensive network
of interdigitated spectrin proteins, which add durability and flexibility to the cell,
allowing it to resist the shear stresses of blood flow.73 While this cell membrane
architecture allows for a RBC resilience to mechanical stresses (shear or compressive
stresses), it fails to protect the cell from osmotic stresses (e.g. a full balloon can be
compressed somewhat and morphologically manipulated, but, without an exoskeletal
support like the afore-mentioned box, it cannot be increased in volume without popping).
This osmotic fragility is well known74 and, in the case of spray drying, would require fine
tuning of the spraying conditions for preserved cell.
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We conducted preliminary experiments encapsulating red blood cells (RBCs) via
the spray drying process. These experiments successfully yielded powders, and SEM and
optical inspection revealed apparent intact RBCs post encapsulation, although the yield
appeared to be low. We imaged these formulations and found the results to be consistent
with observations in SEM with a high fraction of particles which appear to be void of
cells and a smaller fraction of particles with apparent intact cells. Furthermore, the size of
RBCs (approximately 53µm3)75 compared to E. coli (less than 1µm3 as published76 and as
verified by SEM in Figure 3-2) will result in fewer cells per volume by a factor of >50x.

Figure 4-19 | SEM gallery of spray dried red blood cells. Left, lowest
magnification. Right, highest magnification.

For fluorescence imaging, cells were stained with sodium borohydride (NaBH4),
which reduces hemoglobin to fluorescent protoporphyrin.77 With excitation at 480 nm,
NaBH4 exhibits a broad-spectrum emission between 530 nm to 670 nm.77 Results
indicate that RBCs were 4x more fluorescent than the NBC or the background, both of
which were measured to be comparable (Figure 4-20). Notably, if the cells were lysed,
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we would expect the NaBH4-bound hemoglobin to be dispersed within the volume of the
buffer and not apparent with fluorescence imaging.

Figure 4-20 | Fluorescence microscopy images of spray dried RBCs show a
subpopulation of particles with apparent intact cells and analysis with NaBH4 verifies this
observation. Cells are stained with NaBH4 post encapsulation, which reduces hemoglobin
to protoporphyrin, which is fluorescent.

These preliminary results suggest that highly-sensitive cells such as RBCs can be
incorporated into the spray drying process with measurable success. As a note, we
attempted these experiments prior to optimization of the cell-solvent contact control
systems and it is possible that our newer techniques could result in a higher fraction of
intact, dry encapsulated RBCs.
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4.3.4

Particle macrostructure and size characteristics are dependent on spray

parameters

For the cell- or bead-containing samples, we observed a strong dependence of
particle formation and morphology on spray drying parameters. In order to establish
processing structure–property relationships, we systematically varied the four
independent processing control parameters of our spray drying system: nozzle
temperature, solution feed rate, sheath gas flow rate, and vacuum aspiration level (Table
4-1) and analyzed the effect of each on macro-morphology, hydrodynamic size, and
aerodynamic size (Table 4-2). Nozzle temperature and solution feed rate were identified
to be the most critical parameters. Nozzle temperatures below 60˚C and feed rates above
4.5 mL/min resulted in no collectible particles; for these spray drying parameters (low
inlet temperature and high feed rate), insufficient heat transfer occurs to the sprayed
droplets and partially dried droplets adhere readily to the walls of the spray
chamber/cyclone.78,79 This tendency is known to occur, in particular, for droplets
containing lipids where coalescence and adherence to the spray chamber is reported to
occur if the product does not dry immediately (milliseconds) after spraying.80
Temperatures exceeding 120˚C were not investigated due to potential heat-stresses on the
cells, and we did not test lower feed rates due to apparatus limitations. Other process
parameters such as sheath gas flow rate and vacuum aspiration level were shown to
impact only particle yield and were not studied or optimized further. The process
parameters and their qualitative effects on particle formation are summarized in Table
4-2.
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Table 4-1 | Process parameters tested within this study define the limits of powder
formulation. *The outlet temperature for all processes tested remained between 30 and
45˚C depending on the inlet temperature and the solution feed rate.

4.3.4.1 Morphology of different classes of spray dried NBCs

With respect to particle macro-morphology, using fluorescence optical
microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), we observed three distinct classes
of particles that were dependent on the spraying parameters: large, solid aggregates
(Figure 4-21 A-C); smaller, ‘raisin-like’ solid particles (Figure 4-21 D-F); and spherical,
hollow particles with varying sizes (Figure 4-21 G-I). These macroscopic features
(summarized in Table 4-2) were generally consistent with those of other spray-dried
materials reported in the literature.81 Samples that were prepared at low temperature
and/or high feed rate (i.e. Process A) typically consisted of large solid particles that were
observed to be aggregates of smaller particles. This clumping behavior is explained by
the relatively high moisture content and the large lipid fraction of the NBCs.82 Samples
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that were prepared at high temperature and/or low feed rate (i.e. Process D) consisted of
smaller discrete particles with a subpopulation that were hollow and spherical with a
distinct outer shell or crust as described by M. Farid.83

Figure 4-21 | Particle macro-morphology can be tuned depending on the spray
drying parameters listed in Table 4-2 to yield large or small particles with varying
percentages of hollow particles. (A-C) Large particles and/or aggregates prepared with
Process A can contain multiple red-fluorescent bacteria (K12 E. coli constitutively
expressing pDsRed-Express 2, an RFP variant) (A, inset) and particle aggregates can
range from ~10µm to 30µm or larger (B, C). (D-F) Individual particles prepared with
higher temperatures in Process B demonstrate smaller particles, which are less prone to
aggregation and contain a subpopulation of hollow particles. (G-I) Lower feed rates
reveal a higher fraction of hollow particles with a mixed size distribution; an optical slice
of <0.5µm allows for the cross-sectional visualization of hollow particles (G). Samples
were prepared using a green fluorescent lipid, which extends throughout the particle. The
scale bar is 5µm.
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Table 4-2 | Macrostructural and nanostructural characteristics of spray-dried NBC
particles as a function of spraying parameters referred to as Processes A-E. A: The hollow
particle fraction is the observed percentage contribution of hollow particles within a
spray-dried sample. B The Fine Particle Fraction is the fraction of powder from which
large, aggregates of particles have been removed. --- Hatch marks indicate that the
sample contained no distinguishable hollow particles. MMAD: Mass Mean Aerodynamic
Diameter.

Regardless of macrostructure, both low angle X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) and
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) revealed a very highly ordered periodic
nanostructure that was independent of spray drying conditions. The measured XRD peak
at 2θ = 2.9˚ is consistent with a hexagonal or lamellar lipid/silica mesophase (vide infra)
with characteristic d-spacing of ~2.3nm, similar to that formed via EISA of thin films or
droplets.9,28,55,84
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Figure 4-22 | Nanostructure of NBCs compared to thin and thick films. (A) X-ray
diffraction (XRD) plots of samples prepared under varying conditions. The baseline
condition is referred to as Process A (inlet temperature: 60˚C; feed rate: 3.5 mL/min; gas
rate: 60 l/hr) and the varied conditions are 1) age of the precursor solution, 2) increased
and decreased rate of the inlet feed solution (2.5 and 4.5 mL/min respectively), 3)
decreased carrier gas flow rate (30 l/hr), and 4) two degrees of elevated inlet temperature
(90˚C and 120˚C respectively). Results demonstrate no noticeable difference between the
nanostructures indicating preserved nanostructural features independent of processing
parameters (consistent with TEM) and to have a lower angle and broader diffraction peak
as compared to thin film samples, indicating a larger characteristic d-spacing and
moderately less order. Powders were collected from spraying chamber and analyzed as
described in the methods section with a PANalytical X’pert Pro diffractometer using
CuKα radiation with λ = 1.15418Å. (B) XRD 2θ and corresponding d-spacings of various
powders and thin or thick-cast films formed by EISA procedures in this study.

As has been established by theoretical and experimental investigations of particle
formation during conventional spray drying,85,86 a major determinant of particle macromorphology is the Peclet Number (Pe) defined as32,81

𝑃𝑒 =

(𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)
(𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛)
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where the evaporation rate and diffusion rate are complex and depend, in turn, on
parameters such as temperature, droplet size, concentration, residence time, carrier gas
relative pressures in volatile species, etc.17,66
At low Pe (<1) the solutes can diffuse toward the particle center to accommodate
the reduced volume resulting from evaporation. This results in smaller, denser particles.
At Pe >1 the solute molecules have insufficient time to distribute within the droplet. This
results in solute enrichment on the droplet surface. The higher the evaporation rate, the
sooner the surface reaches ‘supersaturation’, causing solidification. Further drying creates
hollow particles whose size increases and density decreases with increasing Pe.86 These
particles may or may not wrinkle or buckle upon complete drying due to thermal or
capillary ‘drying’ stresses. With both hollow (Pe>1) and solid (Pe < 1) particles, we
hypothesize that the solvent evaporation rapidly induces the formation of a solid (dry,
cured) exterior. However, due to the low pH (~2-3),25,84 the interior liquid volume
remains in a solvent-rich lipid/silica mesophase that is fluid for time points much greater
than the parameters of spray drying (Pe << 1). The hydrolyzed silica precursors
condense at an extremely slow rate under these pH conditions87and are able to gradually
self-assemble into ordered hexagonal and/or lamellar nanostructures over extended time
as inner volume solvent evaporates. Thus, this spray drying system is characteristic of a
peclet duality in which the surface of the aerosolized droplet is characteristic of one Pe
that is > 1 and determined by the surface temperature and surface solvent evaporation and
a second Pe that is << 1.
In our experiments, we determined the percentage fraction of hollow particles
within a sample by counting >300 particles per sample from different SEM images and
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differentiating between solid (dense and ill-defined shapes) and hollow (swollen and
spherical) particles. We found larger fractions of hollow particles with increasing inlet
(nozzle) temperatures and decreasing solution feed rates (data summarized in Table 4-2).
Both these conditions increase heat transfer to the droplet surface increasing Pe and
causing solidification of the droplet exterior to occur at an earlier stage of drying when
the particle volume is still large.83 Further solvent removal by diffusion produces hollow
particles.88 Spray drying with lower inlet temperature (e.g. 60˚C) and/or higher feed rate
(e.g. 4.5 mL/min) did not result in hollow particles and, in general, yielded larger, solid
aggregates. Based on XRD and TEM analysis (vide infra), after solidification of the
particle surface, we determined that the remainder of the precursor solution or liquid
crystalline mesophase can continue to self-assemble into an ordered nanostructure on the
interior shell wall, within a separate particle enclosed by the hollow particle, or within a
solid particle.
Here, it should be pointed out that, compared to aerosol-assisted evaporation
induced self-assembly,31,66,89,90 the conventional spray-drying process we employed is
characterized by a higher Pe (higher inlet temperature and carrier gas feed rate),
increasing the likelihood of forming hollow particles, as previously demonstrated by
Bruinsma et al., who formed hollow mesoporous silica particles via EISA using a Büchi
B-190 Mini Spray dryer operating at an outlet temperature of 76 ˚C.91 In comparison, for
aerosol-assisted EISA, hollow particles have been reported only under limited conditions;
for example, at high temperature using high volatility solvents, (high Pe)68 or via addition
of (NH4)SO4, which phase separates and thermally decomposes, serving as a ‘bloating’
agent.92 Consistent with these arguments, Figure 4-24 shows solid, spherical lipid/silica
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mesophase particles formed via aerosol-assisted EISA using the identical Precursor Sol
as for spray-drying.

Figure 4-23 | Depending on the process parameters, particles are solid or hollow.
(A-C) Solid particles can appear raisin-like and are solid and uniform. (D-F) Hollow
particles appear to be spherical with a heterogeneous population of solid particles mixed
in. Notedly, both approaches encapsulate cells and these hollow properties do not affect
nanostructure formation or biofunctionality (vida infra).

Importantly, we find that cells are encapsulated with a lipid/silica matrix in both
solid and hollow particles. Confocal microscopy analysis shows cells integrated into the
walls of spherical particles with TEM analysis, underscoring this finding (Figure 4-23).
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4.3.4.2 Cells or surrogates necessary for nucleating particles at low processing
temperatures

Under all conditions investigated, we found that either latex beads or cells were
necessary for particle formation and capture; their absence led to no particle
accumulation in the collection vial but, instead, resulted in a thick, dense film on the
inside of the cyclone and sample collection chamber. This behavior suggests that, for the
rather dilute Precursor Sol used here, the formation of large particles (>1µm) that can be
concentrated and collected in the cyclone requires an effective nucleation site upon which
to condense the lipid/silica encapsulating matrix. With or without cells or beads, smaller,
spherical nanostructured lipid/silica particles (<1µm) likely form, as described for
aerosol-assisted EISA,31,66,89,90 but these are drawn by vacuum into the spray drier
aspiration filter and are not collected by the Büchi B-290 cyclone. To support this
hypothesis, we performed aerosol-assisted EISA using the identical Precursor Sol and
phosphatidyl lipid as for spray-drying and a TSI aerosol generator and formed ordered,
spherical, lipid/silica mesophase particles with sizes ranging from 20nm-1µm (Figure
4-24).
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Figure 4-24 | Representative transmission electron microscopy images of
lipid/silica mesophase particles formed by so-called ‘aerosol-assisted’ evaporation
induced self-assembly. All particles are solid, roughly spherical, and exhibit ordered
nanostructures consistent with hexagonal mesophases. Sample were prepared using the
identical precursor sol (Sol) as for spray-drying and the aerosol-assisted EISA approach
described in Lu et al. (Lu, Nature, 1999).1 The aerosol reactor consisted of a TSI
generator operated with 207 kPa N2 as the carrier gas and a seven zone tube furnace with
temperatures 150˚C, 170˚C, 170˚C, 270˚C, 410˚C, 170˚C, and 115˚C. Powders were
collected on a Pall Supor 200 membrane (0.2 µm) at 115˚C.

4.3.4.3 Geometric particle sizing via laser diffractometry

We observed some degree of particle clumping during the pressurized aspiration
process, which likely caused particles to be forced together as explained by T. Langrish82
and is attributed to the large lipid fraction. This behavior was accounted for by
subtracting out the weight of the sample that deposited within the largest well of the
cascade impactor (well #1), allowing us to sort out large aggregates of particles, which, in
vivo, would deposit within the upper respiratory tract of the lung. The effective Fine
Particle Fraction (FPF) MMAD value represents the effective size of particles that would
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be delivered into the lung and fell within 2.6-6.8µm for all of the processes tested (Table
4-2).
To quantify particle size, we analyzed powders from each of the Processes for
particle hydrodynamic size using Laser Diffractometry, which measures the physical size
from the laser diffraction pattern as the beam passes through particles in solution. Here,
we used acetonitrile as a carrier solution and dispersed the NBCs within. The Particle
Size Distribution and the Geometric Standard Deviation were found to fall between 1321µm and 1-3µm respectively for all the processes tested (data summarized in Table 4-2),
indicating low variability between processing parameters.

Figure 4-25 | Particle sizing with laser diffractometry (LD) and separation by
mass mean aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) with a cascade impactor indicate that
particles with MMAD as low as 0.54µm contain cells. (A) Particle sizing using LD
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demonstrates disperse, discrete particles with 50% of the particles falling between ~6-14
µm. LD of spray-dried powders demonstrates particle size distribution with a median
particle size (x50) of ~12 µm. Shown is a typical particle size curve. Plotted on the dual
y-axis are the cumulative volume (q(x)) and the volume frequency (Q(x)) particle size
distributions. Spray dried samples were prepared as previously described, 1mg powder
was suspended in 1mL of acetonitrile (ACN), vortexed for 30s to distribute particles, and
100µL was pipetted into an LD cuvette containing ACN. (B) Particles were separated by
their MMAD using a cascade impactor and a sample from each well was imaged with a
confocal microscope. Fluorescence (top) and DIC-fluorescence merge (bottom) images
indicate that particles with MMADs small as 0.5µm can contain cells. Particles
correspond to wells 1-7 of the impactor and diameters of 0.54, 0.83, 1.36, 2.30, 3.99,
6.40, and 11.70 µm, respectively.

4.3.4.4 Aerodynamic particle sizing via MMAD

We further characterized particle size by measuring the aerodynamic properties of
dried powders. This analysis determines the particle’s mass mean aerodynamic diameter
(MMAD), which is used to simulate dry powder inhalation into and deposition within the
lung.93 This was performed by dry injecting the powders with an insufflator into a steady
flow of nitrogen gas flowing through a multi-stage cascade impactor. Particles deposit
into different impactor stages according to their aerodynamic diameters94 and the mass
deposited in each stage is used to calculate the effective MMAD. The observed MMAD
values represent particles that could be delivered into the deep lung (2.7-6.7µm) for all
the processes tested (Table 4-2). These results indicate that, by variation of the spray
drying conditions, NBCs can be prepared as large particles with high MMADs; small,
hollow particles with low MMADs; or a mixed distribution of particles. These size
properties could allow for aerosol delivery to the deep lung via dry powder inhalation.
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Figure 4-26 | Mass mean aerodynamic diameter (MMAD) profiling using a
cascade impactor. Shown is a typical MMAD profiling setup with the NBC powders
having deposited in the chamber according to aerodynamic size. The carrier gas
approximates the inspiration rate of a human lung and enters the assembly on the left,
flows through the chambers, and exits on the right. The largest particles deposit into the
left-most tray and the finest collected particles deposit into the right-most tray. Powder
weights of the eight trays are inputted into a formula, which calculates MMAD.
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4.3.4.5 Large particles may contain many cells and small cells may contain
individual cells

Depending on the parameter set used during spray drying, the degree of very large
particles containing many dozens of cells or small cells containing individual cells can be
altered. Depending on the engineering requirements of the application, one could select to
have a population of mostly large particles where a large bacterial dose is required or a
population of small particles – e.g. for delivery of live cells to the deep lung where large
particles would be unable to penetrate. Z-stack analysis of both large (Figure 4-27) and
small cells (Figure 4-28) confirm that all cells are completely encapsulated within the
particle.
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Figure 4-27 | Confocal image gallery of merged fluorescence and DIC channels
for a large NBC particle. The 35 images span a depth of 13.0 µm for a total optical slice
of 0.37 µm per image.
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Figure 4-28 | Confocal image gallery of merged fluorescence and DIC channels
for a small NBC particle. The 13 images span a depth of 6.0 µm for a total optical slice of
0.46 µm per image. Note: the figure is of apparent low resolution due to the high zoom.

4.3.5

Extension of spray drying technique into house-built apparatus.

As a comparison to commercially available driers, we designed and built a
relatively simple benchtop spray drier using parts from the local hardware store. This
model was used as an inexpensive alternative to the commercial models that were used
for the research presented herein and meant as a rapid prototyping tool for future work.
The construction of this model is detailed in the Materials and Methods section.
Aerosolization is achieved with a ubiquitous tool typically used as drug delivery
via inhalation (Aeroneb Solo, Aerogen, Dangan, Ireland).95,96 This device employs a thin
metal disk with 1,000 perforations, which vibrates at 128 MHz. A reservoir of liquid drug
sits on one side of the disk and, with each oscillation, the drug is loaded into each hole
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and ejected out of the device, aerosolized into a ventilator tube, and inspired into the deep
lung.97 The Aerogen nebulizer works via an external electronic controller that produces a
disk with 1,000 aperture holes with a diameter of approximately 1µm each at a frequency
of 120,000 Hz. This motion ejects the droplets into the surrounding medium at a rate of
about 0.3mL/min, producing homogeneous population of particles of a geometric size
distribution of 2.3µm and a mass mean aerodynamic diameter of 3.4µm.97
There are numerous advantages to aerosolization via a vibrating nebulizer: it
doesn’t require a gas flow, can be run from a small battery, is cheap, disposable, and easy
to operate.98 Applications include efficient delivery of drugs to the deep lung for the
treatment against ventilator associated pneumonia and other respiratory diseases,99
administering pain mediation,100 antimicrobial therapy,101 treating cystic fibrosis;102 and
studying aerosolized bacteriophage.103 However, our literature research did not indicate
any application of this technology towards spray drying living cells or silica-based
materials. Based on the properties of the nebulized droplets, we hypothesized that this
material spraying method could be adapted to work with a spray-drying column for the
production of NBCs, however, the Büchi instrument is not designed to be modified, so
we sought to build our own.
The drying chamber is prepared as described in the Materials and Methods
section. Heated dry N2 gas is pumped into the top of the drying chamber and gas flow is
maintained via vacuum at the base of the chamber. Cells and precursors are loaded into
two separate syringes and dispensed separately via a syringe pump into the solution
reservoir in the nebulizer (Figure 4-29 A). A small pool of mixed solution rests on top of
the nebulizing disk where we assume for the purposes of this study that the solution is
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fully mixed. The spraying head is situated in the center of the instrument and is designed
to maximize laminar flow in the column (Figure 4-29 B). The nebulizer aerosolizes
droplets, which dry within the column. As described with the Büchi instrument, we
assume the droplet residence time to be approximately 400 ms.67 Dried powder is
collected on a Supor membrane filter (0.2µm pore diameter, which is supported by a
~1mm pore size stainless steel support mesh. A vacuum pump maintains gas flow
through the spraying column (Figure 4-29 C).

Figure 4-29 | Process overview of house-built spraying chamber. (A) The
Aeroneb head unit is a simple, plastic, disposable device with a fluid reservoir above the
perforated stainless-steel disk. A controller unit supplies the waveform to the head, which
drives the disk. Lipid/silica precursors and cells are delivered separately to the reservoir
to minimize cell-solvent contact time. (B) Our spraying head assembly allows for the
placement of the nebulizer in the center of the sheath gas cylindrical flow. (C) The
spraying column in operation. The precursors are delivered via a syringe pump.
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We conducted a preliminary spraying experiment and, by manipulating the
variable parameters (inlet gas flow rate and vacuum aspiration rate) we were able to
achieve dry powder collection using aerosolized E. coli. We imaged the first collection
with SEM and found particles consistent with the spray dried NBCs using the Büchi
instrument (Figure 4-30). In order to fully realize the potential of this technique, this
instrument can be modified with additional variable controls. This process represents a
novel spraying method for preparation of cell-encapsulating NBC powders: it is
inexpensive and accessible and has the potential to yield more homogeneous low-MMAD
particles for, as an example, encapsulation of BCG bacteria for use as an inhalable, dry,
live cell vaccine against Tuberculosis targeting the deep lung.

Figure 4-30 | SEM images of nebulized NBC particles show a small particle size
and some degree of particle clumping. In this preliminary study, we were able to achieve
particle formation with our house-built instrument.
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4.3.6

Spray drying achievements and summary

The state of the art in CDA previous to this body of work yielded nano-biomaterials with highly interesting properties for the scientific community, with
applications in drug delivery, cancer research, bio-sensors, etc. Yet it was stymied by its
inability to scale. Here, we have introduced a novel and scalable approach to producing
lipid/silica class materials containing living cells or cell surrogates. In our research, this is
the first demonstration of spray dry processing of this class of materials and opens up a
range of research and development opportunities.
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4.4

Nanostructural properties of nano-bio-composites

One aspect of CDA systems that is hypothesized to enable its biofriendly
properties is the lipid-directed self-assembly of a periodic, ordered silica nanostructure.
The lipids not only interface with lipids of the same class within the cell membrane, but
they also template the silica into an ordered nanostructure, which is thought to be crucial
to cell survival by allowing for a fluid environment to enable cell signaling, transport of
nutrients (in) and waste (out), and to allow the cell to remain hydrated within a larger
particle that is stored dry. To compare our spray dried NBC system to previous aerosolassisted EISA and CDA techniques, we performed extensive analysis on the
nanostructural phase of these materials including nanostructure ordering properties,
fluidity of the lipid characteristics, and material hardness properties attributed to the
lipid/silica interaction (recall the discussion of biomimicry with respect to nacre in
Section 1.1).

4.4.1

A ubiquitous nanostructure extends throughout the particle, is independent of

spray parameters, and interfaces directly with encapsulated cell walls with both
bacteria and yeast

In the first demonstration of lipid/silica cell encapsulation via CDA, Baca et al.9
observed with TEM the formation of a conformal, highly ordered periodic nanostructure
that surrounded the cells. This nanostructure was attributed to EISA in which solvent
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evaporation drives the self-assembly of a lipid/silica (polysilicic acid) mesophase, whose
fluidity and conformity to the cell surface were aided by the room temperature spincoating process. Room temperature aging and progressive condensation of the silica
precursor resulted in a hardened nanostructure that served to protect the cell within a
hydrophilic matrix that prevented cellular desiccation. Here, we questioned whether the
elevated temperature, shorter processing time, and higher Peclet number of spray drying
vis-à-vis aerosol-assisted EISA or spin-coating would inhibit self-assembly and result in
disordered/non-uniform nanostructures.
In order to examine and characterize the nanostructure of spray-dried powders, we
performed low angle XRD and TEM. The XRD samples were prepared simply by
loading dry powder onto the XRD sample stage and gently leveling with a microscope
slide such that the sample plane was normal to the stage surface. TEM samples were
embedded in epoxy and ultra-microtomed into 60-80nm thick slices following standard
procedures.

4.4.1.1 X-ray diffraction and grazing incidence small angle x-ray scattering

We first analyzed these particles with XRD to compare their nanostructural
properties to spray dried NBCs and thin- and thick-cast films and found a very consistent
x-ray peak across all production methodologies tested (Figure 4-31 A). With the spray
dried and the aerosol-assisted EISA samples, we observed a distinct, broad peak, which is
understood by the irregularity of particle placement, size, and morphology within a
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sample. In all cases, the x-ray peak occurs between 2.84 and 3.18˚2θ, corresponding to a
consistent nanostructure with lattice d-spacing between 2.0 and 2.3nm. We further
verified the nanostructure using grazing incidence small angle x-ray scattering (GISAX)
and found that thick and thin films exhibited nearly identical nanostructures (Figure 4-31
B).

Figure 4-31 | X ray diffraction and GISAX. NBC powders were prepared
according to Process A or aerosol-assisted EISA and thin and thick film samples prepared
by EISA via spin-coating or casting. NBC powders were found to have a characteristic
peak at 2.88 ˚ 2θ, which is lower that of powders prepared by aerosol-assisted EISA and
thin or thick-cast films prepared by spin-coating or casting. Differences are attributed to
the rapid drying time of spray-dried samples (< 1 second) as compared to aerosol-EISA
powders or spin–cast (both 1 – 10 s) or thick-cast samples (10 s – 10 min depending on
Precursor Sol volume)). Here, we analyzed two different aerosol routes as described by
Lu el al.1 to determine the nanostructural properties of sub-micron particles. Thin films
were prepared using Precursor Sol, lipid, and bacteria as described above and 100 µL of
solution is pipetted onto a substrate (1 cm2 Si wafer or a round cover glass) without N2
by spin-coating at ambient conditions or with N2 by spin coating within a N2-rich
chamber (Laurell spin coater, model WS-400Bz-6NPP-Lite) at 1,000RPM for 30s. Thickcast films were prepared by adding 1 mL of Precursor Sol, lipid, and bacteria as
described above onto a 1 cm2 Si wafer or a round cover glass and the solvent is allowed
to evaporate. (D) Grazing Incidence Small Angle X-ray Scattering (GISAX) data for thin
films (top) and thick films (bottom) films demonstrate nearly identical hexagonal
nanostructures.
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Both films and aerosol-assisted EISA particles are observed to have prominent
low angle x-ray diffraction peaks (Figure 4-22). For films, which are processed at room
temperature and have a longer drying time (minutes versus seconds), we observe the
XRD peak to be narrower and shifted to higher 2θ (3.0˚-3.3˚ versus 2.9˚), corresponding
to a decrease in d-spacing from 2.3nm to 2.0nm. For aerosol-assisted EISA particles, we
observe a low angle x-ray diffraction peak at ~3.0˚. We attribute these trends to combined
thermodynamic and kinetic effects due to the elevated processing temperature, rapid
drying and solidification rate, and high Pe associated with spray drying compared to
aerosol-assisted EISA, spin-coating, or casting.

4.4.1.2 Transmission electron microscopy allows for visualization of measured
nanostructure with thick-cast samples.

We used TEM to investigate the nanostructural morphologies of thick-cast films
and to visualize the nanostructure measured with XRD. Here, thin, microtomed sections
of thick-cast powder embedded in an epoxy resin were found to be characteristic of
densely packed cells and reveal a tightly packed array of cells (Figure 4-32 A, B)
incorporated within a conformal nanostructured lipid/silica matrix that interfaces directly
with the cell wall, (Figure 4-32 C) as reported previously.17,84 The ‘striped’ nanostructure
is consistent with an ordered lamellar or hexagonal lipid/silica mesophase as reported
previously.17 Osmium tetroxide (OsO4) staining of the cell wall allows for the
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visualization of the cells with respect to the lipid/silica matrix and emphasizes the
conformal encapsulation of the cells. Interestingly, the material hardness of CDA samples
was observed to increase with aging, indicative of continued condensation of the silica
matrix, which could influence further cellular behavior. This phenomenon is also evident
with the NBC samples, but not with the relatively soft gel materials (vide infra). Cells
appear to be mostly intact, with clear cell walls (CW) interspaced with nanostructural
lipid/silica matrix (Mx). This finding further demonstrates that the thick-casting
procedure results in ordered nanostructures following established materials in CDA.

Figure 4-32 | Nano-morphologies of CDA particles highlight tightly packed
configuration of embedded cells and reveal a nano-ordered encapsulating matrix that
interfaces with the cell surface. (A, B) TEM analysis shows a very dense cell loading
within the particle and a zoomed image (C) reveals an ordered nanostructure matrix that,
here, is highlighted between two cells. CW: cell wall; Mx: matrix.

Interestingly, in some of the samples analyzed, we found some evidence of
nanostructure formation within a subpopulation of yeast, usually cells that had obvious
cell wall damage – possibly due to solvent stresses during EISA (Figure 4-33). We
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analyzed dozens of separately-processed TEM images and found cells with no observable
nanostructure inside the cell wall concurrent with cells containing nanostructure,
indicating that this phenomenon was not characteristic of the entire population of cells.
This property of silicification inside a cell, while obviously damaging/destroying cell
function, may provide for some useful applications for studying cells that are ‘frozen in
time’, akin to experiments in cell silicification using tetramethyl orthosilicate (TMOS) as
the silica precursor, followed by dehydration in methanol and calcination at 600˚C to
eliminate organics.104 Here, the silica sol is prepared by hydrolysis of TMOS in acidified
water under conditions that result, principally, in monosilicic acid (Si(OH)4).

Figure 4-33 | Further inspection of TEM images reveals a minority subpopulation
of cells with apparent nanostructure formation within the cell. This cellular silicification
has been observed previously within our group and may be an indication of compromised
cell membrane.

4.4.1.3 Nanostructure is ubiquitous with spray dried NBCs and is independent of
spray drying parameters or particle morphologies, and is consistent between
CDA, thick-cast, aerosol-assisted EISA, and spray drying.
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For nanostructural analysis of spray dried NBCs, we loaded powders directly onto
the XRD instrument stage, gently leveled the mount with a spatula, and performed
analysis as described earlier. We analyzed all five processes described in Table 4-2.
Representative XRD patterns are shown in Figure 4-22 and summarized in Table 4-3 for
samples prepared by Processes A-E. For all samples, we observe essentially identical,
sharp diffraction peaks centered between 2.85-2.92˚2θ, corresponding to a consistent
nanostructure with lattice d-spacing d=2.3nm according to Bragg’s law. This finding
indicates that spray drying yields particles with a well-defined nanostructure that is
independent of spraying conditions.

Table 4-3 | XRD peaks for all spray drying processes demonstrates the
consistency of the nanostructure independent of process parameters. Nanostructure peaks
are between 2.85 and 2.92˚ 2θ.
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4.4.1.4 TEM visualization of nanostructure in NBCs

Consistent with the XRD results, TEM imaging of thin sections showed a
ubiquitous ordered nanostructure that extends throughout the particle and is independent
of spray drying parameters and particle macro-morphology. Samples containing a
homogeneous distribution of solid particles (Figure 4-34 A, top) or a mixed distribution
of solid and hollow particles (Figure 4B, top) were found to exhibit a highly ordered
nanostructure extending throughout the solid regions (Figure 4B, bottom, green) and
hollow shells (Figure 4-34 B, bottom, red). The lattice d-spacing determined by direct
measurement of center-to-center dimensions of the ordered nanostructure is ~2.3nm and
is consistent with the XRD results. We observe both stripe patterns and hexagonally
close-packed arrays (Figure 4-34 A-D, lower panels), which we interpret as two different
orientations of a hexagonal mesophase as expected for the short chain lipid due to its low
packing parameter, g, of 1.5-1.105 However we cannot rule out regions of lamellar
mesophases. The ‘chattering’ of the microtome cuts evident at lower magnification
(Figure 4-34, top panels, especially in C) is attributed to the unexpectedly high modulus
and hardness of the lipid silica mesophase. For samples containing either control latex
beads or E. coli, we observe that the nanostructure is conformal to the surface of the
encapsulated object and extends throughout the particle (Figure 4-34 C and D). Although
the disparate hardnesses of the soft cells versus the hardened nanostructure make it hard
to preserve intact complete cells in the microtomed samples, we located the
cell/nanostructure interface by treating cells prior to spray drying with osmium tetroxide
(OsO4), which stains the cell membrane with a high Z contrast agent. Figure 4-34 D
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highlights the dark rim of the electron dense OsO4, which is suggestive of an original
conformal nanostructure/cellular interface. Due to the sample thickness, the ordered
region within the dark rim is attributed to the deeper lying nanostructure that conformed
to the 3-D cellular interface.

Figure 4-34 | Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis of NBCs reveals
that particles possess ubiquitous nanostructure that is independent of the spray drying
parameters and extends throughout solid and hollow regions. (A) A typical particle from
a sample prepared according to Process A with 60˚C inlet temperature and 3.5mL/min
feed rate has a well-defined nanostructure that extends throughout the bulk of the particle
(bottom). (B) A group of particles prepared according to Process D with 90˚C inlet
temperature and 2.5mL/min feed rate include a cluster of solid (stars) and hollow
particles (arrows). The previously observed nanostructure is found within the perimeter
of the hollow shells (bottom, red) and extends into solid regions (bottom, green). (C)
NBCs were prepared with latex beads, which appear dark grey and are fully encapsulated
by surrounding particle. Zoomed images show nanostructure throughout the bulk of the
particle (bottom, green) and interfacing directly with the bead surface (bottom, red). (D)
Spray-dried particles containing E. coli were prepared for TEM following the same
technique as with spray-dried beads and are found to have similar bulk nanostructure
(bottom, green) that interfaces coherently with the cell (bottom, red). E. coli are stained
prior to spray drying with electron dense osmium tetroxide, which binds to the lipids
within the bacterial membrane, providing contrast within the electron beam as compared
against the unstained bead interface in (C).
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Here, the ubiquity and uniformity of the nanostructure across all processing
conditions could be viewed as surprising given the previous literature indicating that the
texture (nanostructure) should depend sensitively on the relative rates of evaporation,
solidification, and self-assembly.66 As we previously reported, the lipid/silica
composition is distinguished from typical surfactant or block copolymer-templated
mesostructured silica in that the lipid head groups interact through phosphorous with the
silicic acid precursors to further reduce the silica condensation rate below that achieved
under acidic conditions alone.106 During EISA, we propose that the reduced condensation
rate lowers the rate of solidification and minimizes kinetic constraints on self-assembly,
explaining the insensitivity of the nanostructure to the spray drying conditions.

4.4.1.5 NBCs can encapsulate yeast and highlight a thin-layer encapsulation

TEM images of NBC samples highlight the differing microstructure found with
this class of material, which comprises individual or multiple cells incorporated within
distinct, isolated macroscopic particles that preserve the conformal ordered lipid/silica
nanostructure observed for CDA samples. Figure 4-35 highlights two S. cerevisiae cells
encapsulated within two larger particles and highlights a distinct layer of matrix
“peeling” off from the surface of the cell – an artifact produced during sample
preparation via solvent exchange or microtoming. This thin shell surrounding the cell is a
further indication that the cell is completely encapsulated within the silica matrix. Shown
in Figure 4-35E is a magnified image, which the interface between the cell and the matrix
and zoomed insets clearly show an ordered lamellar structure (Figure 4-35F) immediately
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adjacent to the cell wall with a lamellar/hexagonal mesophase (Figure 4-35G) extending
throughout the bulk of the particle. This data suggests that the encapsulation of S.
cerevisiae cells within this class of spray dried nanostructured lipid/silica matrix exhibits
identical nano-properties to those observed for bacteria encapsulated in the same manner
and exhibits a similar-sized nanostructure with ~3 nm lamellar features.

Figure 4-35 | Micro- and nanomorphologies of spray dried yeast reveal
distribution of cells within the NBC matrix. (A-C) Fluorescence microscopy images
highlight the dense cell loading within powders. (D) TEM image of two yeast cells with
intact membranes and intracellular features. (E) A zoomed image of the interface
between the cell and the matrix where the nanostructure is observed to be conformal to
the cell as previously observed with CDA (F) and continues into the bulk of the matrix
(G).
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4.4.1.6 Gel-encapsulated yeast

We analyzed gel-encapsulated yeast samples with TEM to visualize the
relationship between the silica matrix and the cell. Because the gel maintains the same
relative volumes of the constituent components as the sol, and no evaporation occurs (as
opposed to the CDA and NBC samples), the cells appear individually isolated within the
gel matrix (Figure 4-36). The gel matrix is comprised of a highly porous, ramified
network of aggregated 10 nm silica nanoparticles, as expected from extensive previous
experiments confirming the fractal nature of amorphous silica gels (Nassif 2002, Brinker
1982, Brinker 1984).4,21,107 Importantly, Figure 4-36 and the magnified inset distinctly
emphasize that, compared to CDA or NBC, the silica gel matrix does not conform to the
cell surface and is separated by a boundary region which is rich in glycerol. It is
additionally noteworthy, as mentioned above, that the gel sample is notably less hard/stiff
than the CDA and NBC samples and does not exhibit any ’chattering’ during
microtoming.
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Figure 4-36 TEM images of an individual gel-encapsulated cell show
incorporation within a ramified, highly porous matrix composed of small (10 nm)
primary silica nanoparticles that is separated from the cell surface by a 20-450 nm thick
porous layer that is rich in glycerol. CP: cytoplasm; CW: cell wall; Gly: glycerol; Mx:
matrix.
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4.4.2

NBCs incorporate lipids within an ordered nanostructure that maintain fluidity

for periods up to 18 months under dry storage

The role of phospholipids during formation and storage of NBCs is several-fold.
First, during CDA they direct the formation of a coherent, fluid (liquid crystalline)
lipid/silica mesophase that surrounds the cells and is expected to serve as a biocompatible
interface that protects cells from osmotic, electrostatic, hydrogen-bonding, and drying
stresses during solvent drying. Second, the uniform hydrophilic nature of the
nanostructured lipid/silica mesophase is expected to retain water via capillary
condensation or solvation and thereby prevent cellular desiccation. Third, the
nanostructured lipid/silica composite, after room temperature aging and further
condensation of the silica framework, is envisioned to result in a hard, mechanical
protective shell for the cells that, by virtue of its internal nanostructure, also provides
fluid/molecular accessibility to the cell surface. In order to assess the physicochemical
state of the lipid fraction during long term storage, we performed fluorescence recovery
after photobleaching (FRAP), a process in which fluorescent molecules (here, 1% w/w
fluorescently labeled lipids of total lipid fraction) within a small 3-D disc-shaped volume
are quenched (photobleached) with a high intensity laser pulse, and then the region is
monitored for fluorescence recovery of intact fluorescent molecules from outside the
quenching volume that diffuse into the bleached region (referred to as the mobile
fraction). This technique is typically used to characterize membrane component
fluidity/diffusivity in cell membranes or lipid vesicles.108 Analysis of the recovery
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(shown in Figure 4-37 A is a typical recovery curve) yields the mobile and immobile
fractions of the fluorescent population, which are governed by the equation

𝑅=

(𝐹∞ − 𝐹0 )
(𝐹𝑖 − 𝐹0 )

where R is the mobile fraction and F0 is the fluorescence intensity after full bleaching
(F∞), just after bleaching (F0), and just before bleaching (Fi). FRAP analysis also yields
the diffusion time, tD , defined as the time to recover ½ the final recovered fluorescent
intensity after photobleaching. This is used to calculate the effective diffusion coefficient,
Deff, which, for a 2-D system, is defined as

𝐷𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜔2 𝛾
=
4 ∙ 𝑡𝐷

where ω is defined as the beam radius and γ is a correction factor for auto bleaching in
the field of view.108
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Figure 4-37 | Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching of NBCs prepared
with 1% fluorescent lipid (w/w of total lipid fraction) reveals a fluid lipid layer that
extends throughout the bulk of the particle that is independent of process parameters and
retains fluidity for >18 months. (A) A representative recovery curve showing the
recovery profile of a particle prepared under Process A. (B, C) Fluorescence recovery
image series of regions that were bleached on a large particle from Process A (B) and
many small particles from Process D (C). The green channel exhibits a noticeable
recovery, whereas the red channel remains quenched as expected. The particles
containing cells exhibit high initial fluorescence in both green (fluorescent lipid) and red
(RFP) channels and both channels are nearly fully quenched after bleaching with a high
intensity laser (yellow dotted circle). The scale bar is 5µm.
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NBCs containing green fluorescent lipid were prepared according to Process A,
which yields larger, more solid particles (Figure 4-37 B) or Process D, which produces
smaller, more hollow particles (Figure 4-37 C), and were suspended in PBS, and imaged
on a Zeiss LSM 510 confocal microscope. A small region containing a cell was chosen,
full laser intensity was applied to a circular bleaching region for ~2s, and both red (cell)
and green (lipid) fluorescence channels were monitored until the percentage of
fluorescence recovery became approximately constant. Figure 4-37 A is a measured
representative recovery graph for a fresh sample prepared by Process A with red and
green fluorescence normalized and corrected for photobleaching. Figure 4-37 B and C are
image progressions of the process before bleaching (0s), after bleaching (5s), after half
recovery (15s) and after full recovery (30s) for particles made from Process A and
Process D, respectively (bleaching occurred at ~2s).
A characteristic property of FRAP is the fraction of fluorescent species that are
mobile versus immobile. Shown is a theoretical recovery curve that visually depicts the
mobile and immobile fractions (Figure 4-38 A, adapted from Reits 2001).108 For process
A, we found the mobile and immobile fractions to be 68±18% and 32±18%, respectively,
and for Process D, we found the mobile and immobile fractions to be 86±11% and
14±11%, respectively (Figure 4-38 B). These values indicate that the majority of the
fluorescent species are in the mobile phase and will contribute to fluorescence recovery.
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Figure 4-38 | Mobile fraction dynamics of fluorescence species. (A) Shown is a
theoretical recovery curve which depicts the recovery of the fluorescent phase from full
quenching (F0) to maximal recovery (F∞) after which no recovery will occur. (B) The
mobile and immobile fractions in NBCs indicate that 70-85% of the fluorescent
molecules are in the mobile phase and contribute to the fluorescence recovery. This
unexpected finding highlights the dynamic nature of the NBC particle, the aqueous phase
of which is constantly in flux.

We analyzed the recovery data for diffusion time in order to determine the
diffusion coefficient. We found that the lipid fraction of freshly prepared NBCs
recovered to ½ of the initial fluorescence intensity within 14.5±6.1s and 3.4±1.9s after
bleaching for Processes A and D, respectively. Assuming a 2-D diffusion model, these
values correspond to diffusion coefficients of 0.23±0.04 µm2/s and 0.8±0.3 µm2/s for
Processes A and D, respectively. Red cellular fluorescence was fully quenched and did
not recover due to the lack of a source of fresh fluorescent species.
We repeated this analysis on samples that were aged for 18 months in a sealed
container at RT and found that the dry powders maintain fluidity despite the long-term
aging (Figure 4-39). The 18-month dry-aged samples were analyzed using the previously
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described 2-D model and found to have a diffusion coefficient of 0.3±0.2 µm2/s,
statistically similar to the unaged sample. A one-way Anova with post hoc Holm-Sidak
testing shows that both Process A samples (0 and 18 months) are significantly different
from the Process D sample (P < 0.001) but are not significantly different from each other.

Figure 4-39 | Analysis of the diffusion time, tD, show that 18-month aged samples
retain lipid fluidity. Lipid recovery is observed by tracking the diffusion time, tD, the time
to recover of ½ the final recovered fluorescent intensity.

Overall, these results point out that the lipid fraction confined within ordered
nano-channels (as observed in Figure 4) retains fluidity and large scale, effectively threedimensional fluidic connectivity as required for fluorescence recovery, which involves
lipid diffusion over micrometer length scales. The calculated diffusion coefficients are
considerably lower than the diffusion coefficients of GFP in water reported by Potma et
al. (87 ± 2 µm2/s)109 and GFP in the cytoplasm of E. coli reported by Mullineaux et al.
(9.0 ± 2.1 µm2/s).110 However these are three-dimensional systems and were analyzed
using three dimensional models, whereas our data was analyzed using a two-dimensional
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diffusion model (i.e. appropriate for vesicles or supported lipid bilayers). A more
appropriate comparison would be for GFP in E. coli periplasm (Deff = 2.6 ± 1.2 µm2/s)
and GFP fused to an E. coli plasma membrane protein (Deff = 0.13 ± 0.03 µm2/s)
reported by Mullineaux et al.110 Our observed Deff of green-fluorescent lipids in the NBC
matrix (0.23 ± 0.04 µm2/s) is similar to that reported in the plasma membrane. However,
if the hexagonal silica nanostructure confines the lipid as expected from TEM (Figure
4-34), the diffusion is, in fact, quasi-one-dimensional and thereby not strictly Brownian.

4.4.3

Nanoindentation reveals NBCs to have modulus and hardness properties

exceeding mesoporous and biological silica materials

Our analysis of NBC nanostructure with TEM required extensive sample
preparation and thin-section preparation with microtoming. Over the course of these
experiments, we observed distinct blade fatigue and hypothesized that the spray-dried
particles were appreciably hard and tough, especially considering the high lipid content
and low temperature processing conditions during sample preparation. To test this
hypothesis, we performed nanoindentation (NI) on NBCs embedded within an epoxy
resin. We used the adjoining surface from which the TEM thin films were microtomed,
which takes the shape of a conical frustum (i.e. a cone with its cap removed) (Figure 3-4
A).
Using the same sample as visualized with SEM (Figure 3-4 B), we performed
nanoindentation on several particles from different regions on the ~1mm2 surface of the
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substrate (Figure 4-40). Shown is a typical particle before (Figure 4-40 A and B) and
after (Figure 4-40 C) indentation. Indents are marked with black arrows and the diamondshaped indenting tip is clearly visualized upon magnification (inset). For visual
comparison and to act as an aide during NI experimentation, we imaged the sample with
SEM in backscatter mode with no surface modification to visualize the surface
distribution of particles within the epoxy resin. NBCs appear white and are clearly
distinguishable from the epoxy surroundings (dark gray) (Figure 4-40 D).

Figure 4-40 | Young’s modulus and hardness of NBCs determined by
nanoindentation are 13.0±1.0 GPa and 1.4±0.1 GPa respectively (n=10) using the
standard Oliver-Pharr analysis.14 The epoxy-embedded sample from which TEM samples
were previously microtomed was used to perform indentation studies. Nanoindentation
was performed using a Hysitron TriboIndenter® with a 3-sided pyramidal Berkovich tip
with 50nm radius. Pictured are topography images (A-C) achieved by scanning the
nanoindentor tip (top) and ‘gradient reverse’ images based on the derivative of the
topography image (bottom) of one particle prepared by Process A before indentation
(wide field scan, left; zoom, center) and after 2x indentations (right). The insets show a
typical area before and after indentation. Indentations were taken on multiple particles
from different regions of the sample. As a visual guide, we imaged the sample prenanoindentation with SEM backscatter mode (D).
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The NBCs were found to have a Young’s Modulus of 13.0±1.0 GPa and a
hardness of 1.4±0.1 GPa (n=10). These values are significantly greater than those of
epoxy resin embedding matrix (4.1±0.8 GPa and 0.3±0.1 GPa, respectively; n=29). The
force-displacement curves highlighted the consistent and repeatable nature of this
experiment (Figure 4-41and Figure 4-42). Because indents were individually placed on
the NBC particles, we were able to keep the plastic zone within the particle for the
hardness measurement, meaning it should be accurate without a matrix effect. The
volume of elastically deformed material is greater for the modulus measurement, and we
do not know for sure if the elastically deformed region was contained within the NBC, or
if we were also sampling the epoxy. Therefore, the modulus values we report should be
considered to be a lower bound.

Figure 4-41 | Force-displacement curves for nanoindentation of NBCs embedded
in epoxy. Nanoindentation of epoxy surroundings (red, n=29) served as a control to the
NBCs (blue, n=10). Data demonstrates repeatability of the experiment with high
confidence.
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Figure 4-42 | Hardness and modulus as a function of contact displacement for
epoxy versus NBC nanoindentation. Epoxy samples were found to exhibit a Young’s
Modulus of 4.1±0.8 GPa and a hardness of 0.3±0.1 GPa. NBCs were characteristic of a
Young’s Modulus of 13.0±1.0 GPa and a hardness of 1.4±0.1 GPa.

As discussed in the introduction, these classes of lipid/silica nanostructural
materials are inspired by natural materials – especially nacre found in mollusk, in which
interdigitated mineral and organic layers provide for immensely strong material
properties despite being formed nearly at STP. The mechanical properties of NBCs were
discovered due to observations made during TEM analysis and, thus, were not part of the
originally engineered material properties.
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Figure 4-43 | Comparison of Young's Modulus between NBC and epoxy resin.

Table 4-4 compares the Young’s modulus and hardness of NBCs to other silicate
and biocomposite materials including a hexagonally ordered and oriented 4.5µm thickcast film prepared from the identical Precursor Sol as NBCs using the Cell Directed
Assembly (CDA) methodology. We observe that, despite the mild processing conditions,
spray-dried NBCs have Young’s modulus and hardness values exceeding those of
biological silica, mesoporous silica films, and thick-cast lipid/silica films. Compared to
the CDA thick-cast lipid/silica films, whose nearly identical hexagonal mesophase is
oriented parallel to the substrate and transverse to the indentation direction, we attribute
the appreciably higher modulus of spray-dried samples to the overall 3-D orientation of
the hexagonal mesophase imposed by confinement of EISA within an evaporating
spherical droplet and higher processing temperature, which could promote more
extensive silica condensation. With respect to mesophase orientation, we previously
showed cubic mesoporous silica films whose mesopore axes were aligned both parallel
and perpendicular to the indentation direction to have higher Young’s modulus than
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hexagonal mesophase films of comparable density whose pore axes were aligned
perpendicular to the indentation direction.16 With respect to potential effects of more
extensive condensation on mechanical properties, we determined that room temperature
aging for 10 days or 40˚C aging for fifteen days resulted in significantly increased
hardness (320 and 520 MPa, respectively, versus 250 MPa for unaged samples), while
having no significant effect on Young’s modulus, which remained ~4.3 GPa. These
values remain considerably lower than for the spray-dried NBC materials.

Table 4-4 | Structural properties of lipid/silica materials are measured to increase in
material hardness with aging.

The ridge-like pattern observed in the TEM images is attributed to the high
hardness (0.25 ± 0.10 GPa hardening to 0.52 ± 0.1 GPa with 15 day aging) and Young’s
modulus (4.3 ± 0.1 GPa, unchanging with 15 day aging) of the CDA samples, which
exceed those of many natural and synthetic composites and cause shattering of the ultramicrotome blade as described previously.84 We also observed a brittle-like nature of
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thick-cast films in which the sample surface was scraped, creating a shattered edge to the
previously uniform surface (Section 4.2.3.1).
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4.5

Biological properties of encapsulated cells

The critical driving factor in the development of CDA was the discovery that cells
were able to maintain high levels of viability post encapsulation and survive otherwise
toxic environments due to their encapsulant. This key feature allowed for novel research
opportunities in cell biology,28,111 the development of a new class of biosensor,51
introduction of “artificial spores”,112 and other research directions.42,113–115 We
hypothesized that the spray drying process would be a functional avenue to manufacture
cell-encapsulating powdered materials and that these materials would be structurally
similar to their CDA counterparts while maintaining the same viability characteristics as
observed with CDA (See Figure 1-7). To test this hypothesis, we extended the same
live/dead dye analysis previously used and we introduced two new techniques for probing
biofunctionality in lipid/silica materials: viability via an ATP test and culturability via a
hierarchical growth media dilution series experiment. We expand upon these results and
introduce a novel method for probing the RNA expression levels of encapsulated cells
and highlight some preliminary data relating to the genetic activity of encapsulated cells.

4.5.1

Identification of a more quantitative viability assessment

4.5.1.1 Dye-based viability techniques have limited resolution and can produce nullresults in CDA, thick-cast, or spray dried NBCs
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For the preliminary determination of cellular viability, we used dye-based assays,
which are routinely used in the medial and biomedical clinical and research settings due
to the rapid analysis and quantification of live versus dead cells within a sample. Dyebased viability assays have proven to be a quick, easy way of establishing a baseline for
viability within a sample and were used in all previous viability determination of CDAencapsulating cells.116,117 Although fast and easy, live/dead kits have recently been shown
to yield inaccurate results; In one study, Red not dead: membranes of stressed
Saccharomyces cerevisiae are permeable to propidium iodide, yeast were subjected to
chemical and physical stresses and were observed to turn red, indicating an uptake of PI,
but they were subsequently able to recover from said stressor and reproduce normally.118
A further difficulty with this technique is the subjectivity of reading the
fluorescence results. We used live/dead analysis for some thin and thick film samples and
found a broad distribution of reds within our sample – i.e. the presence of red (propidium
iodide) was not binary (cells should appear either red or green but not both) but, in fact,
was characteristic of a gradient of reds and oranges. We found that it was difficult to set
an accurate threshold for life (enough green hue) and death (any colocalization of red)
and, thus, the determination of viability was highly subjective to the researcher. Notedly,
the live/dead approach seems to work well for fresh cells free in suspension (Figure 4-46)
but our findings show that it is ineffective at providing quantitative results for CDA or
NBC systems. We felt that this approach was not ideal for our studies and we quickly
graduated to a more analytical technique for determining viability.
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Figure 4-44 | Previously reported results for “viability” of CDA- encapsulated
cells use a dye-based kit, which can yield inaccurate results. (Top) Published results
claim 50%+ viability. (Bottom) Our analysis of the same results yields a much lower
viability percentage of approximately 18%. This analysis underscores the difficulty of
relying on this viability probe.

4.5.1.2 ATP-based probes provide an analogue for viability

To assess cellular viability, we used a luminescence-based adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) assay, which is a well-known surrogate indicator for cellular metabolism and
viability48,49 and has been used in similar live-cell biomaterial research.119 In this process,
ATP is quantified by measuring the luminescent byproduct of the ATP-enabled
conversion of beetle luciferin to oxyluciferin by firefly luciferase (Figure 4-45). This
luminescent signal is analyzed on a luminometer and is directly proportional to the
amount of ATP present. We expect any measured ATP levels to be from ATP
endogenous to the cell and that any ATP that is exogenous to degrade completely within
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hours as shown recently with free ATP in arctic mineral soils.43 Thus, ATP is an indicator
of cellular viability.

Figure 4-45 | Schematic detailing the conversion of ATP into AMP with a
measurable fluorescent biproduct.

We tested this system on several different luminometers and found the results to
be extremely accurate with initial control samples of ATP dilutions (using fresh, newly
purchased ATP) and stationary phase bacteria in PBS (i.e. not encapsulated or otherwise
treated). The limits of detection for this analytical system appeared to be approximately
1,000 individual cells above which the results were linear (note: data represents three
separate analysis of controls and the error bars are masked by the size of the data marker
point).
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Figure 4-46 | ATP assay controls demonstrate the quantitative ability of the assay.
(A and B) There is a strong correlation between mols of ATP (fresh from the
manufacturer) and cells in suspension. (C) E. coli immediately prior to spray drying show
96% viability as determined using Baclight Live/Dead assay (Molecular Probes; Eugene,
Oregon). Cells that were treated with 1% bleach for 10mins are 0% viable. (D)
Percentage of wells showing viability/resuscitation as a function of incubation time in
buffer / FBS for cells encapsulated in NBCs for two weeks and dispensed at an average
concentration of 100 cells per well.

4.5.1.3 ATP viability analogue reveals high stability under accelerated aging
NBCs were prepared as described according to Process A and were stored
according to published standards on aging of drug and vaccine formulations44 at 4˚C
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(RH% not specified), 25˚C/60% RH, 40˚C/75% RH, or 40˚C/0% RH. At higher
temperatures and humidities, bacterial metabolism will be increased and, in the absence
of any nutrients or any ability to benefit from other dead, hydrolyzed cell components
(the NBC cells are physically isolated from one another and have limited intra-cellular
diffusivity), we would expect cellular viability to decrease, as is generally observed for
cell-based vaccines and other medical products. We analyzed NBC samples periodically
for up to 8 months and found a strong relationship between ATP retention, time, and
storage conditions (Figure 4-47). For samples stored at 0% RH, ATP loss was minimal
after 8 months, whereas it decreased markedly at 25˚C/60% RH and 40˚C/75% RH.

Figure 4-47 | An ATP assay acts as an indicator of viability of aged NBCs
indicates that encapsulated cells are viable for >8months with less than 1-log10 loss in
ATP for samples stored at 40˚C and 0% Relative Humidity (RH) and that this long-term
stability is independent of process parameters. Spray-dried samples were prepared, split
into 5-10 mg aliquots and stored at 25˚C/60%RH, 40˚C/75%RH and 40˚C/0%RH.
Samples were periodically removed from aging and re-suspended in water to a 25µL/mg
dilution. The solution was thoroughly mixed, and 25µL was added to a 96-well plate in
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duplicate. The luciferase reagent was prepared according to product literature, 50µL
reagent was added to each sample well, and the plate was analyzed on a Tecan
luminometer. The data was normalized to ATP standards and converted to mols ATP. For
samples stored at 40˚C and 0%RH, we observed <1-log10 loss in ATP stability after 8
months aging, a significant improvement over reported values of ~4-log10 loss of ATP
stability during storage under the same conditions for only 30 days.

Samples stored under humid conditions (25˚C/60RH and 40˚C/75%RH)
demonstrate a ATP half-life of approximately 30 days, which is ~3 fold higher compared
with previous finding in CDA26 in which time-dependent live/dead fluorescence studies
were stored at ambient conditions (~20% humidity), which is likely to approximate our
25˚C/20% RH condition. However, this discrepancy is not completely comparable as our
experiments are conducted with an ATP assay, whereas the latter experiments use a
live/dead fluorescence dye and the discrepancy could be within the margins of error of
the dye assay. Samples stored under dry conditions (4˚C and 40˚C/0%RH) demonstrate
some irregularity within the 2 to 6-month range, but the 7 and 8-month rage are
statistically similar to month 2 values, indicating that the long-term ATP stability
characteristics of cells are stable with a half-life of greater than 6 months.
To determine the effect of sample preparation conditions on ATP, we prepared
samples using different spraying parameters described in Table 4-2 and measured ATP
levels as a function of aging at 40˚C/75RH or 40˚C/0RH. For all processes listed, ATP
levels decreased similarly to Process A (Table 4-5). These findings demonstrate the
physiological modulation caused by NBC encapsulation is independent of spraying
conditions.
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Table 4-5 | ATP was stablized across all analyzed processing parameters with
small differences in stability at 40˚C / 75 RH and no noticeable differences at 40˚C /
0RH.

Spray-dried biomaterials are often prepared with excipient materials such as
trehalose,33 sucrose,34 and leucine67 to reduce cell death resulting from osmotic and
drying stresses. We prepared NBCs according to Process A and included 15mM or
100mM of each excipient separately to the precursors before spraying. Samples were
stored for 2 months at 40˚C/75RH and analyzed for ATP. All samples behaved similarly
losing between 2.7 and 3.1 logs ATP (Table 4-6) and so do not improve upon losses
observed for control samples (no excipient). This suggests that the progressive
replacement of water with the conformal, hydrophilic lipid/silica nanostructure during
spray drying maintains a biocompatible nano/bio interface that sufficiently protects cells
from environmental stresses without the need for ameliorants. Moreover, the addition of
liquid growth media to spray-dried NBCs resulted in a noticeably greater decline in ATP
with a loss of 3.8 logs ATP after 2 months (Table 4-6, bottom). A similar behavior was
described by Harper et al.5 and was attributed to the effects of increased metabolism of
encapsulated cells and resulting decreased ability to cope with stresses of cellular
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confinement. Induction of a VBNC state by physical and chemical cellular confinement
within a rigid biocompatible nanostructure is consistent with our observations.

Table 4-6 | ATP stability is not dependent on addition of excipients such as
trehalose and sucrose but the addition of growth nutrient appears to have a negative effect
on stability, which is consistent with previous experimental findings.2 The six excipient
experiments are compared to the baseline Process A.

4.5.1.4 Future directions in viability studies

While the presence of ATP in a sample is known to be an indicator of viability, there
are other methods of probing for viability that could be explored using the NBC system.
Metabolic dye kits62 show are active only in the presence of metabolic activity; a redox
assay probes for bacteria that are actively respiring;120 gas chromatography can be used to
meaure the aerobic respiration of bacteria. These approaches could be used to further the
understanding of the viability of NBC-encapsulated cells.
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4.5.2

Spray dried powders provide for highly stable ATP levels with extended aging

As we described earlier, NBCs are able to protect cells for 8+ months of dry
storage with minimal loss of ATP. Remarkably, the sample stored at 40˚C/0%RH
demonstrated similar ATP stability to samples stored under refrigerated conditions
(Figure 4-48). This demonstration of accelerated temperatures stability is a marked
improvement over current state of the art and surpasses the aging standards recommended
by the FDA.44 This notable temperatures stability is a unique feature of this class of living
material and could find many applications in the storage and transportation of biologicals.

Figure 4-48 | ATP levels remained constant after 8 months storage at 4˚C or 40˚C
and 0 RH. Fresh and 8-month aged NBCs were analyzed using a luminescence ATP
assay, which shows unchanging ATP levels after dry aging at RT.
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4.5.3

NBC Encapsulation induces a Viable but Not Culturable State

4.5.3.1 Viability – what is the meaning of life?

In the afore described ATP study, we verified that NBCs are characteristic of
extremely temperature-stable ATP levels with extended aging. However, ATP (or cell
viability) does not necessary correlate with the ability for cells to grow (aka to be
cultured in growth media). Thus, if a cell or a population of cells is viable, but not able to
grow normally within grow medium, these cells are characteristic of a state of
persistence. Also known as dormancy, latency, persistence or, viable but not culturable
(VBNC), this cellular growth (or non-growth) phase is known to be concurrent with cells
that are physically confined such as with S. aureus as described in the Introduction and
with Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb.) bacilli in the lung (vida infra).
The Young’s modulus of E. coli has recently been determined to be ~30 MPa,121
which is approximately 500-fold lower than that of its surrounding lipid/silica
nanostructure within NBCs .54 Thus, the encased bacteria will be physically locked in
place within the nanostructure and unable to grow. There is also the potential that the
rigid NBC nanostructure could exert significant mechanical stress upon the bacteria
during spray drying where capillary (drying) stresses and continued condensation of the
silica framework would impose compressive stresses on the cells.5
We hypothesized that this profound three-dimensional mechanical constraint
might induce unique physiological responses in the encapsulated bacteria such as in
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VBNC cells. It has been shown that a complex relationship exists between mechanical
stress and the VBNC state: VBNC can be induced by mechanical stresses such as high
pressure,122 while a pre-existing VBNC state can cause resistance to mechanical stressinduced killing.123 Our own studies of cellular encapsulation of bacterial cells5 have
consistently shown poor viability of encapsulated bacteria unless they were first
incubated in nutrient-free salt solutions such as PBS that are known to induce VBNC
through starvation. This observation is consistent with the idea that NBC-encapsulated
bacteria could be forced into a VBNC state, enabling pre-induced VBNC cells to better
survive encapsulation. Two key parameters define the VBNC state: i) extended retention
of markers of cellular metabolism and viability such as ATP levels together with ii) a
failure to grow on the routine bacteriological media in which they would normally grow
and develop into colonies.124
In addition to sustained ATP levels, the VBNC state is characterized by a
significant reduction in the ability of the VBNC cells to enter back into normal cell
growth and division, a process termed resuscitation.84 However, quantifying the numbers
of VBNC cells capable of resuscitation can be challenging. Although plating on solid
media allows for colony counting from isolated progenitor VBNC cells, many bacteria
show much less ability to grow from such states on solid media compared to liquid
media, exemplified by Mtb that is capable of extended VBNC or latency.125 We
hypothesized that NBCs could provide a model of VBNC bacteria and their resuscitation
that would enable temporal separation of the VBNC state and subsequent resuscitation
states. In our model, the VBNC state occurs in the solid phase encapsulating matrix and
resuscitation then occurs in liquid phase culture after dissolution of the silica. (Recall the
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discussion regarding viability and culturability in Section Viability: capability of living;
or capability of growing.

4.5.3.2 Culturability experiment process overview

To test this hypothesis, we developed an assay to measure the frequency of
cellular resuscitation in media after increasing periods in the NBC-induced VBNC state.
This cellular resuscitation or “culturability”, according to the Merriam Webster definition
quoted earlier, is the defining characteristic of viability: the ability for a cell to reproduce.
While easy to understand, this effect is challenging to measure using a large population
of cells; one cell, upon activation of growth pathways, can grow in media to maximal
growth within that media environment while the other cells, although potentially viable
and culturable, remain in their inactive, un-culturable state (Figure 4-49).

Figure 4-49 | The major challenge with quantitatively assessing cellular
culturability rests in the ability for one cell to reactivate post-latency and grow maximally
within a volume of media. In this case, the latency to culturability rate is known for one
cell, but not for the others in the population (depicted as six here).
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We overcame this challenge by designing a dilution-based growth experiment in
which we diluted the amount of NBC per micro-environment of growth media such that
we had, statistically, one individual bacterial cell per sample. One challenge with this
objective is inherent to the physical state of the cell within the NBC – namely that the cell
is often accompanied with other cells within the same particle as observed with confocal
fluoresce imaging. We minimized this effect by selecting powders as prepared by
Proceed D, which yielded smaller particles with fewer cells per particle for our
culturability experimentation. We then performed a serial dilution on the experimental
precursors such that the first sample contained many cells per medium volume and the
last had, statistically, only a single cell. This experiment was conducted using a 96-well
plate which is commonly used in the laboratory environment and would provide us with a
sufficiently high number of data points per condition tested for statistical analysis (Figure
4-50).

Figure 4-50 | Schematic depicting the strategy of isolating statistically single cells
within individual volumes of growth medium using serial dilution.
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The experimental setup was performed as follows. E. coli expressing RFP were
spray-dried and aged at room temperature and humidity for 0 to 36 weeks. The total
number of cells spray-dried was divided by the total collected amount of powder to yield
an approximate cell-loading quantity. Aliquots of NBC with an estimated specific cell
count were then serially diluted in PBS containing 20% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) and
dispensed in 96-well plates so that each well would contain the same average number of
cells. Dilutions ranged from 100 to 105 cells/well/plate. Plates were capped, sealed with
adhesive tape to prevent evaporation and incubated at 37˚C with moderate rotary
agitation for 8 weeks. (We found that plates and caps with no modification resulted in
evaporation of the media within a period of days. Considering that this experiment is
carried out over the course of weeks, we found that taping the seam between plate and
cap eliminated media evaporation over the course of the experiment).

Figure 4-51 | Schematic of culturability assay developed to determine the
resuscitation rates of NBC-encapsulated bacteria. Dry-aged NBCs are added to growth
media, which is under continuous agitation and 100 µL aliquots are added to each well of
a 96-well plate such that each well had statistically the same number of encapsulated cells
for a total of 96 samples per plate. Serial dilution of the powder/medium solution
provided sample sets of 105 cells/well, 104 cells/well, …, 100 cells per well. Additionally,
a control plate in which no powder was added to the first micro-centrifuge tube was
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conducted (we only prepared the first plate – i.e. only the 105 cells/well data point – as
any observed growth, which would indicate a flawed procedure, would be most
prominent in this sample). This entire sample set of seven plates (105 cells/well, 104
cells/well, …, 100 cells/well, and a control plate) was repeated for samples that were dry
aged for up to 36 weeks.

4.5.3.3 Culturability results and discussion

Plates were analyzed periodically during the course of liquid incubation for
bacterial fluorescence from RFP that indicates regrowth (resuscitation). We analyzed
plates using a fluorescence plate-reader and, for visual confirmation, a digital camera and
UV-transilluminator. Figure 4-52 A and B show the regrowth results after 56 days of
liquid incubation (number of wells of 96-well plate showing regrowth) as a function of
dry aging time of the encapsulated cells under ambient conditions. Figure 4-46 D shows a
time course of resuscitation for samples aged for two weeks and dispensed at a
concentration of 100 cells per well. We observe resuscitation to occur rapidly and nearly
completely. This level of resuscitation correlates well with the ~96% viability of E. coli
immediately prior to encapsulation as determined with live/dead staining (Figure 4-46).
Regrowth occurred in wells in a rapid, but stochastic manner and was consistent with a
control experiment in which overnight growth of a single cell led to a positive signal.
Thus, resuscitation of a single cell from the VBNC state to growth is sufficient to result
in overnight growth to turbidity and a positive RFP signal. The frequency of this
resuscitation event can then be determined from its occurrence as a function of total
initial colony forming units (CFU) added; low frequency resuscitation will only be
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apparent at high CFUs per well. The number of wells exhibiting regrowth as a function of
CFU and liquid incubation time is shown for NBC-aging times of 0–36 weeks in Figure
4-52.

Figure 4-52 | Dry aged encapsulated cells can be regrown in liquid culture and
demonstrate some characteristics of bacterial persistence. Here, the same, known
concentration of NBC-encapsulated cells is added to each well of a 96-well plate and the
plate is sealed and incubated with rocking for up to 2 months. If it occurs, the growth in a
well takes <24hr to go from null to maximal growth and is observed by monitoring RFP
bacterial fluorescence. The majority of growth occurs within the first several days of
incubation, but it can continue for up to 2 weeks, after which point little growth was
observed. (A) Number of wells showing regrowth after dry aging of encapsulated cells
for up to 36 weeks prior to incubation. (B) Representative fluorescence images taken with
a digital camera with backlighting from a UV-transilluminator (blue) and a fluorescent
plate reader (black and white) of 96-well plates that were used to conduct the experiment
highlight wells that exhibit growth (bright wells).

Figure 4-52Figure 4-52 A shows the maximal number of wells showing growth
(after 56 days liquid media culture) as a function of time of NBC aging (under ambient
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conditions prior to introduction to media). Representative digital images and plate reader
images of plate growth are shown in Figure 4-52 B. As the aging time increased, the
number of wells exhibiting resuscitation and growth decreased in a concentration
dependent manner – where lower cells/well reduced the ability for resuscitation in any
well. At greater cells/well, the probability of a resuscitation event increased and was
possible even after extended periods of NBC aging. The fraction of at least 50% of the
wells undergoing resuscitation as a function of aging time and initial CFU is shown in
Figure 4-53, demonstrating that the frequency of resuscitation after periods of time of
aging exceeding about 10 weeks is rare (less than 1 in 104 cells).

Figure 4-53 | The maximum weeks of aging where 50% regrowth/resuscitation
remains possible as a function of the average number of cells/well.
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It can be seen that the frequency of resuscitation decreased with the time in the
VBNC state. Figure 4-54 A-F demonstrate that, generally, resuscitation occurred in the
first few days of liquid media incubation. However, Figure 4-54D-F show that, at greater
periods of NBC-induced VBNC, resuscitation could take up to 4 weeks of liquid culture
to achieve maximal resuscitation. (The frequency of such late resuscitation events was
low, as it was only observed for > 103 CFU/well.

Figure 4-54 | Analysis of resuscitation frequency (regrowth) in liquid media as a
function of bacterial number and of aging times in NBC. (A) 100 cells / well, (B) 101
cells/well, (C) 102 cells/well, (D) 103 cells/well, (E) 104 cells/well, and (F) 105 cells/well.
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Combined, the high preservation of cellular ATP but very low frequency of
resuscitation of NBC-encapsulated bacteria is consistent with a large population in the
VBNC state. Our culturability experiment enables the determination of resuscitation
probabilities from VBNC using a high throughput platform even when such events are
rare. As well as enabling basic studies of bacterial resuscitation, this platform could also
be used to study important relevant characteristics of the VBNC state such as gene or
protein expression and to screen drugs that are capable of killing these rare and persistent
cells, which are relevant to bacterial diseases such as Tuberculosis (TB) that can cause
latent infection. Furthermore, latent TB is the dominant form of the disease and a target
for latency-specific live cell vaccine development. Since VBNC cells in this platform will
mimic the latent state, specific overexpression of latency associated antigens by these
cells might improve the efficacy of such latency-targeted vaccines.

4.5.4

Genetic expression of encapsulated cells confirms VBNC hypothesis

Our initial observations of high cellular ATP stability under accelerated aging
prompted us to investigate encapsulated cell functionality at the genetic level. The
expression patterns of cellular RNA is an easy first approach to understanding genetic
behavior of cellular systems and is easy to do with modern tools and techniques. We also
hypothesized that, since RNA is rapidly broken down when removed from the intracellular environment and is prone to hydrolysis126 (similar to ATP), it would serve as
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another demonstration of cellular viability and functionality in addition to our ATP and
culturability studies.
Due to the nature of previous generations of CDA-class materials, RNA
extraction was not possible as they were limited in material yield and, thus, number of
cells per sample and amount of cellular RNA (samples consisted of thin films on a glass
coverslip). However, our development of thick-cast and spray drying as processes for
lipid/silica/cell nanomaterials allow for sufficient quantities of material for extracting
meaningful quantities of RNA for analysis.
To probe for RNA, we developed a technique that is unique to thick-cast and
NBC as the unique material properties (as observed with nanoindentation) render it
difficult to extract delicate biomolecules without damaging them (see Materials and
Methods section for details). Our technique allows for the removal of intact RNA and
yields RNA levels of between 33 and 130ng/µL of extract. We conducted initial testing
with NBCs containing yeast and found that 0 day old samples (RNA extracted the day of
spray drying) were characteristic of two distinct bands corresponding to 16S and 23S
ribosomal RNA (Figure 4-55). These bands degrade over the course of dry NBC aging
and are more susceptible to degradation for the samples stored under humid conditions
compared to those stored under desiccation. These results reflect our observations of ATP
stability and reaffirm that cells stored at the 40˚C/0RH condition are more resistant to cell
degradation.
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Figure 4-55 | Extracted RNA from NBCs containing yeast show sharp RNA bands
corresponding to the 16S and 23S ribosomal RNA that degrade with aging. We tested
NBCs that were dry aged for 0, 3, and 14 days at 25˚C/60 RH (blue box on the left) and
40˚C/ 0 RH (green box on the right) in accordance with accelerated aging standards as
described previously. We observed a distinct degradation of RNA (i.e. RNA digest) for
the samples stored under humid environments, whereas, for samples stored under
desiccation, RNA is noticeably more stable and less degraded. These findings reflect our
findings for ATP levels as described previously.

To analyze the effects of RNA extraction between thick-cast and NBC
encapsulated cells and to compare the previous yeast RNA extraction to encapsulated E.
coli, we repeated the extraction with cells that had been dry aged for 3 days. We found
that, compared to control cells in stationary phase (pure cells in culture), both
encapsulation methods resulted in sharp rRNA peaks consistent with the results found for
E. coli (Figure 4-56 A). Shown is a representative output from the Bioanalyzer
instrument (Figure 4-56 B), which is simply a readout of the gel image from Figure 4-56
A.
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Figure 4-56 | RNA extraction for thick-cast and NBC samples.

Having confirmed that we were able to extract meaningful quantities of RNA
from encapsulation with thick-cast or NBC, we then conducted a preliminary gene chip
DNA microarray experiment on encapsulated yeast in thick-cast, NBC, and, Bhatia gels.
Here, we, prepared the samples, dry aged them for 3 days, extracted RNA as described
above, and conducted a Genechip assay using an Affymetrix instrument. Overall, we
found relatively comparable genetic activities between thick-cast and NBC samples with
609 and 527 up- or -down-regulated genes respectively and less activity with gel samples
with 203 regulated genes. We highlighted some of the notable regulated genetic pathways
in Figure 4-57. Overall for all three encapsulation methods, we found increased response
to stress and several indicators of fatty acid metabolism among many other pathways. We
also found general decreased transcription, translation, and transport (e.g. ion transport,
transmembrane transport, etc), and cell cycle pathways among others. In many cases,
these findings overlap with our observations for encapsulated cells described herein.
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Figure 4-57 | Preliminary Gene Chip experiment highlights up- and downregulated genes for the three different encapsulation techniques tested. Many of these
upregulated and downregulated genes are consistent with our findings on temperaturestable cells and the VBNC phenotype.

As this was a preliminary genetic experiment, we did not analyze the data to the
extent possible by this technique. But we followed this data with a comprehensive
analysis of genetic regulation within these three encapsulation methods in a separate
study.50
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4.6

Application towards vaccine development and drug resistance

At the onset of our work with upscaling CDA methodologies, the overarching
goal was to develop a live-cell vaccine for Tuberculosis. The observed high viabilities of
thin-film encapsulated cells indicated a possible application for the development of livecell vaccines, which is applicable for diseases such as Tuberculosis. Similar to the
challenges with exploring the genetics of CDA-based systems, vaccine research requires
a significant volume of material and the previously used systems in CDA were not able to
accommodate this requirement. The only prior achievement in this capacity was the
basic viability assessment of CDA-encapsulated BCG stored at room temperature for 16
months, which was said to show 50%+ viability after 16 months. These results indicated
that 1) BCG are applicable to the CDA process and that 2) they are able to resist longterm aging at room temperature. We felt that our scalable material synthesis techniques
were applicable to BCG and that, at a minimum, encapsulated BCG would perform as
reported previously.

4.6.1

Tuberculosis: from virulence to latency and back again

Approximately 4,500 people die daily due to Tuberculosis while more than 1/3 of
the global population remains infected with latent TB.127 The exact mechanisms of
activation of the latency phenotype are debated among the scientific community128 and,
thus, advances on treatment and irradiation are hampered.129 A M. Tuberculosis cell is
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mischievous in its ability to avoid basic immunological counter-attack: its “sticky” cell
walls are composed of an exceptional fraction of lipid, which, along with other
mechanisms, allows it to avoid death due to the human body’s immunological response.
Typical Tuberculosis infections are due to exposure to aerosolized bacteria, which enter
the lung and deposit within the lung. The body’s immune response is rapid130 and the
embedded cell is quickly exposed to neutrophils and other immunological first responder
cells. The bacteria are thought to be able to withstand such a challenge by entering or
already exhibiting latency: a state of suppressed metabolic function in which the
organism is characteristic of both reduced bio-function and increased resistance to stress.
In this state, the cell is able to survive attack, which, in turn, kills the host immune cells,
and, ultimately, the cell is entombed within a graveyard of dead immune cells – a
granuloma. This entombment further promotes the latent state and such cells are known
to survive in this state for decades131 lying inactive. Latent cells remain VBNC and can
reactivate, infect the host, and, usually accompanied with a second disease such as HIV,
result in death of the host.
The vaccine for Tuberculosis, BCG, is the only prevention-based treatment for the
disease. It is a live-cell formulation, meaning that live bacteria are required for the
vaccine to induce an immunological response.127 One of the key challenges of the BCG
vaccine is its susceptibility to temperatures above refrigerated conditions.132 With this
class of live, attenuated vaccines, the vaccination mechanisms rely upon the ability for
the cell to reproduce within the host, which, in turn, stimulates a reaction to the
challenge. Unlike other classes of vaccines, the replication of the challenging cell is
important for an effective immunological response. Thus, the difficulty becomes storing
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the live cell formulation such that it remains active upon delivery to the patient.
Comparing the global rate of Tuberculosis127 with the global access to electricity133
underscores the key challenge with vaccine storage and distribution: the regions of the
globe that are in the greatest need tend to have the lowest electricity availability. In fact,
one state-of-the-art solution to cold chain storage in the field involves solar-powered
refrigerators on camels.132

Figure 4-58 | Global tuberculosis incidence is relatively inversely related to global
electricity availability. This underscores the difficulty in delivering vaccines, which
require refrigeration, to the places in the greatest need.
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4.6.2

Encapsulation protects cells from environmental stresses and obviates

refrigeration

We have demonstrated that our NBC systems are characteristic of advanced
thermo-protective qualities with respect to drug compound aging standards. These
features are ideally suited for the engineering challenges in vaccine storage and delivery.
Our NBC system shows comparable cell viability between refrigerated and NBCencapsulated samples. NBCs could, therefore, be packaged in desiccated containers,
shipped without refrigeration and, as demonstrated experimentally, would be
biofunctional for many months after material production.

4.6.3

Their biological properties independent, NBCs’ physical parameters can be

tailored to target specific parts of the lung.

In addition to the advanced thermo-tolerant properties of NBCs, their production
is subject to a range of processing parameters, offering fine-tunable particle morphologies
that have no effect on biofunctionality of encapsulated cells. Particles can be engineered
to be large and contain many cells or small and contain individual cells by adjusting the
basic process parameters. Large particles with high MMADs containing many cells may
be ideally suited for applications in which an inhaled vaccine requires a dose delayed
response: the particle sheds bacteria as it dissolves, releasing bacteria at different times
and, thus, stimulating a time-dependent dosage. Small particles with low MMADs
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containing individual cells may be suitable for applications that require access to the
alveoli of the lung with a greater lung-surface area to the vaccine, which may induce a
stronger immunological response.

Figure 4-59 | Spray dried NBCs can be tuned to deliver vaccine to the deep lung,
where alveoli are shielded from particles larger than ~1µm. Our finest particles were
observed in the 0.5µm range, well within reach of the smallest lung chambers.
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4.6.4

Hard shell-encapsulated cells demonstrate latent phenotype via in-vivo

challenge

As mentioned previously, one of the driving forces for exploring spray drying as a
lipid/silica class material synthesis technique was the ability to upscale material yield for
producing large volumes of active material. This is an important criteria for upscaling the
production of these materials should they be applicable to act as a globally distributed
vaccine. We achieved this objective with spray drying and found that the process allows
for retained biofunctionality with incorporated cells and can be scaled up massively.
However, BCG protocols specifically indicate to minimize aerosolization of the bacteria
where, with spray drying, the objective is to maximize aerosolization. As previously
described, a special walk-in biosafety cabinet can be used to house the entire spray drying
apparatus, allowing for work with BCG, however, this equipment and operational
procedures were not available to us at the time of writing. Fortunately, our successes of
encapsulation via thick-casting allowed us to test the immunological properties of
encapsulated bacteria in-vivo by amassing the material-volume necessary without spray
drying.
We prepared large volumes of thick-cast CDA material as described in Materials
and Methods by developing an up-scaled glass plate system for EISA. These plates were,
essentially, large microscope slides as used in thick-casting, although with 10x fold
higher surface area (5”x7” compared to a normal glass slide at 1”x3”). The precursors
and cells in solution were scaled up accordingly and dispersed across the plate surface
and allowed to dry. The dried films were scraped from the surface into a powder,
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packaged, and stored for 1 day, 1 month, and 2 months. The aged samples were then used
to vaccinate mice with saline and BCG (normal vaccine) as controls. Six weeks prior to
immunization with saline, BCG, and NBC, animals were challenged by aerosolized M.
Tuberculosis bacteria and the number of resident bacilli in the lung was counted.
Results for the animals challenged with virulent M. Tuberculosis indicated no
immunological response and NBCs were as ineffective at protecting the host from disease
as the saline control (Figure 4-60). This effect is understood due to the requirement of the
effective Tuberculosis vaccine to be active and virulent. The primary definition of
virulent per Merriam-Webster134 is

Virulent: a) marked by a rapid, severe, and destructive course;
b) able to overcome bodily defensive mechanisms: markedly
pathogenic

and thus, the cell must be able to rapidly grow, overcoming the body’s defenses, to illicit
a normal immunological response. As described in section 4.5.3, NBC- or thick-castencapsulated cells exist in a confinement-induced metabolically-depressed state.
Encapsulated cells are metabolically inactive and will not behave as a virulent cell,
rendering the immunological properties insufficient to protect against a virulent
challenge.
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Figure 4-60 | Null in-vivo result with virulent H37Rv. BCG baccili were
encapsulated in nanoparticles that force the cells into a possible latent state. Particles
were stored for 1 day, 1 month, or 2 months. Mice were vaccinated with these particles,
or with normal BCG s.c. Six weeks later they were challenged by aerosol. No effect was
seen against H37Rv.

Based on these results, we hypothesized that encapsulated cells might be
phenotypical of a latent state. As described above, latency is a phenotype of M.
Tuberculosis cells trapped within a granuloma and cells exhibiting this trait are not
responsive in the same way as virulent cells. NBC-encapsulated cells are physically
restrained in a similar way as M. Tuberculosis cells are within a granuloma. We
performed the same experiment as above with the identical immunological dosing of
NBCs and, six weeks later, virulent challenge. However, in this second case, we
employed ∆kasB, a strain of M. Tuberculosis which is known to be characteristic of a
latent phenotype.135 Results indicated a strong time-dependent immunological response
for NBCs with longer-aged samples inducing a stronger immunological response (Figure
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4-61). This illuminating result indicates that NBC-encapsulated cells exhibit a latent
phenotype and that this phenotype strengthens with dry material aging.

Figure 4-61 | An in-vivo experiment demonstrates time dependent immunological
properties of NBCs where the immunological strength of the vaccine is increased with
dry aging.

4.6.5

Growth kinetics of aged, gel-encapsulated cells validate the persister hypothesis

To further characterize the ability of encapsulated living cells to regrow postencapsulation, we performed a suite of experiments using gel-encapsulated bacteria
(Figure 4-62). First, we analyzed the basic growth properties of encapsulated cells. Here,
we prepared a gel encapsulating cells, aged it for 24 hours, liberated the cells from the gel
(as described in the materials and methods section), and plated the cells onto a standard
growth medium (solid). A control plate (unencapsulated bacteria in stationary phase)
served as a control and indicated normal growth after 24 hours (Figure 4-62 A). Gel
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encapsulated cells, however, required at least 48 hours before any observable colony
formation could be seen (Figure 4-62 B). Furthermore, the rate of colony formation per
total number of cells inoculated to the plate was lower than that observed for the control
sample. These results indicate that, at the time of de-encapsulation, the encapsulated
bacteria exist in a growth suppressed state and are not able to grow for several days, but
they able to return to a normal growth state. This finding is consistent with reported
resuscitation rates of about 1 in 10,000136 as well as with previously observed rates.54

Figure 4-62 | Cells in suspension are readily grown on a media plate (left). Cells
were encapsulated in a gel for several days and plated. These samples exhibited no
growth for 48 hours after which a subpopulation of cells entered the growth phase and
formed a colonies at a rate of ~1 in 10,000 as found in our culturability studies and as
reported recently.136 This behavior is indicative of cellular latency.
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4.6.6

NBC application to vaccine summary

Here, we present a method to prepare scaled nano-bio-materials with feasible
application as a vaccine carrier. We have demonstrated the NBC ability to preserve
cellular ATP at 40˚C for 8+ months (4.5.1.4), which is above those found in even the
warmest parts of the globe. We demonstrated that NBCs are phenotypic of a latent state
(4.5.3 and 4.5.4) and induce an immune system to latent tuberculosis (4.6.4). These
achievements provide for an unparalleled demonstration of the application of spray dried
NBCs to act as a dramatically improved vaccine formulation. Recent reports (published
weeks before this writing)137 show temperature-stabilized vaccine against Zika, however
this is a DNA-based formulation and DNA is known to be RT stable. Instead, we have
provided evidence for a RT+ stable living cell formulation which is more versatile could
find more applications in vaccine development.
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4.7

Future directions

Based on our work with upscaling lipid/silica materials and our characterization
of their biological and bio-functional properties, we introduce several future research
opportunities.

4.7.1

Industrially scaled thick-cast technique

We have demonstrated the ability to scale the CDA thin-film process to a thickcast process in which a ~10-fold higher material yield is possible. We further expanded
this technique to a large glass plate with another ~10-fold jump in material yield and,
with our in-vivo study, confirmed biofunctionality of encapsulated cells. It is not a large
stretch of the imagination to envision a scaled-up process in which a conveyor system
with a built-in heating element (i.e. a conveyor-style pizza oven) in which the precursors
are dispensed onto a conveyor, travel through the heater, and are milled into a powder in
a continuous process.
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4.7.2

Live cell vaccine formulations and distribution methods

4.7.2.1 Targeting virulent forms of disease

Our initial in-vivo results showed that, while inducing an immunological response
to latent Tuberculosis, NBCs containing BCG were ineffective towards vaccination
against virulent forms of Tuberculosis. We attribute this observation to the inactive and
latent phenotype of encapsulated cells that were used for immunization. Here, the
bacteria are not consistent with a virulent phenotype and will not induce protection.
To solve this challenge, we propose a formulation in which NBCs are stored and
distributed in a dual-chamber vessel with one chamber containing the dry NBC and the
other containing sterile growth media with an oxygen-rich head gas (Figure 4-63 A). To
activate the vaccine, the top of the container, which is designed with a needle-like
protrusion, is depressed and the protrusion breaks the foil seal between the two chambers,
releasing the NBC into the growth media. In retrospect, we have already demonstrated
these approaches with our published studies that indicate the feasibility of this approach.
Our temperature-dependent aging studies have shown that samples dry aged under
desiccated conditions maintain cellular ATP independent of temperature for the range
tested (4˚C-40˚C). This feature is ideally suited for the storage and transport of NBCvaccine at ambient temperatures, which can exceed 40˚C for many parts of the world.
Our culturability studies were, in effect, miniaturized versions of this proposed
distribution system in which, for the highest concentrations tested, 10µg of NBC was
aged for up to 36 weeks and then introduced to ~100µL liquid growth media. We
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observed growth 100% of the time for all time points tested up to 36 weeks.
Coincidentally, the volumes that we used for culturability studies are identical to those of
typical injected vaccine volumes of approximately 0.1mL for infants.138

Figure 4-63 | Proposed vaccine distribution system with virulent and/or latent
formulations. 1) A vial containing two separate compartments containing NBC (top) and
growth medium (bottom) that are separated with a metal foil has (2) a sharp edge that,
when pressed (3) punctures the foil, exposing the NBCs to medium. 4) Incubation with
rocking at 37°C initiates growth leading to a (5) virulent vaccine. In B, the steps are the
same except the vial has a third compartment with the same foil and sharp edge. In step 6,
the second edge punctures the second foil, releasing a second dose of NBC into the
virulent bacteria. This formulation is immediately administered. By completing only
steps 1-3 with immediate administration, a latent vaccine would be administered. Thus, a
vaccine containing either virulent and/or latent cells is possible. The vial would be stored
and distributed at room temperature and would remain stable for 8+ months.

According to our culturability model, 10µg worth of NBC is sufficient to result in
growth for all time points studied with 100µL of growth medium. Scaling this value up,
1mg per 10mL medium might be sufficient for consistent growth for timepoints <36 dry
aging (per our experimentation in 4.5.3.3). Incubation of the activated vaccine for up to
two weeks may be necessary for extended dry aging timepoints. Thus, based on the
experiments that we introduced here, this model of vaccine distribution could provide for
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a fresh, virulent culture ready for administration that was previously stored and
distributed dry for extended periods independent of temperature.

4.7.2.2 Targeting latent forms of disease

The primary World Heath challenge with Tuberculosis is not the initial, virulent
infection but rather the persistent population of cells that remain latent within the host
post infection. Patients can remain infected with latent M. Tuberculosis bacteria for
decades131 and exhibit no symptoms of Tuberculosis. However, ~10% of patients
eventually exhibit immunosuppression via an entirely different disease, most typically
HIV, and with this now compromised immune system, relapse. The latent M.
Tuberculosis re-enter the growth phase and the patient dies, not of the new disease, but of
Tuberculosis by the previously latent Mtb. bacilli.
Based on our research of the current state of the art in vaccine development, no
vaccine that specifically targets latent cells exists. There are known methods of boosting
the efficacy of the BCG vaccine,139 but these exist as treatments for managing the disease
rather than preventative techniques for immunological advancement. We have
demonstrated the fascinating ability to induce latency on otherwise virulent cells that are
prepared in a scalable method in the lab. This system could find application in developing
a new class of vaccines that are able to immunize against latent cells and, in the case of
Tuberculosis, eliminate these cells if/when they enter the latent phase. In 2016, 10 million
people became sick with Tuberculosis, yet almost two billion people were infected,
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meaning that 99.5% of infections were latent.127 A vaccine to prevent this latent disease
could prevent billions of cases of latent Tuberculosis disease.
Using the proposed model above for virulent formulations, a similar vaccine
could be produced without the incubation step in step 4. Here, simply activate the vaccine
(break the seal between the dry and liquid phase), mix, and administer. Our in-vivo
experiment with thick-cast powders experienced, essentially, a comparable administration
route in which the samples were prepared, stored and shipped in sealed containers, mixed
with saline, and administered to mice. Our experimental results highlighted in 4.6.4 show
that NBCs stored in this way can act as a vaccine against latent forms of Tuberculosis.

4.7.2.3 Targeting both virulent and latent forms of disease

A combined approach could be employed to simultaneously vaccinate against
virulent and latent cells in which both methods described would be packaged in one vial
(Figure 4-63 B). Here, the virulent vaccine would be activated as described and, prior to
administration, the second dry phase would be introduced to the virulent, liquid phase
and administered. As the dry phase would not have the opportunity to exit the VBNC
state, we would expect it to behave as we observed with our in-vivo latency experiment.
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4.7.2.4 Live cell vaccine storage and distribution summary

Here, we propose a system to store and distribute live cell vaccines. This system
was shown to be temperature stable for 8+ months at 40°C and was demonstrated to grow
100% of the time after 36 weeks of dry aging. Preliminary in-vivo studies reveal a latent
phenotype of encapsulated cells that stimulated an immune responsiveness to a latent
challenge. This proposed system could act as the first demonstration of a vaccine that
specifically targets latent bacilli populations and, if stored and distributed as described,
could serve the global population without the requirement of constant cold chain storage.
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5

Conclusions

The field of live cell encapsulation within solid-state materials is rapidly growing
with the potential for many important applications within biomaterial and biomedical
research. Here, we have introduced two new techniques that extend the process of Cell
Directed Assembly with sol gel nanomaterials into scaled-up processes using a bulk film
approach as well as spray drying approach for the scalable production of lipid/silica
Nano-Bio-Composite biomaterials with fully encapsulated, live cells. The bulk film
method is quick and easy and was shown to exhibit high levels of RNA as well as
immunologically-active properties. The spraying conditions offer brief cell-solvent
contact times, low operating temperatures, and rapid droplet drying rates allowing for cell
viability in otherwise harsh material preparation conditions.
In both cases, the NBCs are found to have a highly ordered nanostructure
independent of spray-dry conditions incorporating a fluid lipid interphase that is retained
after 1.5 years of storage at room temperature, yet they are extraordinarily rigid
exhibiting a Young’s modulus of 13 GPa and a hardness of 1.4 GPa. These unique
properties appear to induce the VBNC state, although resuscitation from the persistent
state is possible after even extended periods. The materials provide a model for
determining VBNC resuscitation frequencies across a wide range of variation. While
viability and nanostructure appear independent of spray drying parameters, particle
macro-morphology, density, and aerodynamic diameters were variable through
systematic control of the processing parameters. Such particles, through their enhanced
expression of VBNC-related antigens, could prove useful in the development of live
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vaccines against diseases in which the VBNC state may be clinically important, such as
latent Tuberculosis. Our research has laid the groundwork for extending this work by
providing a demonstration of both a vaccine against latent cells as well as a long-term
40˚C storage platform with successful subsequent resuscitation and growth of the virulent
bacteria.
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